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T.S. DEVADOSS

PERSPECTIVES ON ETHICAL ANB MORAL
DISCIPLINES IN áAMKARA^S PHILOSOPHY

India, for ages,has cherished imperishable values ofdharmay
artha^ kama and moksa which háve sustained her in her long
history. These values are the bedrock of our cultural heritage.
Saints and holý men are the greatest exemplars of these glorious
values, India*s genius is uniquely spirituál and it has produced
a suecession of men who háve made self-realization and service
of fellowmen their sovereign ideál; fulfílling themselves, they
háve illumined the path for humanity.

To this glorious line belongs Adi Samkaraearya, who by
his gí^pal ofAdvaita Vedanta has richly contributed to the moral
and spirituál regeneration, not only of India but of the world
as a whole, Heis an amazingphenomenon ofdynamic spirituality.
He has become an unfailing source of inspiration and benediction
to seekers of truth all the world over.

Indián Philosophy is not merely a way of thought but
also a way of life. As between the speculative and the pratical,
it is the latter that is considered to be the more important aspect
in philosophy. *Take care of the way you live, and the vision
of truth will follow/ seems to be the teaching of all philosophers.
Conduct counts, not creed. Reform your life, mould your character,
and the ability to think and understand will then develop along
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right lineš and lead to fruitful consequences. That without moral

pixritymetaphysical insight cannotbe gainedisagenerally accepted

principle. As the Katha-Upanisad puts it, 'Not he who has not

ceased from evil conduct; not he who is not tranquil; not he
yvYip cannot concentrate his mind; nor even he whose mind is

not composed can reach this šelf through knowledge.'^ And there

is the saying of the Mmiámsakas: 'The Vedas cleanse not the

unrighteous/^ Plotinus observes: 'God on the lips without good

conduct of life is a word/

The Upanisads teach the fundamentals of good life. The
Brhadaranyaka summarizes the whole philosophy of ethies in

three commands - *cultivate self-controF (damyata), 'he generous'

Cdutta), and *have compassion' (daya) - given to gods, men and
demons, respectively^. Besides the metaphysical texts(daráanasdstras^^

and ethical codes (dharmasastra), there are several bools of
applied philosophy, such as the BhagavadgTta, the Dhammapada^
and the Tirukkurál, each of which expounds a metaphysic of

morals.

Ethical disciplines in Hindtiism are derived from certain

spirituál concepts. They are not justifíed on purely utilitarian

or biological grounds. Indián thinkers háve discussed ethies from
both the sociál or objective and the personál or subjective stand

poin^, witii emphasis on the latter, in consonance with the Hindu
met^hysical view that the ultimate goal of life is liberation.

The exceltem<^ of a culture, according to Indián thinkers, is

to be judged, not by the materiál prosperity or creature-comforts

it provides for the sodety or the individual, however important
they may be, but by its upholding of the principle of plain living

^nd high thinking. 'A man profits very little if he gains the

^whole wQrld^ but loses his souF, says the Bible.

Without proper ethical training there is no use in phi-

losophizing. Commenting on the first;iAord, *then* (atha), in the

ftrst aphorism of the Brahmu-sutra, Sankara pres€r|bes for the

prospective philosophieal aspirant the foUowing fourfoM quali-

i^eation: (1) discrimination l^tween titie etemal and the non-
etemal, (2) non-attachment to the pleasures of this world and
the next, (3) cultivation of ihe cardinal virtues, and (4) a longing

for líberation (mujnukfutva). Of these four qualifications, it will

l^e Been that^ while tp.e first refers to intellectual competence.
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the other three constitute the practical reqmreinent consisting

in the disciplining of emotions and the will of the aspirant.

He should nevr lose sight of the goal of his enquiry. He should

desire nothing else but that, i.e. moksa. Consequently, he should

develop a distaste for the pleasures of this world and the next.

And he should prepare himself morally for a life of metaphysical

contemplation by cultivating such qualities as calmness, self-

control and contentment. The insistence on the acquisition of

moral excellence as a condition for effective philosophizing is

absolutely essential.

Indián philosophers háve investigated the nature ofreality

from two standpoints: the relative (uyavaharika) and the Absolute

(paramarthika). The relative reality of the physical world is

based upon the undeniable evidence of the seers. The diversity

of ego and non-ego is its very structure. áamkara refuted the

doctrines of Buddhist nihilism and subjective idealism/Again,

undeniable experience of the seers reveals the fact that there

is a reality which is absolute existence^ knowledge and bliss

(saccidananda) ^. For Samkara, this reality, called Brahman,
is non-dual, eternal, immutable, relationless, and the unattached

source ofthe creation, preservation, and dissolution ofthe universe,

Thatboth the Absolute and the relative can be reál, though
under different conditions, has been illustrated by the examples
of the desert and the mirage, waking and dream, the rop and
the illusory snake superimposed upon it through ignorance. But
they are not experienced as reál from the samé standpoint of

view. When you see the desert, you do not see the mirage. When
you see the non-dual Brahman you do not see the phenomenal
universe. The universe is called níaya. Mayá is the power inherent

in Brahman which accounts for the appearance of the universe.

Owing to it, the appearance is taken for reality* But this apparent
reality does not in any way affect the true nature of Braúbman:
the mirage does not moisten a grain of sand in the desert. At
first, maya hides the nature ofreality, next it projects multiplicity.

Maya is neither reál nor unreal. It is not unreal, because under
certain conditions, the effect, námely, multiplicity, is perceived
to exist. It is not reál, because multiplicity disappears when
one achieves the knowledge of Brahman. According to Samkara,
the ultimate goal of the Upanisads is to prove that whatever
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exists is non-dual Brahamn. The Upanisads háve condemned
duality, but nevr non-duality, "By mina alone is Brahman to
be realized; then one does not see in it any multiplicity whatsoever.
He goes from death to death, who sees mutiplicity in it. "This,
verily, is that"^ "Duality does not exist for one who knows reality".
Brahman is 'one without a second,' Brahman, as absolute reality,
always exists, even when the world is taken to be reál, just
as the desert alone really exists even when one sees the mirage.
The reality of the sense-perceived universe is empirical. Sociál
values cannot be derived by those who regard themselves as
part of the relative world.

To the enlightened all that exists is Brahman^. Non-dualism
is not illusionism (mayavadah it is an experience which sees
the sole reality of Brahman (brahmástitvavUda). But the dualist
person regards the universe of multiplicity as reál; so, also are
the pairs of opposites such as ego and non-ego, pleasure and
pain, good and evil, virtue and vice. Therefore, one cannot dny
his relationships with others or his sociál obligations. He must
pray, worhsip, work, and reap the fruit of action. For him the
personál god is reál as the controller of his destiny and the
universe. But, when the universe disappears in Brahman, the
personál god, Heaven and Earth merge in it, too.

The Indián thinkers admit the inherent perfection of the
soul^^ thikigh this perfection may be distorted (according to the
dualísts) or hidden (according to the non«dualists) by the power
of mayu. They also l^lieve that every soul will eventually attain
perfection. But, as it cannot be attained in one life, they postuláte
the doctrine of rebirth - which is governed by the law of karma,
Birth, growth, decay, and death apply to the body and not to
the soul*

The very divine nature of the soul, hidden or distorted
thou^ it may be, makes it seek absolute existence, knowledge,
and bliss. Man wants to be, to know, and to enjoy bliss. He
seeks the fiilfillment of these three basic desires on Earth and
in Heaven. To tihat end, he performs selfless action, propitiates
god, or pnrsues knówledge. He assumes numberless bodies, but
nowhere does hé diséover, absolute existence, knowledge and
bliss. The knowledge that is acquired through the senses and
the naindhaSabeginningand an end. There is no abidinghappiness
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in the fínite. In creation notMng exists forever. The cause produces

the effect, and in time the latter disappears. Absolute existence

cannotbe realizedin the phenomenal world, in which one experiences

constant birth and death, "Having enjoyed the vast heavenly
world, they come back to the world of mortals when their merit

is exhausted. Thus abiding by the injunctions of the three Vedas
and desiring desires they are subject to death and rebirth"®.

The word brahmanubhava, which means the experience

of Brahman, is worth noting. Samkara uses the term frequently,

thereby indicating that self-realization is not merely a concept
or an ideál beyond the empirical pale, but is rather and more
exactly an actual experience which the individual undergoes.
This fact also explains the acceptance ofjivanmukti by Samkara.
Moksa, therefore, is ethico-spiritual and is neither merely ethical

nor merely spirituál o metaphysicaL Since it has to be achieved
here and now, it is evident that the effbrt to achieve it is an
ethical effort, Similarly it is a stat free from Velative* experience
and, as such, it is a unique spirituál existence by the attainment
ofwhichthe individual transcendshis empirical level ofconsciousness.
Even here, Samkara admits the synthesis of the empirical and
the transcendental, or the ethical and the metaphysical aspects
of life.

An ethical person worksfrom a sense ofduty which generally
implies compulsion or necessity. Duty often creates unpleasantness
and friction, Furthermore, if a man wishes to attain perfection,
which is inherent in the soul, he should not always look outside.
But ethical duties can be performed through love. This love
does not mean sentimentality, but springs, for the dualist, from
the consciousness that all living beings are children bf God,
and, for the non-dualist, from the perception of the oneness
of existence. Love greases the wheel of duty and makes it run
without friction. Thus duty paves the way to freedom.

A non-dualist can look upon ethical practices from both
ascetic, or negative and affirmative standpoints. The negative
disciplin consists in suppressing the craving of the ego or I-

consciouness, which separates a man from others. This separation
is responsible for attachment to friends or aversion for enemies
and indifference to the rest. A man yields to selfíshness which
must be suppressed for the realization of a higher life* There
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lies the efflcacy of ascetic disciplines. On the other hand, the

affirmative ethical disciplin of the non-dualist is based upon

the recognition of Brahman as the šelf in all. He must always

remain aware of this oneness and show his awareness by his

action and thought. He must cultivate a feeling of kindness

for ali. Broadly speaking, the ascetic disciplin shrinks the ego,

and the affirmative expands it. The finál result is the samé:

the destruction ofthe finite ego that feels attachmento aversion,

o remains indiffereht. According to Indián thinkers, ethics is

not an end in itself, but a means to attain a higher stat beyond

the strife and struggle of the relative world.

K.S. Murti observes: "Samkara is emphatic only on two
points, that action, even ifethical, cannot in any sense be considered

as the principál and direct means of liberation, and that for

one who has obtained true knowledge there can be no obligations

andduties*, religiouso sociál. He attains actionlessness (naiskarmya)

whether he seems to act o not, for his gnosis has redeemed
him from bondage; and normaíly such a man remains without
action outwardly also. Thus, ín these systems ofthought, liberation

is complete emancipation from this as well as the other world
once and for ever"".

According to Samkara, all action s shouid not be given
up until the rise of gnosis. Further, ethical action is absolutely
necessary to bring about the purification ofmind. True knowledge
cannot arise without undertaking an enquiry into the nátue
of this Absolute based on scriptural texts and one is incapable
of such an inquiry till one has developed virtue and equipose,
sense-control, detaehmentfrom worldly things, concem with eternal
things and desire for liberation". Ethics thus is the foundation
onwhich fa-ueknowledge canbe built";and to avoidmisunderstanding
it must be stated that the liberated man can nevr be anti-
social. though he may be a sociál, and if at all, he chooses to
act, his actions will be ethical only, and for the good of the
world. AdvaitaVedánta while insisting that true knowledge alone
is the one and sufficient cause (karana) of liberation, emphasize
that this would not arise without the practice of virtue- but
grant that after emancipation one is not obliged to act, for there
will be no motivation for involvement and conduct in the world ^^
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According to Advaita, while ajnánin transcends ethics,

he cannot and ought not to violate it. No great Advaitin ever

violated sadacara. K.S. Murty raises the question; 'ho^^ does

one know that one has obtained saksatkara (direct immediate
awareness) of Brahman?* If an ethical person with a pijire and
subtle mind who has gone through the Vedantic disciplin is

convinced that he has it, he must be right. The testimony for

Brahman-knowing is the feeling within one*s own heart. How
can others know that one has obtained saksatkara? It is through
a scrutiny of the life of one who claims so and by examining
his behaviour. The Upanisads^^ and the GVta}^ háve described
the pattern of the life and behaviour of such a person. Whosoever
is seen to conform to it nctay be considered to be one wlio has
attained the ultimate Good^®.

Murty ^pntends that the great men who háve won peace,

according to Samkara, work for the world*s welfare one who
knows that his šelf is the šelf of all beings^^ realises that if

he does good to others he does good to himself. For such a man
there is no enemy, as there is no other. The consequence of

the awareness of identity necessarily results in equality. The
metaphysics ofAdvaitapropoundedbySamkara canbe thefouodation
only for unselfishness and altruism and is consistent only with

an egalitarian society based on sociál and economic justice and
equality and peace. According to Suresvara, humility (amanitva)
and non-hatred (advestrtva) are the instruments (šadhanas) for

the seeker of brahmajftana, whereas they constitute the very

nature of a brahmajndnin^^.

Samkara's viewpoint is intellectual and hence ethical,

for ethics and virtue, according to the Vedic philosophy, are

the offshoots of, as well as the goals of the ideál of intellect-

A rationalist and a dialectical thinker, JŽamkara elevates intellect,

and considers faith the consequence ofreason, whereas the naystics

subordinate reason to faith.

All the Vedantins (even among those, who are Maya-
vadins) do not agree that jnana is the sole means to Brahman-
realisation. They accede to the indispensability ofjfídna but

they further maintain thatjnana must be combined with kcLmm
for bringing about moksa. Thejndna-kanda like the karmm-kSnSa
should be held to be primarily concemed with aný sddhya ér
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something to be effected. Accordingly, even if no injunction be
TequiredfoTatma-jnana or Brahman-realisatioii itself, its necessity

for karmans, combiBed with which ooly the knowledge arising

from the Upanisads can effectuate the liberating -realisation,

remains undoutable. Mandanamij^ra propounded jnána-
karmasamuccaya-vada, the theory of the synthesis of knowledge
and action.

The knowledge ofBrahman which precedes self-realization

requires action (performed in keeping with the moral ideál) to

attain the stat of self-realization. This ethical action, or 'duty'

for the saké of 'duty*, is described and accepted by Samkara
as action performed without any mundane motive (niskama) and
he holds that such disinterested action leads to self-purifícation

(atma-suddhi).

It is evident that morality is accepted by Samkara as

the necessary means of attaining true knowledge of the šelf.

The acceptance ofthe du^ies meant for different sta^s (dsramas)
of life further proves Samkara's emphasis on fbe W of

ethical life as the means for the attainment ofHfcéálíori. Samkara
recognized the distinctionbetweensa/nocarsa/aand visamavarttana
(unitive knowledge and differetitiáted behaviour), Samkara has
fally recognized that vijimiía^ or tt|e^fátófic knowledge of the
Vedas, which advocated the pák^^^^^
was conductive toJnana, or tfiife ^^I^T^

Th^ adha^]r^n©e,to;'l»tfá^lS^#'^^||^ and
to sociál duties (varna-dhannas) w£^ aecépted by Samkara. But
he pointed out hat the duties, as well as the intuitive knowledge
of the Biráhman, ultimately aimed at the merger of Atman with
Brahnian. Similarly Mama 'desire' according to him should be
si>!imatédaÉ&ansmuied into longingforthe union with Brahman
or the part atfié MoiVidú^ *flbius for Mm, the only purusartha
to be réalizfed was tóíi$ ^'j^^, ai|^ tíié o^é tihree ought
to be subordmated toit* Whilé advoeét-Éii^ €hiš áMto Saxnkara
poiínted out^ ]that, <»% a.^eÉl#spp|^|ii^ff ;iaii^ rise above
,tjie,.rerajpirieal ,lewl-\^:,Poisi^é^^ i^p^^twl statements
.with' :rí^^i^ tO; .itíN5;':per|Eiinp^ part of each
^smé eveiy, %i$iiiduííklj^;:^'^,aii4'

A

íon^.adherence

'tf^[^fs&Síf^t0^^^w é^raot;on the part

I
..-c^!f^^,.|^|%^ action
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would not bind iiim to the world, amply prove that tlie higliest

goal of life, was tlie sublime stat of selfless service, universal
love, andfreedomfTomselfisliness_andnarrow-mindedness. Summing
up the ideál oflife advocatedby Samkara, SarvepalliRadhakrishnan
remarks, It is life in the spirit full of meekness and peace,

holiness and joy, and not sinking into a stat of contemplative

inertia'^®.

To conclu.de in the words of S.S. Snryanarayana Sastri:

'Supreme as a pliilosopher and a dialeetician, great as a man
of calm judgement an wide toleration, Samkara taught us to

love truth, respect reason andrealise thepurpose oflife'^^ áamkara
was a practical visionary, a philosopher, and at the samé time,

a man of action, what we may call a 'sociál idealis, to borrow
Radhakrishnan*s phrase.

Samkara*s contribution to the Indián ethical thought and
to the moral eonscience of man is centered on two aspects, viz.

(i) a thorough disciplin in morals is necessary for both thonght

and action, and (ii) one shouid not stop with being moral; morality

is but the stepping stone to spirituál perfeetion.
/-

««, —
Thegreatesttribute thatwe canhumbiy pay to Samkaracarya

is not to rest till we reach the goal which is spirituál perfection.

To Samkara, all eyes háve tnrned and will continue to turn

with loving reverence, so long as raan retains his nobility and

wisdom.
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LOKESH CHANDRA

NYAI LAM KIDUL: GODDESS OF THE
SOUTHERN SEAS

The mystery of Nyai Lara Kidul has several elements

ofthe inticáté processes ofacculturation and evolution ofhistorical

events. Incisive insights into the origin and development of her

mystery are provided hy Cambodian history. Nyai Lara Kidul

is the mins geometry of the kingdom of Mataram that was

founded by Saííjaya, descendant of u local prince in about A.D.

732. The kingdom was so named in the tenth century, after

it had been divided into many small principalities in the ninth

century. The ancient kingdom, Mataram Pertama o Hindu, was

reconstituted around 1582-160 1 by fealtan Senopati. Sultán Agung

(1613-1643) transformed it into an empire with himself as Ruler

o Susuhunan. There were two states ofSurakarta andYogyakarta

with separate rulers. Both the states háve had the cult of Nyai

Lara Kidul. Matara is a town on the west coast, east of Galle

in Sri Lanka and it gave the name to the town and post of

Mataram on Lombok island. The founder ofthe Mataram Pertama

in the eighth century, Sanjayamusthave consecratedthe v(holeness

of his stat with the holiness of this Goddess of the Southern

Seas alive with veins of sacred time.

Nyai iísra Kidul as Goddess í^fthe Southewi Seas (Jordaan

1984:99) reminds of Soath Indiai. í!.ígrations across the seas.
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These Indians must háve worshipped a Goddess for a safe and
successful journey. In Cambodia, the Goddess of the Seas is

Mani-mekhala (Levi 1937:371-91). MeMa/a and kanci both mean
a Vaist-girdle'. I venture to suggest that Manimekhalá must
háve been worshipped as the city-goddess (nagara-devata) of

Kanci Themigrantsfrom KaíTcTand its stat couldhave constituted

a sizeable propoxtion, and worshipped Her on the high Seas,

They must háve consecrated landings by extensive rituals of

the Goddess, on arrival at a sea coast after a long and exhausting
voyage. They were faced by tribal people, not only inhospitable

but hostile. As time went by they had to marry local women
to adjust to the new space. They gained the respect of the local

rulers by a higher civilisation. The énterprising among them
could vanquish the local ruler and marry the Queen of the tribe

who was láte on acculturised and divinised as a Nági. Naga
means not only 'a serpen but also 'the best or most excellent

of any kind (at the end of a compound), elephan: Kaundinya
married a nSgT, taught her to wear a sarong, and introduced
cultivation of rice. When established in the New Domáins, they
must háve sanctified their power through Her. The Goddess
of the Seas assumed powers of conferring royal authority and
Her rituals continually strengthened the new stat.

We can discern the following elements in th^iíanimekhala
cult:

^'''\ ''

'"'''^"

1. From a tíiy goddess of Kanci to the Great Goddess.

2. From the Great G<KÍdess in generál to the Goddess of the
Seas in particular,

3* Legitímation of poHtical power by marriage witii the local

queen, tiie f^tochthone KSgí.

4, VaEdatíon af a new stat by association with the Goddess
m eonfemi^g ^ j^allciwai origin that recallás tíie mytho-
MstííricEilípcestfrs; e.^^^^ ííhebrahmana Kauii&ya andNa^
as ixe femiiei^ dr stat.

5. Stabilisatíon is a piae poiltícal issue for any stat. This
was efficted by c<>iitínuing sanctifícation of the kingdom
by ifce nightly tóon of fee king with fce Ctoddess as a
beam^ii íromáii in the ffemple of the State.
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Nyai Lara Kadul is so to say aJavanese version ofManimekhala
in her multiple functions as Po Nagar "Goddess of the State".

Lara Kidul and the foundation of the stat of Mataram:

In 732, Sanjaya founded a kingdom in the centre of Jáva.
Though it is not known for sure what was the natne of Sanjaya's
kingdom, today we refer to it as bearing the name of Mataram.
To distinguish it from Senopati's kingdom, we call it Mataram
Hindu or Mataram Pertama (pertama = the first). During its

existence for nearly two hundred years (until the year 928),
it built many temples, of which the Prambanan is the most
famous. As nothing is known in the history of Central Jáva
from 928 to 1500, it cannotbe said that the Mataram of Senopati
is a continuation of the Mataram of the old days, the Mataram
Hindu (M. Hoesodo's letter).

The story of Nyai Lara Kidul is connectedwith Panembahan
Senopati, the founder of the Mataram dynasty. Senopati's father,
Ki Ageng Pamanahan, having beaten and killed the govemor
of Jipan because of his recalcitrance, was granted the Mataram
lands by the king of Pajang. After his father's death, Sutowijoyo
(Senopati's youth name). stood up against the king. After the
king's death in the war (1582), Mataram became the newkingdom,
replacing Pajang. Sutowijoyo called himself Panembahan (=the
Reverend) Senopati (=Commander-in-Chief). It ví^as his grandson
who adopted the title of Sultán (1613), and called himself Sultán
Agung (the Great Sultán). As the governors were not wilHng
to acknowledge Senopati as their new king, Senopati had to
conquer them one by one. According to folk tales, in his conquests
Senopati was always aided by the invisible army of Nyai Lara
Kidul (letter of M. Hoesodo).

Nyai Lara Kidul is said to be the consort of all Mataram
kings. After the division of Mataram in 1755, we háve the stat
of Surakarta (reigned by a Sunan) and the stat of Yogyakarta
(by a sultán). On the grounds of the Krát on paláce of Surakarta
is a tower where the Sunan is said to hold a meeting with
the goddess on certain nights of the year. At the anniversary
of his coronation day the sacred Bedayadance is always held,
performed by nine girls. But at certain moments the audience
sees ten girls, then people say that one of them is the goddess

|

herself.
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Once a year, at the Labuhan ceremony (= ceremony of

throwing offerings into the sea) - on the anniversary ofthe Sultan's

accession to the throne - a delegation of Krát on servants takés
offerings to the village Parangkusumo at the South Coast. It

was here that the founder ofthe kingdom ofMataram, Panembahan
Senopati, fírst met Nyai Lara Kidul 400 years ago. His cut hair
and clipped fíngernails are buried at Parangkusumo, and his
ušed clothes are given to the waves together with a large amount
of various new clothes. At this highly ofíícial, sacred Krát on
ceremony common people can only be spectators. They become
active after the end of the ceremony. They físh pieces of clothes
out of the sea, and seli them at high prices.

The close connection of Nyai Lara Kidul with water is
a reminder of the people beyond the seas who heralded the
dawn of a culture and rites that to inform the stat structures
of Indonesia for centuries. The Borobudur is situated in the
village Bumi Samudra, where Indians from beyond the Seas
had settled. A lead-bronze inscription discovered on the west
plain of the Borobudur, speaks of Daksinapatha o South India.
Senopati meets Nyai Lara Kidul on the beach of the southern

v-^f\ x^^ ^^^ ^^°™ ^^^^^ ^® ^^^ underwater paláce of Lara
Kidul. When she was with the Sultán of Yogyakarta, she stayedm a speciál room in the tower of the Water Castle" (ibid. 106).
Nyai Lara (maiden) Kidul (of the South) carries in her name
itself memories of South [India].

^' '*?! «íavanese regard Nyai Lara Kidual as the Goddess
ofthe Southern Seas, i.e. the Indián Oceán offthe Southern
coast of Jáva.

2.

3.

She is the king-maker, as she tells Senopati the founder

wilí mÍrSr °^ ^^^^""^"^ *^^* ^" ^"** ^^« descendants

of Senopati, took her as his bride and often stayed with

ni41
''
r''^"*^^

P^^"^^ ^^ *^« -^t^-rn coast. Thenightly rendezvous of the king with the Nyai Lara Kidul^ a palace-tower reminds of the rati-pJHtTsi^f-nermost sanctum of the kúta,ara or^aLfi^^^
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4. The superseding kiiigdoms of Stirakarta and Yogyakarta
maintain their alliance with her. The present Sultán of

Yogyakarta has contacts with her.

5. The various elements of Nyai Lara Kidul as a fertility

gpddess, and her relationship with the rice-goddess DevF
Srí are her extended functions as the Goddess of the State-

Legitimation of power: The association of the snake
cult with Nyai Lara Kidul is a later accretion due to the semantics
of the word nagZ Nyai Lara Kidul as a serpent deity is a
nagi. NagTis an euphemism for a chthonian woman. Kaundinya
had married the local queen, the nagi queen, to validate his

political authority. The Kaundinya complex is the fundamental
pattern of the theory and practice of stat in SE Asia. It is

the social-political response to emergingethno-cultural projections

wherein the existing context and the new order fínd a harmonisation.
The State is sanctified by Nyai Lara Kidul of the Javanese,
Po Nagar of the Chams, Manimekhala of the Khmers, and the
Rati»goddesseain the innermost sanctum ofthe VajradhatiJ.-mandala
in the kUiagara, the tower-palace-

"She is said to reside in an underwater paláce, Members
of the Kratons in Yogyakarta and Surakarta refer to her as
Kanjeng Ratu KiduL According to them she has two fexnale patih
(chief Hiinisters), Nyai Lara (or Rara) Kidul, and Nyai Riya
KiduL (Many people prefer to spell Loro, Roro and Riyo instead
of Lara, Rara and Riya). The common people, however, know
only one igure, Nyai Lara (or Loro) KiduL She rules over a
kingdom that is structured like the Central Javanese Kingdom
ofMataram. With the help ofher spirit-army she protects Mataram
and all the Sultans, who are regarded as her human spouses,
The range of her power is said to be far: she ean be malevolent,
sending storms, inundations, plagues and epidemics; but she
can be benefícient as well, protecting and fulfilling wishes, when
asked for with the proper rituals'' (M. Hoesodo).

The Vacillating character' attributed by Hidding is not
correct. As an omnipotent Supremci Goddess all emanates from
her: both good and evil. It is she who gives the kingdom to

Javanese rulers, protects them, a£ui even deserts them, when
they go wrong. Her negative endowr -nts strengthen her positive
powers. They become punitive defcerrants.
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Stabilisation ofpower: "Lora Eadul is an ever-rejuvenating:
bride, who enters into marriage with successive Javanese rulers"
(Jordaan 1984:104). The 'yellow colour of her skin (lara kuni)
may also be explained by the customary practice of greasing
the body with yellow powder on ceremoniál occasions" (ibid. 105).
ín India a bride-to-be is massaged with turmeric to give her
body a yellow complexion. Yellowingin fact means the ceremonies
preliminaiy to marriage and by semantic extension it refers
to marriage. The devadasis are known as nityasumagalPetemail
brides'.

Jordaan (1984:113 n.8) states: "As far as Southeast Asia
is concerned, we may point out the parallel between the stay
of Lara Kidui-at the Water Castle, and the nightly nnmns of
Khmer kings in the Phimeanakas (a tower-shaped building of
the Angkor Thom complex) with a 'serpent goddess' who appeared
under the guise of a beautiful woman'.

"Cambodian legends and legendary genealogie^ Í|ree in
having their kings descend from the union of a fabíé ancestor
(an Indián, of course, as the brahmans were from India) with
a nagi, daughter of the Nágaraja, owner of the soil. As lat
as the end ofthe thirteenth century, a Chinese visitor to Cambodia
relates tíiafc every night the King of Cambodia wenfc high upmto the tower of the royal temple of the Phimeaaakasat Angkor
tt/^r ***.^^^^^t^^ftch with the naga priaeess,.áaughter ofthe Nag«raja. and tfaat oii this union depend^ iBe^elfare
evetiÉfeeexist^ee, of theEingdom" (Briggs 1951:14): Kaundinyab^e^fang of Punan in the" fífth century, married Sóma the

=
Jmw4ž^ Ceíesial Paláce' is a pyramid standing in theh^ofliher^ji^, paláce. On its cruciform foundatio in the^^^^Mm^mm V^m^ there was a sanctamív buTlf o^h#.t materiál ,,^^,^^ g,l^ f,, the CW^^Sm^^J^^^

Ta^saw.tandpaUedittheTowerofGold'(Pre^

*««*^ mmá^ whaeh is toppéd bý a mtag^^^^^^O^^r^
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or tower must háve been a gilded wooden construction, as Cíi'oii

describes it. Inside the tower was the sanctum with all the deities.

A gilt bronze image of Hevajra was found in the ruins of the

royal paláce ofJayavarman VII (1181-1220?) from Angkor Thom.
Gilding of a statue is don for consecration. The gilded statue

of Hevajra indicates that tantric practices were pevalent in

Cambodia.

In the innermost shrine, in the sanctum sanctorum of

a tantric mandala, were located four goddesses in the corners.

In the Vajradhátumandala the four goddesses are in the very

centre of the kutagara: Lasya (SE), Mála (SW), Gita (NW) and
Nrtyá (NE) (NSP. text 45-46), The deities clearly indicate the

goddess in the form of a young beauty offering the garland as

Mála, singing as Gita, dancing as Nrtya: all to induce tumescence
and frenzy, and finally the rituál orgy with its indulgence or

licence, "Dancing, revelry and amorous propensities were not

only religious exaltation but a means of acquiring supernaturaí

energy for the working of vegetation-magic" (EEE.9*558)

These four goddesses are the inner píy-deities because
they are in the intimacy of the corners of the innermost sanctum.
They are found in three more mandalas in the NispannayogavalT:
Mandala of Dharmadhatu-^gisvara Majughosa, who is the acme
of šrgara-rasa-rasi (NSP text p.58), mandala of Mahavairocana
of Durgati-parisodhana (NSP text p.66), mandala of RatnadSka
amorig the Pancadáka (NSP text p.76).

Two other mandalas háve variations of these four god-

desses: Mandala ofVajradhara according to the Samputa-tantra:
Hasya(E), Lásya(S), Gita (W), Nrtya (N) (NSP text p.lO)!Mandala
of Yogambara: Lasya, Vína, Gita, Nrtya (NSP text p.33).

The Pao-hsiang Lou Pantheon (Clark 1937:2.145 no.4B55)
has a statuette of Lasya"where her hands hold two vajras which
háve a phallic form.

In the four mandalasjof the first abhisamaya of the
Tattvasagraha she is rdi-puja, k&ma-rati-pujEyjnana-rati, raii-

rata, lasya-ratUpujd. iaí means pleasure of love, sexual passion
or union, amorous enjoyment (often personified as one of the
two wives ofKimadeva, together with PfitD. These tantric rituals

provide a precedent to the Cambodían practice in the Phiptean-
akas-
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11.26 Vajralásya arises out of the samadhi of Vairocana

that emanatesfroiB the symbolism ofthe rai-p5/a ofallTathagatas.

She says that no worship equals mine for all types of worship

is initiated by kama-rati-puja.

1.2.26 In the vajraguhya-vajra-mandala, her dharanfis:

om vajraguhya-ratipujd-samaye sarva-pujm prauartaya svaha

{STTS. p.35).

1.3.26 In the vajra-jnáha-dháranr-mandala, she is named
Sarva-tathagata-jnána-rati and her dharanf is: arn jnana-lasye

(Gobushingan 246 bo.97).

1.4.26 In the vajrakarya-karma-mandala, her name is

Sarva-tathagata-rati-rata, andherdMra^fis: om sarva-tathagata-

lasya-rati-puj&megha-samudr^pharana-samayehum (Gobushingan

304 no.l26)
, .

'

Her connectioo with skin disease reminds of the devadasl

cnlt, who came primarily from the lower strata of society. The
Devadasf is known as joginT (Skt yoginX) in Andhra Pradesh,

jogti in Rajasthan, rnatagíin Kerala. The word maía%rindicates
that they came mostly from the sudra caste. In the Belgaon

district of Karnataka they are sudra girls. The landlord of the

village who spends the first night with her, commands speciál

respéct. When the marriage of the son ór daughter is negotiated,

it is a matter of status to rélate the tíumbet of devadasTs kept.

Nyai Lará Kidnl creátes ahd siistains the kingdom, She
assures the prosperit}?^ ibf the téalm as the rice goddess, with

the adiiitibn 5fnéw áttributes and fanctions derived from chthonian
deitiesl

CEatEMOOT LORO KIDUL

Ever heard of the raler of the Indián Oceán? She is Nyai
Loro Kidd, 4ufe|i f)f ^M^ who is fanatically fond
of the gri^E^jq|^ p©oplfií Df Jáva, especially who live

on Ché souipie^ Loro Kidul is a mysterious
ín§m^B^^"^i^ B^ach Hotel, Sukabumi (in

li^st^tjajf^^,,!^^ is dedicated to her,
aj3,^' n§vipÍ ,'k^ || ís sa>|ft',,jtÍLa^ certain nights the room
spreats a Wagránt siiielL
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There is another story about the people along the coast

of the Speciál Territory of Yogyakarta. For them the Oceán is

the realm of Queen Nyai Loro Kidul, the beach is the demarcation

line which has to be respected. It is a sacred line for them.

It is 30 sacred that they taboo everything that is green-coloured

on the beach, because it is the favourite colour ofthe Sea Goddess.

There are rumours about the prohibition of wearing green

clothes on the beach. Being rumours, they are difficult to believe.

Once a visitor was mysteriously lost when he was strolling along

the coast, because he wore a green coat. Just by wearing a

gjeen cap, one has the chance of being summoned by the Queen
to appear in front of her at the paláce, Having been summoned,
he had to reach as soon as possible, he walked and walked
to the centre of the oceán, and did not return. He is called

kalap, which means *taken away or summoned\

But if he is not .wearing a green coat, then he is said

to be dikersakake, which means she wanted him. People say
that lost persons are made subjects of the Sea Goddess, Whatever
the cause of his death, that was his fate, which is interpreted

by people as power of Nyai Loro KiduL Anyhow, at last it is

decided that people háve to offer food (caos *to offe dahar Too),
by burning incense, in order to evade disaster in the South
Sea.

On the coast of Parangtritis South of Yogyakarta, it is

a custom that one can let somebody else do the food offering

by giving a trifle for his services, This beíief spreads from the

coast to the centre of the city along the Chode River, which
splits the city in two halves.

Every year on a certain day, people who live along the
river prepare a welcoming ceremony for Nyai Loro Kidul who
is said to visit Mount Merapi by travclling along the river together
with her escorts. They are afraid if they do not bid her welcome,
tjien she will spread an epidemie among them. As the exact
time of her visit is not known^ people are vigilant for several

nights, for the supposed D-Day,

Having waited long, all at once, they hear thundering
sounds from the South, approachir? ; the mountain. The sounds
come nearer and nearer, and everyoiie is frighfcened. Ifthe sounds
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are heard very dosely, everyone beats
^''^''y^^^J^^^f^;^^

a loud sound. They are wlnnows, to^-to^\"*^«-b^l°*^^f
'f' „™^^

háve been prepared for this purpose, while shouting ^ampor

Tampor ! People believe that at that moment the goddess

indS army pas^s by along the riven The tumult lasts 15 to

20 minutes, and it stops if the thundermg sounds are heard

far in the North. The people are calm again as betore.

At Gombong (approximately 150 km west of Yogyakarta)

the welcoming ofNyai Loro Kidul is called Tundan, which means

it is their tum to welcome her. (Written by M. Harjo m the

ladies' magazine^rtini July 1985, issuedfrom Jakarta, Tran slated

from the Indonesian language by M. Hoesodo).
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M. SRIMANNÁRAYANA MURTI

INTENTION OF THE SPEAKER
ACCORDING TO GRAMMARIANS

The grammarians of the Páninian school are interested

in the description of the Vedic as well as the classical or spoken

Sanskrit^ The grammar is aimed at as an instrument for the

proper understanding of the Vedic texts^ Thus the knowledge

of the Veda is the ultimate purpose of grammar^. As the Vedic

texts are revealed^ the grammarians do not admit the role of

a speaker (vaktd) orhis intention (iccha ortatparya)m understanding

their meaning. But with regard to the description of the spoken

language, as deseribed by Pánini in hisAstádhyáyi, or the generál

linguistic theory, as expounded by Bhartrhari on the basis of

the Samgraha of Vyadi and the MaKahúsya of Patanjali, no

Hnguist can afford to*ignore the intention. of the speaker in

his analysis of the communicative systém existing between the

speaker and the listener. Panini, Patwijali and Bhartrhari háve,

indeed, opined that the meaning of any utterance is the m\im
actually present in the mind of the speaker. In other wofds,

the intention of the speaker (vaktariecfm) itself is the correct

import of sentence and the purpose of language is deemed to

háve been served only when the listner is able to understand

the intention of the speaker. Thus all the analyses langua^
like parts ofspeech, declension, conjugation, case^rela|i$ii, syBtadfe

features and classification ofthe TBÍetmt&mtojitk
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kriya, etc, are only to gaiii proper iinderstanding of the speakes

iotention through each word ušed by him. This theory of the

grammarians oftlie Paninian scliool on the intention ofthe speaker

(vaktariccha ortatparya) is illustratedhereunder with the gleanings

from the Astadhyayi ot Vinini, the Bhasya of Patanjali and the

Vakyapaiya of Bhartrhari.

Had there been one to one equation for the words and

their referents there would not be any ambiguity in the

communication of the intention of the speaker; for, each word

has only one meaning and each meaning is associated with one

form. But such a situation is nevr found in any language at

any time in the cultural epoch of any speech community. One
wordmay conveymany referents and one referentmay be conveyed

by more than one word. So the intention of the speaker is to

be determined by the hstener by taking into consideration of

the sentence (vakya), purpose (art ha), context (prakarar^a) and
so on^ in ase of words which háve divergen meánings like

the homon3rms, synonyms, antonyms^, expressions nsed in praise

o censnre, and elliptical sentences. The samé is the ase with

the Tíes of PSnini. In other words there are several rules which
become intelligíble only by taking into consideration of the

intention of Panini. Panini*s predilection for tii^ intention of

the speaker as the sentence senfee can be derniéi&stated both
ly the interpretation of hife rutles and by the illustrations derived
thértówith. To iltestraté |el uis exámine the rule cu:ak purasmin
pur^a^idhau (1.1.57^, It i^ aneÉiptíeaísentence without a verb^.

Thu&tité sentence sénse can be ompléted either as an injunction
OTdaiÉÉfeig sfhSnivadbhava *the stat of the substitute Yade/aj
beingtóéáÉédiás thé originál occupant (stkaninX or as a prohibition
ienyinig s*Mw!K3irf&tóm to the substitute. For exattple in the
éérivaMé i^ilié^fo t^ym-&s i< tmyú^^hy Mo ftúi oct, 6.1*77)
aná iid&#érfiriés C##&iw^ -f o^> tíie 'p which is a substitute
ÍWÍ0M) rf the étigiiiél éeciípiiit (silmnin) u shouí bé treated
;^as> 'íM^"l^«^l;^othéF#iS0 wi!l lié ' ifrb$i>éd by the
mM^^^^^^&y^ 4éU <6«K^)i'^»e' ^^b^ttífé' shotid" bé''"treated

iií^iér to pi^évérít the opferatitins based
f'ffi^^'Mtóif 'in 'tíie 'deirr^ttóon of the
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the rule vato gunavacanat, 4.1.44 and a he third person singulár
ase ending) and mrdv-y-a (< mrdu -¥ T -¥ a), the substitute
should not be treated as the originál occupant. In the vowel
cluster i+I+a the vowels u and Tchange into v and j respectively
by applying the rule iko yan aci (6.1,77) twice. Here the question
is whether í should be changed to y because of the vowel 5
and then the vowel u because of the semivowel y being treated

as the originál occupant or vice versa. Pánini intends that the

change of u into i; should precede the change of í into y. This
can be applied only when the substitute is strictly prohibited
to be treated as the originál occupant®. Therefore the rule has
to be interpreted in both ways as an injunction and also as

a prohibition of sthanivadbhaua, Pataiíjali holds that one and
the samé ellipticai sentence can be interpreted in both ways
depending upon the intention of the speaker, for the sentence
dependsupon the speaker for its content^^. Thejnapakas enunciated
in the Mahabhasya are based on the intention of Panini. The
intention ofPanini is, ofcourse, determined by takinginto account
different rules readbyhim in a particular contextand the illustrations
covered by them^^.

The expressions derived by the application of rizles also

testify Panini*s concept of sentence meaning. For example the
syntactic relation in uisam bhaksayati can be justified by both
the rules kartur Tpsitatamam karma (1.4.49) and tathayuktam
cantpsitam (1.4,50). Poison is surely undesirable for an ordinary
person; but it may also be desirable for a distressed man who
is frenzied of several calamities to befall. The sentence may
be the samé, but the intentions of the speakers are difíferen^.
We may also not the similar semantic development in the word
pusya orpuusa. The course ofthe Moon is ušed as a measiirement
of time, just as of the Sun. Pusya is an asterism with which
Moon gets conjunction in his course. The speech community chose
to signify by the word pusya also the time in which the Moon
is in conjunction with the Pusya asterism. Thus pusya réfers

to a lunar month. The word pausa is synonymous with pusya
being derived from pusya by adding the suffix am (by the rule

naksatrena yuktah kálah, 4.2.3) and elision of y (by the rule

suryatisySgastyamatsyaTmmyaupadhayah, 6,4. 149), The feminine
form pausT (rtrih) and the neuter ^rom pausám (ahmh) denote
exclusively the day or night of the full moon in the month of
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Pusya or Pausa. Here the signification of the month and the

daý by pausa cannot be determined without understanding the

intention of the speech community".

II

Following Pánini, Bhartrhari reiterates that the sentence

is an integrál unit incapable of any fundamental divisions".

The meaning of the sentence is also indivisible^®. The sentence-

sphota is the word and pratihha is the meaning. The word and

the meaning are two aspects of the samé šelf and not different

from each other". The sentence and its meaning are analysed

for practical purposes on the basis ofthe difference in the expressive

capacity (šaktibheda)^'' by applying the principle of copresence

and coabsence^». While the parts of speech and the morphological

groups like stem and suffíx are by the analysis of the language

form, the classification of meaning into Jati, dravya, guna, kriya,

samkhyU, etc. is by the analysis of the sentence sense. Similarly

the' word meaning is further classifíed into primáty and sec-

ondary.

Further according to Bhartrhari, it is the referent that

fígures in the mind of the speaker is the meaning of the word

or the sentence ušed by him. So also the referent that flashes

in the mind of the listner is the meaning of the word or sentence

heared by him^^. There need not be an object in the world

corresponding to the referent conveyed by the expression of the

speaker. Therefore whatever meaning that is understood from

a word, however contradictory it may be, is the primary meaning
of that word*^.

The classification of the word-meaning into primary and
secondary is made on the basis of prasiddhi and aprasiddhi.

Thuseverymeaningwhichiswell-known and understoodimmediately
afler hearing is called the primary meaning*^ and that meaning
which is understood with the help of context, etc. is called the

secondary meaning**. For example the word go conveys the bull

because of its expressive capacity. It conveys álso the váfiíka

by the samé expressive capacity when a speaker uses the word
go with an intention to convey váhVka because of similarity in

their characteristic features^®.While the bull is the primarymeaning
as it is understood immediately after the use of the word go.
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the vahíka is the secondary meaniog as it is understood with

the help of context, etc. In the comprehension, both the senses

do not flash simulteneously. They flash one after another so

that the listner can decide which particular meaniBg is intended
by the speaker with the help of the context, etc^^ A speaker
may use one word in the sense ofanother word either intentionally

as if byhis own speciál efíbrt^'^, or erroneously^^/The error may
occur either because of superimposition (adhyaropa) or because
of misapprehension (adhyavasaya). While go is ušed for vahíka

because of superimposition ^ the word rajata is ušed in the sense

of mother-of-pearl (sukti) in the sentence idám rajatam because
of misapprehension of silver for shelF^. Similarly even if a person
uses the worághata intentionally for pata in the sentenceghatam
anaya the listner decides the meaning of ghata to be pata as

it is intended by the speaker^^.

The sentences are also seen conveying an entirely different

sense than what has been obtained by the concatenatioo ofthe
lexical meanings of different words. For example the sentence
gantavyam dršyatam suryah 'one has to go, look at the sun'

really means that the time should be ascertained^^. Similarly

adhanusa in vidhyaty adhanusa 'he pierces with something other

than a bow' stands for any instrument in generál and kakebhyah
in kakebhyo raksyatam sarpih 'protéct the ghee from the crows'

stands for all animals and birds which are likely to destroy
the ghee^^. So also from the sentences of praise or blame the

listnerunderstands a meaningwhich is differentfrom thatconveyed
by individual words®®. Thus a rogue is understoodfrom the conapound
khatvarudha^^.

Bhartrhari observes that. the meaning understood from
a word or sentence depends on the culture of the listner. Just
as the objects are perceived differently through the sense organs
by different people, the meaningofthe word is understood differently
from the word by different people®^» Thus the meaning of a word
intended by the speaker can be different from what is understood
by his listner depending on their own cultural background®^.
Purther one and the samé person understands the meanings
of words differently at different times®'^.

Bhartrhari himselfgives a \ií<í ofdeterminants orindi<sants

to help determine the specific sense in which the wor^s íatf
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ušed by speakera, They are: the sentence (vakya), the context

(prakarana), the purpose (artha), the propriety (auciiya), the

pláce (desa) and the time (kala)^^. There is also a comprehensive
list of determinants given by Bhartrhari himself, which include

(1) connection (samsarga), (2) separation (viprayoga) , (3) as-

sociation (sakacarya), (4) opposition (virodha), (5) purpose (artha),

(6) context (prakarana), (7) indication (liga), (8) presence of

anotherwordrsa6ci!flsynyasyosamnid^A;A (9) suitabilityísamaríAyaj,

(10) propriety (aucitya), (11) pláce (desa), (12) time (kala), (13)

gender (vyakti), (14) accent (svara), etc^^ These determinants
are resorted to when there is impreciseness in the meanings
of words o sentences***.

As Punyarája sums up*\ the content of the speech is

nothing but the intention of the speaker (tatparya) and the
classiication of the meaning into primary and secondary, etc,
is a fictitious analysis for the purpose of teaching the structu?

s

pf language to ignorant persons*^.
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RefereBces

1. kesam sabdanam. laukikanam vaidikanam ca, MB. 1.1.1,

P.l.

2, Cf. raksohagamalaghvasandehah prayojanam, ibid.

3. idám adyam padasthánam siddhisopanaparvanam 1

iyam sa moksamananam ajihma rajapaddhatih I i VP, 1. 16.

4, Cf. smrtayo bahurupas" ca drstadrstaprayojanah I

tam evtéritya ligehhyo vedavidbhih prakalpitah IIVP, L7.

See also VP.L 136.

5. Cf. VP. 11.251; 314; 315-316.

6. e.g. aur house is big. The graded antonym s like big and
small are bound up with the operation of comparison and
the comparison may be explicit o implicit. See M.
SrrniBnnBxsyd^BMurti.Anlntro^

p. 294, Delhi, D.K Publications, 1984,

7, The words adesah and sthanivat are carried (anuvrtta)
to this rulefrom the precedingrulesthanivad adeso 'nalvidhau
(1.1.56) and it means : paranimitto 'jadeiah sthanivat syat
sthanibhutád acah purvatvena drstasya vidhau kartavye,
Siddhantakaumuí, 1.1.57.

8, The suffíx vat makes a nominal sentence elliptical as
in the example ušfnaravan madresu yavah, whih may
mean ušfnaravan madresuyauah santi or ušfnaravan madresu
yavah na santi. So the intention of the speaker itself is

the sentence sense; cf. athava vatinirdeso 'yam kamacaras
ca^ vatinirdese vakyasesam samarthayitum. íad yatha.
ušfnaravan madresu yavuk. santi na saníti, MB. 1.1.57,

p.147.

« /
9. Cf. evam bahuni svasrayanivrtter udaharanani, Haradatta's

Padamanjarí on Kosíka 1.1«57.

10. kamam atidisyatam va sac casac capi nha hharo 'sti I

kalpyo hi vakyaseso vakyam vaktary adhfnam hi II

MB. I.£i7, p.147.

11. For example Patanjali decides thatade/a h^con^s sthanivat
because Pánini has ušed the word anadesa ín the rmle
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ymmadasmador anadese {7.2.86) prohibitingtlie lengthening

of a of yuva and ava before haladi-vibhakti which is not

an adesa. Thiis yusma-bhyam (< yusmad^bhyas; the dat.

pL afíix bhyas is substituted by bhyam by bhyaso bhyam,
7, 1.30 and the finál d in yusmad is elided by sese lopah,

7.2.90) agsánstyusma-bhih {<yusmad'¥bhis; 7.2.86), So also

Úi%foTrn.syuva'¥bhyam,'ava'bhyEm, etc. (7.1.28; 7.2,86, 90,

95). evam tarhi'acaryapravrttir jndpayati sthanivadadeso
bhavatiti, yad ayam yusmadasmador anadese' ity

adesapratisedhajn sdsti, MB. 1.1.56, p,134.

There are also several rules needing the presupposition

of the intention of Panini for interpretation. For example
the rules taparas tatkalasya, h 1-70 Rxiáparah sarnmkarasah
samhita, 1.4.109 presuppose that Panini did not consider

the speed as rapidity (druta), middle (madhya) and slowness
(mlamba) in tíie pronunciation ofvowels as distinctive features

for classification into short (hrasva), long (dirgha) and extra-

long (pluta). The speakers háve freedom to regulate the

speed in pronunciation ofvowels; of. vaktusciraciravacanad
vrttayo uiáisyante, MB. 1.1.70, p. 181; 1.4.109, p. 355.

12

.

tathayuktam canTpsiiam. kim udaharanam. visam bhakqayatL
naitad astL purvenapy eiat siddhyatL na siddhyatL kartur
Tpsitatamam karma (1.4.49) ity ucyate. kasya nama
visabhaksanam Tpsitam syat. visabhaksanam api kasyacid
tpsitam bhavatL katham? iha ya esa manu§yo duhkharto
bhavati so 'nyani duhkhany anunisamya visabhaksanam
eua jyayo manyate. ata^cepsitam yat tad bhaksayati, MB.
1.4.50, p. 333.

13

.

TMÚ^trenacandramasoyogattadyuktatkalepratyayo bhavatiti
uakiavyam. pusyena yuktah pusjayuktah pusyayuktas''
candramah asmin kale pausám ahah. pausT ratrih.

pusymsamTpagate candramasi pusyasabdo vartate tena
tatsamjnakena Imlo viúsyate. evam ca krtua loke sampratyayo
bhauatL pusyasamtpagate candramasi vaktaro bhavanti
pusyenMya* magfmbhir adyeti, MB. 4.2.3, p. 272.

T^e^rx^iupiyukíauadvyaktivacane (1.2.51) proviBsa^^
example. The secondary derivative godau is intended by
the speech community to denote a village by the side of
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two Goda rivers. The duál nixmber in godau signifies the
intention of the speaker. Cf.

akhyayate ca áastrena lokarudha svabhavatah I

nimittatulya godadau pravrttiligasamkhyayoh II

VP. IIL VrttL 154.

Similarly even though there are only two genders male
and female, to elicit the correct gender of a new-born child

from his listner, the speaker asks kirn jatam (with the

interrogative pronoun in neuter gender). Cf, evam hidrsyate
lúke. anirjnáte 'rthe gunasamdehe ca napumsakaligam
prasajyate. kiin jatam ity ucyate. dvayam caiva hi jayate

strt va puman va, MB. 1.2.69, p.250.

14. páde na varna vidyante varnesv avayava na ca 1

vakyat padandm atyantam praviveko na kascana 11

VP. 173.

See also VR IL9.

15. sabdasya na vibhago 'sti kuto 'rthasya bhauisyati I

VP. 11.13.

16. ekasyaivatmano bhedau sabdartkav apríhaksthitau 1

VP. 11.31.

vibhagaih prakriydbhedam avidvdn pratipadyate 1

_VP. 11.13.

avaikalpe 'pi vakýarthe vikalpa bhauanasrayah t

VP. 11. 116.

17. avibhakte 'pi vakýarthe saktibhedad apoddhrte I

v'akyantaravibhagena yathoktam na viruddhyate II

VP. n.88.

18. bhagair anarthakair yukta vrmbhodakayavalfah \

anvayavyatirekau tu vyavaharanibandhanam 11

VP. 11.12.

See also VP. IL 269.

19. apoddhrtyaiva vdkyebhyah prakrtipratyayadivat \

paddrthan apoddKare jUtir va dravýam eva ca II

VP. IIL JatL 2.

When the meanings of the -individual words háve been

understood separately there arises a flash ofunderstanding

(atha bhagais tatím tesám lintaro 'rthah prakasate, VP.
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11.31). This flash of tinderstanding which is brought aboiit

by the meanings ofthe individual words is called the meaning

ofsentence. And this flash ofunderstanding calleápratibha

cannot be explained to others and even the experiencer

cannot explain it to himself,

vicchedagrahane 'rthanam pratibhanyaiva jayate I

mkyartha iti ''tam ahuh padarthair upapaditam II

idám tad iti sanyesam anakhyeya kathancana I

praiyatmavrttisiddha sa kartrapí na nirupyate II

VP. IL 143- 144.

20. yo vartko buddhivisayo bahyavastunibandhanah I

sa bahyavastv iti jnatah sabdarthah kaicid isyate II

VP.II.132.

Helárájaholds tbat there are two difíerentviews regarding

tbe meaning of words. According to one view, the plionetic form,,

the coficrete objectandthe intention of the speaker are comprehended
by the words (prayogendbhijvaliiaih sabdais tritayam avagamyate^

atmlyam rupam, arthascaphalasadhanah.prayokturabhiprdyas
ca, HP on VP. IIL Sambandha, 1, p. 122). According to anotber
view the phonetic form and the intention of the speaker, which
itself is the referent of the word^are comprehended by the words:
sarvaparsadam punar idám sasíram iti ye bahyasyarthasya
sabdamcyatvam necckantitanmatopasamgraharthani vaktrabhi-
prayarudhasyaiua sabdarthatue tatra karyakaranasambandham
aha. yaihahuh ^

vaktrvyaparavisayo yo >tho buddhau prakásate I

pramanyam tatra sabdasya narthatattvanibandhanam 1

1

iti. HP. on VP. III. Sambandha. 1, p.122-123.

''sarvapSrsadám punar idám sasiram implies that the gram-
marian has to give all the possible interpretations obtained in
different schoois of philosophy, so as to maintain the status
of grammar as a common science of language).

The grammarians uphold the conceptual referent as the
proper meaning of the word on the authority of Patanjali^s
statement sabdapramamkauayam;yac chabdaliha tad asmakam
prmmanam. MB. til, p.ll (see also MB. 2.L1, p.366) Ve are
iipholders of the authority of the word; what the word savs
is oiir authorit/.

'^
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Helaraja generalises that the grammarians are of the
samé opinion and interprets the karikas of Bhartrhari in the
light of conceptual referent as the word meaning. For example
see: vaiyakarananam sabdártho 'rtha ity abhyupeyatam
anvayirupavacchedena šabdasyapratyayasyotpatterjatísu apijíir
aviruddhdbhyupagamya. etadeva hi vyaktisv apijatyakhyupagame
nimittam ity atrapi tathabhyupagame kah pradvesah. ....

sabdapramanakanam hi yac ckabda Sha iai paramarthatvat,
HP on VP, JIL Jatí 11, p.24. See also HP on VP IIL Jati.

19, p.32; Sadhana. 152, p. 351.

21. atyantavipato 'pi yo "rtho \mdharyate I

yatha sampratyayam sabdas tatra mukhyah pmtTyate I i

VP, 11.285.

22. evam sabdopacarah prasiddhyaprasiddhinimittakah,
Punyaraja^s Tika on VP n,255,

23. suddhasyoccarane svarthah prasiddho yasya gamyate 1

sa mukhya iti vijneyo rupamatranibandhanm^ li

VP. n. 265.

24. arthaprakarandpekso yo va sabdantaraih sahá 1

yuktah pratyayayaty artham tam gaunam apare viduh !!

VP. n.264.

25. gotvanusahgo vahJke nimitat kaiscid isyate \

arthamatram viparyasíam sabdah svarihe vyavasthitah II

VP. n.255.

26. yaugapadyam atikramya paryaye vyavatisthate !

arthaprakaranabhyam va yogac chabdaníarena ua lí

VP. n.251.

27. yas tv anyasya prayogena yatnad lva niyujyate I

tam aprasiddham manyante gaunárthabhinivesinam II

VP. n,266.

28. viparyasdd ivarthasya yatrarthEntaratam iva \

manyante sa gavadisu gauna ity ucyate kvait 11

VP. n.274.

29 . viparyasascadhyavasayena bkawati adhyaroperm ca. rajatam

idám ity atra viparyayadhyavasaya eva. iha tu adhyaropya

gúgatangunan vakíke 'dhyavmyaty adhyaropitatadbhavo

'yam viparyasah, Punyaraja^s Tiká ob VP, H. 274.
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30. yat tu tatra tatra vákye 'ghatamanaya'ityadau ghatakarmaka-
nayanabodhecchayoccaritaivabhavajndne ... 'idám vakyam
etadarthapratiticchaya vaktroccáritam ' ity~akdrakatatparya-

graho hetuh, Laghumanjusa, p. 524.

31. gantavyarn drsyatám surya iti kalasya laksane I

jnayatSm kala ity etat sopayam abhidhíyate li

VP. 11.310.

32. vidhyaty adhanusety atra visesena nidarsyate I

samányam asrayah sakter yah kascit pratipadakah II

kákebhyo ráksyatam sarpir iti halo 'pi coditah I

upaghatapare vakye na svádibhyo na raksati II

VP. 11.311-312.

33. stutininddpradhanesu vákyesv artho na tddrsah \

padanam pravibhagena yadrsh parikalpyaie Ú
VP. 11.247.

34. khatva ksepe, Pán. 2.1.26.

36. yathendriyam sannipatad vaicitryenopadarsakam I

taíhaiva sabdád arthasya pratipattir anekatha II

VP. 11.134.

The Gbjects are perceived differently because of external
factors hke distance, absence of sufTicient light and defectsm tne sense organs themselves.

mktranyathaiva prakranto bhinnesu pratipattrsu I

svapratyayanusarena íabdarthah pravibhajyate W

VP. 11.135.

36.

37.

38.

«4M»iWft api dr/ye 'rthe darsanam bhidyate prthak Ikalantarena caiko pi tam pas^aty anyathapukak^
VP. ÍI.136.

^lí^T/ff-r -^^ m«M^aw idám nantanyakam

«««tenAa^ pra^ibhajyante na rupád eva kevalEt II

VP. 11.314.
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39. samsargo viprayogas ca sahacaryam virodhita I

arthah prakaranam ligam slibdasyanyasya sannidhih li

samarthyam aucitf desah kálo vyaktih svarádayah i

sabdasyárthasydnavacchede visesasmrtihetavah II

VP. 0.3 15-3 16.

40. Bhartrhari, in fact, refers to two schools called abhedapaksa
(cf.VP. 11.303) and bhedapaksa (cf. VP. 11.317). Accordig
to the abhedapaksa one and the samé word is denotative

of several meanings (iha kaiscid arthabhedác chabdabkedo

'bhyupagatah, tad aparair ekasabdateti dvau paksau,

Punyarajs Tíká on VP. 11.316).

This view is upheld by the grammarians, andhence depending

on the intention of the speaker one and the samé word

is denotative ofdifferent senses. Accordingto the bhedapaksa

the word is considered to be different on the basis of the

difference of the meaning, námely the concrete object. This

view is held by others. The above said list of determinants

are needed for both the schools; rf.

bhedapakse 'pi sarupyad bhinnarthah pratipattisu \

niyata yanty abhivyaktim sabdah prakaranadibhih II

' VP. 11.317.

41. iha vaktur icchaya visayikrte 'rthe kascid yavacchabdah

pravartate tavadyadayathá viparyayenacdrthavadharanam

kriyate tadayathasampratyayampratyayanusáremiva sabdah

pravartamánah sarvatra mukhyatayaiva pravrtta iti vakye^

na šabdesugaiinamukhyavibhdgah kascit, Punyaraja'sTíká

on VP. ÍI.285.*

42. vakyasyErtháí padarthanám apoddhare prakalpite I

sabdantarena sambandhah kasyai kasyopapadyate I!

VP.II.269.

upayáh siksamananám Baldnam apalapanah 1

asatye vartmani sthitva tatah satyam saniihate II

VP.II.238.





BJ. CHAUBEY

VARIETIES OF INTERPRETATION OF THE
LAXEMES m THE NIRUKTA

In the history of Vedic interpretatión Yaska occupies a

veiy prominent position. The Brahmanas, which were mainly

the interpretations of the Vedas, introduced varios devices for

the purpose and the etymology was one of them. A number of

words háve been etymologised in the Brakmams, but one would

not fínd a definite systém of etymology there. It was Ya*ska

who gave a firm foundation to this systém laying down certain

principles in this regard. Itwas his fínnbeliefthat correct meaning

of the Vedic mantras cannot be understood without the help

of etymology; and without knowing the correct meaning of the

accent and formation of a word cannot be ascertained properly

and definitely^ So, according to Yáska, etymology is the best

aid for understanding the originál meaning of a word.

By the time of Yáska Vedic language had become out

of use, and it was preserved in the study of the Vedas only.

In comparison to the then current language called BKasa, it

receive a new designation, i.e. Anvadhyaya^. So, in the absence

of its use in the current language it was but natural that most

of the Vedic words háve lost their meaning and become obsolete.

In the name of the study ^of the Vedas only recitation of the

Vedic texts of one's own Sákhá with various vikrtipathas was
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prevalent. Due to this position of the Vedie study, here and
there, a voice began to be raised that Vedic mantras háve no
meaning; they are meant for recitation only^. What a serious
and difíicult problém wasbefore tíie scholars likeYaska to counteract
such notions and establish that mantras are meaningfuP. He
very enthusiastically, as well as emphatically declared that there
was no such word which could not be explained. By the aid
of etymology each and every word can be explained. This emphatic
assertion na ív eva na nirbrUyat (Nir. 11. 1) has been misunderstood
by some scholars calling it 'mania of Yaska'^. But this is not
a mania, but bold determination on his part to disprove the
wrong notion which had prevailed upon the mind of the persons
like Kautsa that Vedic mantras háve no meaning. Yaska was
not going to compromise with those persons who held that mantras
háve no meaning. He rather very politely ridiculed them by
using a loka-nySya: naisa sthanor aparadho yad enam andho
na pasyati (Nir. 1.16) 'it is not a fault on the part of a post
that a blind does not see i.

Though the Nirukia is a commentary on the Nighantu
which enumerates in five chapters 1706 words from^o todevapati
it does not explain o etymologise each and eveiy word occurring-m the latter. About 565 words oí Nighantu háve been explained
by Yaska. It may be mentioned that mosof the MManíu-words«cur m chapter II to VI of the Nirukta. In ordef to n*lustratethe M^áanii-words Yáska cites passages from the Vedic Textsand comments upon them. This gives him an opportunity toexplain many other words occurring in these citations which

ÍjfonTl^t
^''^' '1'^^ '^^^^-'"' --« unintelSle and

eategories of words whicfY^ktt"expll^Tif^^^^^

a^^^^ntí

^

but had undergone
that they were no FongefcurrSit^n ft^^^ ^^^^ í^« ^^s^lt
or form at the time of YSsk? " """^^^^ ^^aning

i)

II )
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iii) Those words which were both current and intelligible in

their originál form and meaning in the days of Yáska.

In the whole Nirukta, according to the calculation of

SiddheshvarVarma, Yáska has offered 1298 etymologies inclusive

of all the categories''.

The ixiain foundatáon ofYaska's etymologies is the conception

that all nouns are derived from the verbs*. Yaska held that

a word expresses its meaning which is inherent in it. Actually,

according to Yáska, a thing is given a name on account of some
act/acts which is/are expressed through a root or roots from

which the word has been coined. Thus, every word has a root

expressive of the act which a thing has. When an etymologist

etymologises a word he, as a matter of fact, predicates something

about it and that predicate is expected to be some form of a

verb- According to Yaska, there are two types of words from

the point of view of derivation, viz, pradesika and samvijnát.
According to Durga prSdeéa means an act which solely belongs

to the thing denoted by a noun and on account of which that

thing obtains a specific name. For instance, the sun is called

savitr because he awakens animate beings from a sleep in the

moriiing; the thing here iš the sun; awakening from a sleep

is a speciál act ofthe sun;the sun, therefore, obtains the appropriate

name of Saviti;. Thus pradesika words are those words which

are formed completely according to the rules of grammar, for

example, pa^ía, pacaka, karta, karaka, etc. Here there is a perfect

agreement between these words and forros obtained by the rules

of grammar from the roots apparent in them. Saravijnata means

unanimouslyknown or acknowledged. SamvijnSta words are those

words which are current in language with certain specific meanings,

for example go, ašva, purusa, hasti, etc. In such words there

is no agreement between the meanings of the words and the

meanings of the roots which are apparent in them; for example

in hasta the apparent root is has which means 'to laugh' while

hasta means a hand; there is no agreement between the laughing

and the hand. As regards the explanation of the pradeéika words

there was no problém. As such Yáska did not etymologise such

words. The whole difficulty of interpretation through derivation

was with samvijnáta words- Gargya, himself a Nairukta, was

of the view that such samvijnáta words are not to be treated
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as root-bom. They should rather be treated as conventional (rudha).

Yáska, on the other hand, was of the view ihat samvijndta words
are also root-bom. The only difíículty is how to trace the root

in such words. To ride over this problém Yáska invented a formula:
arthanityah pankset (Nir. 11. 1), i.e., for ascertaining the root

in a word one should examine the meaning of the word as its

base. By depending upon the meaning of the word one can easily
understand the root therein. It is not necessary that the root
conveying the meaning of that word is visible in its originál
form: it may rather come in a modified o disguised form. Yáska
veiy clearly pointed out that the formation of words from the
roots are very ambiguous: visayavatyo hi vrttayo bhavanti (Nir.
ÍI.l). In the process of formation of a word such phenomena
like haplalogy, syncope, metathesis, prothesis, etc, are very much
active causing modiíícations or changes in the originál base.
Therefore, it is the duty as well as responsibility ofthe etírmologist
to discover such disguised roots; without discovering the disguised
root of a word one cannot reach the reál meaning of that word.

Firm-footing with the principles of sarvani riamány
akhyátajani, arthanityahparikset aadyathSrtham ni/uaktavyáni,
Yiska has given interpretation of about 1298'lexemes in his
Nirukia. From the point of view of varieties of interpretation
we may classify the etymologies ofYiska into following categories:

1. Interpretation of one lexeme from one base

by YáskttínX^' • '^^^T'"^^''^
^"''^^ ^^' *^^^" interpretedby Yaska takmg therem smgle roots. e.g., karma is derived from

ÍhL l°i "^^? '"" '"''^^' ^''- "^-l^' '•^^^^ "meaning wealthH denved from sfric 'to Ipnvo' í^^i,,^ ,v Jí - """•"i

proKXaA Nir iií oV I. , f • '" '"'""anama, rícyate

wbile-etymologising ae w rd^miL ,1^. """''' °"' *"'
v«* in iU „h,ativ/f„n»(^ fttarsLTin IT''V'''with - arn as iL«! «fo«.^ «,-^v Z.

' ^' ^^ ^'^í ^^ ending««« as Its stera) without any exnlannHnT, *k^ i. ,

»ometimes with explanation in the form iT T""^'
^""^

tfet word from the very root IÍZIT "'T''
°^ ^""^^"^^

•Bd the reasoning
' sometimes with both the verb
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2 o InterpretatioB of lexemes from optional bases

Giving explanation of a lexeme Yaska very frequently
offers optional etymologies, e.g., manduka is derived from majj
or mad, or mand or manday, or manda + oÁas (manduka majjuka
majjandt, madatervamodatikarmanah, mandatervdtrptikarmanah;
mandayater iti vaiyakaranah, manda esam oka iti (Nir, IX.5).

Srga is derived from y^/rí to resort, \/"sr to kill, or \fsám
to kill or saranaya -k-ud + xTgam or /ira^ + ;iir + xTgam (srngam
srayater va, srnater va, samnater va, saranayodgatam iti va,

síraso nirgatam iti va (Nir. IL7), This plienomenon of ofFering

optional etymologies ofwordsbyYáskahasbeen strangely criticised

by the scholars. On the basis of these optional etymologies they
level charge against him that he did not háve to his access

the correct meaning of the word. As to this charge against Yaska,
it may be said that this is not true. As a true explorer of hidden
meanings in a word it was his duty to explore out all the probable
meanings of a word current in his time. It may be said that

he performed this onerous duty to a considerable extent according

to his ability and notion.

3. Interpretation of lexemes from more than one base

In some cases Yaska interprets a lexeme from more than
one base, e.g., vratati meaning a creeper is derived from

\/^vr+sam )fyam +\ftan: a creeper is called vratati because it

covers, it is tied and is spread (vratatir varanat^ sam yamanat,

tatanat, Nir. VI.28).Rudra is derivedfrom\fru +\fdru (roruyamano

dravaíti satah, 'Nir. X.5); Kastha is derived from \fkram + \fstha

(krantvd sthita bhavanti, Nir. 11.15). Yaska has referred to this

phenomenon as beingfollowed by other etymologists also, Offering

various interpretations ofAgni, Yaska refers to the view ofSakapuni

who derives this word from three roots, viz., ^i+\fánj, or ^dak
4- \/^ni: one who moves, shines orbums and leadsCtribhya akkyatebhyo

Jayata iti iakapunih. itadaktad dagdhad va nítat. sa khalveter

akaram adatte gakaram anakter va dahater vamhparah, Nir.

VII. 15), It may be mentioned that Gargya was opposed to this

tendency of etymologising a word from more than one base^^

According to him, if a word is root-born it must be derived from

one base. He ridiculed the derivation of the word satya from
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\f^as + \fi as offered by Sákatáýana. Yaska emphatically rejected

the view of Gargya telling it is not harm to derive a word from
more than one base; the only condition is that derivation must
be ia accordance with the meaning of the word. If some one
offers etymology of a word from more than one base and the
samé does not suit the context it is his fault, not the fault

of the science of etymology.^^

4. Same interpretatioB of a word of difereBt coBnotatioBS

In Nirukta we fínd samé interpretation of a word of different

connotations. For example, kastha is the designation of more
than one thing (kasta ity etad anekasyapi sattvasya nama bhavati,
Nir. IL 15). But ín all the cases it is derived from the sama
base. Directions are called kastha becatise going from thing to

thing they at last halt; the íbur intermediate directions are
called kastha because after touching one another they, too,

halt like the main ones; the sun is called kastha because he
has to travel along heaven to reach his home where he ultimately
stops; the end of the course of an arrow is also called kasta
because an arrow discharged from a bow drops there; the waters
are also called kastha because they háve to travel before they
reach a lake or sea for halt. The word go is a designation
ofprthivX pasu, jya, aditya, suryaraámi which makes the moon
shine, and all types of rasmi. Mentioning the reason for this
Yaska holds that there are intermixtures of many names in
one name. If all names háve common functioning they would
be explained by common base; if they do not háve common
functioning each of them would be explained by different bases.
In all the cases adherence to meaning must be observed.

5»Varietiesofinterpretation offeredthrough quoting different
views of other Acaryas

In Nirukta we witness a variety of interpretation of
lexemes in cases where Yaska quotes the views of other Acaryas.
For example offering the derivation of the word nighantu Yaska
quotes the view of Aupamanyava according to whom*this word
is derived from ni +\/" gam (nigantava eva santo nigamanat
n^havantava ucyanta ity aupamanyavah, NirJJ), He has also
been quoted by Yaska in connection with the interpretation of
the words dandah, paruse, pancajanah, rsih, kutsah kákah.
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yajnah, sipivistah, kanah, vikatah and indrah. Aurnavabha
has been quoted in connection with the etymologies of the words
urvh nasatyau, hota and asvinau. Kraustiki has been quoted
in connection with the meaning of the word dravinodas. Gálava
has been quoted in connection with the meaning of the word
sitaman; Carmaširas with that of vidhava, Taittkf with that

of the sitaman and bTritam, Satabaláksa Maudgalya with that

of mrtyuh, Sákatayana with that of satya. Sakapuni has been
quoted at many places, SthaulasthTvi has been quoted in connection
with the etymologies of the words agnih and vayufi, li may
be mentioned thatYáskahas quoted the views ofdifferentAcaryas
with a view to showing the varieties of interpretation of differe:tó
lexemes current in his time,

6* Varieties of interpretation coUected firom Brahmana tradls

Etjntnologies of a considerabie number of words, as founá
in the Brahmana texts, háve been quoted byYáska while givi^
interpretation of those words. It may be pointed out that^ái^EJi

quotes the Brahmanic etymologies with the phrase iti viJnáymt^
For example, offering etymologies of the word vrtra Yáska say^:

vrtro vrnoter va, vartater va, vardhater va, yadavrnot tad vrtrcmjm

vrtratvam iti vijndyate; yad avartata tad vrtrasya vrtrat^mam

iti vijnayate; yad avardhata tad vrtrasya vrtratvam iti vijnayc^
Nir.II.17- He also quotes the Brahmanic etymologies with the
phrase iti brahmanam. For example, giving the et3anologies c"
the word jatavedas Yaska says: Jatavedah kasmat, Jatani vedai^

jatáni vaenam viduhjatejate vidyate iti vajatavitto vajatadhanah^
Jatavidyo vajdtaprajndhah^yat tajjatahpasun avindattajfatavedaso
jatavedastvam iti brahmanam, Nir. VIL 19. Yaska has quoted
the etymologies from the Brahmana texts with two objectives

in his mind; one, to support his own explanation of the word
and two, to show the varieties of interpretation of the lexemes.

To sum up, the explanations of Vedic lexemes as offered

byYaska through their et3miologies háve been traditionally regarded

as authentic ones. Due to signifieance of his etymologies for

understanding the Vedic lexemes he has rightly been hailed

as the premiér etymologist of India and his Nirukta has been
identifíed with that Nirukta which is esteemed as one of the

sixVedang^s-Themedievalcommentatorshaveutilisedhisetymolc^es

to the utmostquotingthemverbatim intheir respective commentaries.
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Modem scholars, too, háve a high appreciation ofhis etymologies.
Scold says: 'We aught rather to be astonished that Nirukta has
50 many good and true etymologies'^^. Sarup expressed his view
that Yáska is the fírst to claim the scientific foundation and
aiso the fírst to formulate the generál principles for etymology'^^.
Varma holds: 'thotigh of a primitive character they were on the
whole not unscientifíc'". As a matter of fact these etymologies
are tke firm steps for entering into the fot of Vedie language.
Il w.-ouId not be proper to reject these etymologies simply on
íh e ground that most ofthem are not acceptable to the eomparative
philology. Science oflanguage is not like physical sciences yielding-
similar results everywhere. A word has one meaning to one person
and another meaning to the other in different contexts. So it
was not improper on the part of Yáska to offer sometimes one
meanmg to one lexeme and sometimes various meanings to the
other.
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B.S.LHANUMANTHA RAO

THE SAILA SECTS OF ANDHAKAS

The Kathavatthu oíAbhidhamma is probably the earliest

and the most comprehensive account of the schools and sects

among the Buddhists. The work is believed to háve been the

compilation of the discussions at the Third Saglti^ convened

(c.250 B.C) by Asoka Maurya. The Chairman of the Council

could not succeed in bringing about consensus amongthemembers

and therefore he probably advised the emperor to prohibit schism'

in the Sangha. It was followed by the promulgation of the

Schism Edicts found at Sanchi, Prayaga (Kosambi) and SaranatP.

Though orthodoxy disapproves of dissidence, sectarianism is a

natural development in any living religion, as human thought

is nevr static. The old ideas and practices naturally yield pláce

to the new. Buddhism was more amenable to such developments

as the Buddha did not leave behind any written word and was

silent on many items ofdisciplin^ As a result, within onehundred

years afiter mahaparií}irvwia, in the Second SaniJti (c.385) the

Sangha broke up into Theravada and Mahasanghika schools and

during the next one hundred years each of them brandied ofF

into several sects and subsects^The Ceylonesechmnkhípavamsa

mentions eighteen sects to which the Katfmvatúu-Átthakatha

ofBuddhag}io§aadds severalotíierssatíiasEajagiríkas.Siddíiirt^^

Púrvasailas, Aparasailas, Hemavat&as, Vijjiníyas, Uttarápatíiaias,
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Hetuvádins and Vetullakas*. Buddhaghqga clearly states that

the first four of the list emerged from the Andhakas, a word
generally ušed from early times to denote all the Buddhist monks
from Andhradesa. He places the rise ofthe Saila sects two hundred
yeaxs a.fteTmahaparinirvaTia (c.285 B.C.). AccordingtoKathavaíthu
the Sailas played a leading role in the discussions and delib-

erations of the Third Sarigili®.

Several^inscriptions from the Buddhist ^seras ofAndhra
refer to the Sailas. An early inscription from* Dhanyakataka
uses the term seliyanam' which means 'the members of the 'Saila

Sarigha'. Another record from the samé site contains the statement
seliyanam mahSvinayadhara^ which means '^ilas who were
masters of Mahavinaya'. A terracotta seal from Ramatirtham^
(Vijayanagaram Dt.) contains the legend in the characters of
A.D. 2nd century, a part of which reads sela saghasa which
may be interpreted as 'of the Sailji Sangha.' These records make
it clear that originally it was the Saila Sagha which had emerged
from the Andhakas two hundred years after Mahaparinirváija
and later the Saila Sangha branched off into the Purva and
Apara Saila sects which we come across in literatue and in
epigraphs^".

Púxva and Apara Sailas:

The jdentification of the principál seats of the Purva
and Apara Saila sects has been rendered easy by the provanence
of t)ie records of the former at Dhanyakataka" and of the latter
atSnparvata-Nagarjunákonda^2 There is generál agreement that
the Utvcíbpurva and apara are merely geographical or locational,
meaning east and west respectively. It appears that the monks
called themselves Eastern and Western with reference to
Dhanyakataka which wasrenowned as the earliest seatof Buddhism
at ^hat time in Andhra, hallowed by the presence of Buddha-datu '. Besides, it was a great centre of trade and industry
a coBverging point of trade-routes from different directions and
the probable capital of Later Sátavlhanas. But Snparvata is
about^tymileswestofDhanyakatakaandthedistanceprevents
peoplefromm»eptíngtheidentifícation.Itmaythereforereasonably
be SBprested that the monks of Dhanyakataka and Si-iparvata
called |ach other as Westerners and Eastemers(AparaŠailas and
urvasailas) respectively in conformity with the popular practice
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(The people of Krishna basin call those of the Godavari basin
as Easterners and the latter call the former as Westerners.)
The Marijusrímúlatantra^^ mentions the two places together as
great centres of Buddhism. Yuan Chwang, the Chinese pilgrim
Cc.A.D.630) claims to háve stnáieáAbhidhamma at Dhanyakataka
but describes the Púrva and Apara ^aila monasteries as if they
were close to one another^^. His account is largely responsible
for the confusion in the identification of the places and has
eyen led some scholars to doubt whether Yuan Chwang actually
visited the places. It may not be unreasonable to hold that being
a pilgrim coming from China, Yuan Chwang did not take_the
distance between two Buddhist jfeseras vary seriously. The Purva
and Apara Saila Sanghas had branches - the former at Allur
(which was a huge establishment, Krishna Dt.)^« and the latter
at Ghantasala (Krishna Dt.)" and Vengi (West Godavari Dt.)^*
But it is not known to which of the above denominations, tíie

Ramatirtham Saila Sagha conformed. It^is possible that beinc
far away from the above ksetras, the Sailas of Ramatirthaai
had developed their own systém of religion.

XJttarasailas:

Some writers like Vasumitra and Bhavaviveka inentiiB
Uttarasailas^^. If it is agreed that the terms purva, apara and
uttara are mere locational and with reference to Dhanyakataka,
Velagiri^^ or present-day Jaggayyapeta answers well, Uttarasáíla
as tlie pláce is due north-west of Dhanyakataka. But neither

Kathavatthu nor the Kathavatthu-Atthakatha mentions the
Uttarasailas. Nor is here any clear epigraphical evidence in support

ofthe existence ofthe séct. However,aninscriptioníom Dhanyakataka
notes that an upasikahy name ada who hails from UtayipabhSyi

gave a gift of an umbrella to the local Caitya. Burgess interprets

the word utayipabháyi as Uttara Parvata or Uttara Saila.

The silence of literatue about the séct was probably due to

the fact that their rise was of no serious consequence to the

Sagha.
Caityasailas - Caityakas and Párvaskilas:

The accounts of the early writers give rise to confiision

about the Saila sects. It was Vasjunitra who mentions all the

three - purva, apara and uttara Saiia sects. He held the second
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and the tliird as identicaP^ Bhavaviveka se^ms to support the

above view by bolding the purva and uttara Sailas as two distinct

sects^^ Biat neither of the two gives us any clue why they called

themselves Sailas, The story given by Paramartha^^ about the

rise of the Sailas contains a suggestion. He writes that two

handred years after Mahaparinirvana there appeared aMahadeva

who was excommunicated by both Sthaviras and Mahasarighikas

for his iíidiscrete behaviour. He then retired to hills and founded

the Caityasaila and Uttaras^aila^schools. The account implies

that the monks who had their stupas and viharas on hills came

tobeknown as the Sailas. Butcuriously enongh, withthe exception

of Ramatirtham Saila Sagha, the ksetras of others were rarely

btiilt on tops of hills. The origin of the word saila has therefore

to be sought outside the suggestion made by Paramartha.

In recent days, Nalinaksha Dutt made an attempt to

resolve the confusion; but his conclusions only reinforced it.

Relying^on Paramartha, Nalinaksha Dutt understands the word
purvasaila as (piJri;a=eariy) and identifies it with the Caityaka

secL He then concludes that the Caityasaila and Uttarasaila

sects which the second Mahadeva started were of later orígin^^.

Thetheoiy of Nalinaksha Dutt is the result ofincomplete assessment
of the available epigraphical evidence. On grounds ofpaleography

,

the inscriptions of Dhanyakataka and Nagarjunakonda which
mention Purvasailas and Aparasailas respectively belong to the
samé period- Itmay be recalled that Buddhaghosa and Paramartha
agree that tíieSaila sects emerged 200years grfterMahaparinirvana,
that about the samé time, There is no scope for the growth
of two sets j)f Saila sects -^ one earlier and the other later.

The words pilri;a, apara and uttara are therefore to be understood
as eastern, western and northern respectively, but not as earlier

and later.

The word chaitya-éaila has in fact a long history. There
is a strong tradition that Mahadeva whose Five Points brought
about the schism in the Sagha was a resident of Caitya S^aila^^.

The Identification of Caitya Saila is a matter of dispute. Some
scholars like to identify it with Sanchi as the top of that hill

isjjTowned by a caitya or stupa, But it is believed that the
siSpa of Sanchi was built by As^oka Maurya and it is doubtful
thterefore whether the hill was known as Caitya Saila before
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Asoka, i,e. at the time of Second Sagíti. On the otherhand,
earlier writers like Vasumitra prefer the word Caitya Saila for

Purva Saila, iiidicating the identity of the two. The seat of the
Purva Sailas had therefore greater claims to be identical with
Caitya Saila^^ This identification is supported by the Kathavatthu.
which attributes the Five Points ofMahadeva to the Pubbaseliyas^^
De la Valle Poussin has collected Sanskrit and Lat Tibetan
traditions which say that Mahadeva of the Five Points founded
theCaityakaSchooP^The largenumberofinscriptions^^ mentioning
the Caityakas clearly establish Dhanyakataka as the principál
seat of the Caityakas. All these pieces of evidence thus reinforce
the claims of Dhanyakataka to be identical with Caitya Saila,
the birth pláce of the Caityaka séct

Archaeological evidence obtained from the site of
Dhanyakataka also seems to endorse the above conclusion. Recent
excavations at the site yeilded large quantities of N.B.P.Ware
and it is evidently from the Mauryan levels. Below the level

— pre-Mauryan level - clear traces of habitation and modest
building activity háve been exposed. Early inscriptions^^ of
Dhanyakataka refer to the events in the life of Buddha at Vaisali
-- Chapela and Bahuputta viharas, pnrchase of Jetavana by
Anathapindada, Mahavana-kutágárasála,Nagapalogana (elephant
look - Buddha's last look at Vaisali) and Salavana Bhagavato
Parinivate. These inscriptions are below the respective sculp-
tures^^ Though Dhanyakataka was far away from Vaisali, these
sculptures are very close to the Early Indián school of art and
the artist appears to háve been familíar with the religious practices
prevalent in the viharas of Vaisali. These might háve been
therefore produced by the immigrants ofVaisali, while ruminating
the memories of their native pláce. Having been expelled from
the Sagha for their dissidence in the Second Council, the Vajjian
inonks mightháve followed theirleaderMahadeva to Dhanyakataka
and settled down. In the north, especially atRajagriha, the Buddhist
TOonks had their viharas on the hills of Vaibhara, Vaipulya,
Gridhrakuta, Risigiri and Pandava around the city^. The North
Indián emmigrantsatDhanyakatakami^thávebniltfor themselves
a caitya and called it Caitya Saila reealling to memory the sacred
hills of Rajagriha. Gradually utilising the skills of local Nága
and Yaksa tribes,^^ they started building huge caityas resembling
hills ani! thereby inspired the writrrs to use Caitya and Saila

almost as synonyms-
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The term caitya-saila is therefore earlier than the other

two terms - caityáka a.ná purvasaila. The Caityasailas developed
theCaityakacult. Severalinscriptions^* ofDhanyakataka mention
the Caityakas suggesting that it was the principál centre of

the cult. Inscriptions are clear that the worship oícaitya (caitya-

vandaka)^^ was the main feature ofthe cult. TheTibetan tradition

that Mahadeva of the Five Points founded the Caityáka séct

supports the view that it emanated from the Mahasanghikas
at Dhanyakataka. In course of time, hepurva, apara and uttara
subsects branched off from the Caityakas. At Dhanyakataka as
all the three •» Caityasailas, Caityakas and Purvas^ailas appear
one after the other, they are held identical. The Prvasailas
appear to háve been limited to Andhra whereas the Caityakas
were fairly widespread in the Deccan. They are found at Ajanta^^
Junnar^^andNasik^s. Wherever they went, the Caityakas introduced
the worship ofcaiiya. Even the Theraveda séct of BhadrayanTyas
at Nasik adopted caiiya worship evidentiy under the influence
of the Caityakas. Two brothers, Gajasena and Gajamitra built
a Caitya at Nasik for the Bhadrayániýas^^ But it is strange
that none of the inscriptions of Nagarjunakonda mentions the
Caityakas*°. Itis therefore evidentthatbythe timeNagarjunakonda
(Sriparvata) became a prominent centre of Buddhism,^^ the Saila
sécthad already superseded the Caityakas even at Dhanyakataka.

Aparamahavinayasáilas:

^ Inscriptions of Nagarjunakonda mention Aparamahávina-
saiHyas^2 (pQ^ Aparasáilas) while those of Amaravati refer to
Purvamahavinas^eliyas*^. Scholars didnotbestow serious attention
on the term vina in the middle of these appellations, and some
even tried to correct it as vana and gave the meaning the ^ilas
who had their viharas in big forests^". But in inscriptions there
IS a reference to Mahavinayadharas*'' masters of Mahavinaya.
Ifc_appearsJherefore the correct names of the above sects are
Purva-mahavinaya-sailas andApara-mahavinaya-sailas - the Sailaswho followed the Mahavinaya Text.

The tradition is that each of the Buddhist sects had their
ovsrn version ofVinaya and the Mahasanghikas in all probability
descnbed their text as Mahavinaya to distinguish it from the
OrtíiodoxTextTheMahisanghikasatDhanyakataka were Caityakasand philosophically they were Lokottaravádins,« as they were
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the fírst to conceive the Buddha as divine. Tlie Lokottaravadins
too had their own receBsion of Vinaya which became famous
as Mahavastu^\ It may therefore be concluded that the Sailas
followed the Mahavinaya which is no other than Mahavastu
and it is proper thatthey called themselves as Purvamahávinayasailas

f^d Ap^^amahavinayasailas which were ultimately abbreviated
into Purvasailas and Aparasailas respectively,

Subsects among the Sailas:

The Kathavatthu gives the impression that there were
no serious ideological diíferences between the Purva and Apara
Sailas. But a careful study of the vihara complexes of the Sailas
gives rise to the doubt whether difíerences did not arise between
one group of the Sailas and the other. It is unfortunate that
the two known Purvasaila ksetras, Dhanyakataka and Allur,
were on plains and being exposed to the ravages of nátue and
vandalism of man, they were totally destroyed. It is impossible
to get even a glimpse of^their architectural features. It is oniy
from the remains of the Saila viharas on the hill of Ramatirtham
and from those ofNagarjunakonda we understand the diíferences
between one Saila séct and the other.

There are five viharas on the hill of Ramatirtham^^ (It

isnot unlikely that the originálname ofthe pláce wasArámatírthain.X
Each ofthe viharas contams acaityalaya and therefore the worship
of Caitya was common to all the monks in the kseíra. There
are votive stupas in two of the viharas. The belief that offering
of votive stupas was a meritorious act was indeed very old and
the inmates of the two viharas cherished the belief. An image
of Buddha has been recovered from one of the viharas and it

is needless to say that the residents of the vihara adopted
image-worshíp, The other two viharas contain neither votive
stupas nor images and they seem to háve been ve/y orthodox.
The above observations make it clear that in the Saila Sangha
of Ramatirtham, there were three subsects. In the beginning
the differences might háve been purely ritualisitic but must
háve gradnally assumed ideological signiíícance.

Evidence at Nagarjunakonda points to the existence of
atleast two subsects among the Aparamahavina(ya)sailas. The
Mahacaitya and Mahavihara that occupy the commandingposition
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in the valley were in the possession of one of the subsects^*.

They seem to háve been very conservative in their views and
practices. They added a caityagrha very lat to their vihara^°
and were not in favour of image worship. Their stupa was not
decorated and no sculptures and images háve been recovered
from their complex which is indeed more extensive than any
other in the valley. The monks in the viharas on the sites 23,
24, 28, and 43 seem'^ to háve shared their austerity and orthodoxy.

On the other hand, the inmates of the vihara^^ on site
9 were liberal in their outlook and were prepared to absorb
the new trends in thought and practice. They had two caiyagrhas,
one for stupa and the other for the image of Buddha, one fácing
the other®". These monks had thus reconciled the old practice
ofcaiya-worship with the rising demand for image-worship. Their
Btu.pa was decorated with beautifully carved sculptures. The viharas
on sites 2,4,and 6 also belong to this subsect". The vihara on
Candavaram hill (Prakasam Dt.) also might háve belonged to
^18 dass as the stupa there was flanked by two caityalayas
One mteresting aspect of the Buddha images from the above
Nagarjunakonda sites is that they were set on lotus, recalling
the pratimalaksana of Brhatsamhita; padmopavisthah piteva

^^^Z^' ^^f^k The Buddha was conceiveksáupreme

^It^ó ^^l^^y ^ ^^^ culmitiation of the lokottara conceptof Ihe Cmtyakas. Moreover, a rituál of cosecrating the Buddha.»a^ fp^íi^^J was developed as suggested by^he preciousot^^s r«c®^red from a small hole between the two feet ofa stawhng BoiMha of these viharas^^

wyeli l^tnl^''i ^^\ ^^^/í^-íoPed a religion and rituálwnjcfi beca^ integrál parts of Mahayana. Already, their parent

^•^'^'^^^^J^^iS^ZlvnTT "^^.f"'^
literatue
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support ofepigraphy ^^ that the philosophy and religion ofMaliiyana
originated and developed in the Saila viharas of Krisliiia¥alley.
The tradition thatAcarya Nagarjuna recovered thePrajnpáramita
froHithe land of Nagas supports the above eonclusion as the
mouths of the Krishna were known as Nagaloka^.
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KP.SINHA

REALISATION AS A FIELD OF SCIENCE

In both the West and the East, philosophy means search

after a systematic and all-compreliensive knowledge of the whole

world. It tries to synthesise and generalise all the individua!

o particular knowledges gathered from experiences of scientific

observations and experiments.

In the West, however, philosophy is confíned to the sphere

of intellect or reason, as is implied by the very term 'philosophy'.

That means, philosophy in the West tries to arrive at a rational

concepion of the universe. Here even the Ultimate Reality is

strived to be known through reason, and the reaHsation o direct

experinece of reality is left outside the scope of philosophy on

the ground that it eannot be either established o verifíed by

reason.

In India, on the other hand, philosophy is called darshna

which means both 'the intellectual process of knowing reality*

and 'the direct experience of reality' o 'ealisation'. Accodingly,

in India philosophy is concemed not only with the intellectual

pursuitbut also with the direct experiences ofrealiiy- the Ultimate

or any object of the world.

The Naiyayikas say that, as a result ofspirituál practices,

some dharma or attribute accrues to the mind, by which the
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šelf can directly experience things like space, time, atom, god
and so on. This kind of pereeption is called yogaja-pratyaksa
o pereeption through the attribute accruingfrom yogic practices^.

The Mfmamsakas who strongly believe in the validity

of the Vedas, hold that, through spirituál vision, sages can
acquire valid knowledge of things existing in the three points
oftime - past, present and future - laying at a distance, separated
by other things and atomic in size^.

The yogists deal at great length with the tremendous
powers that the šelf acquires through yogic practices. In their

-view, ayOi^in can 2iCqo.vce pratibha-jnaha and ríambhara-prajna
by which he can know everything of the world simultaneously,
and can thus become omniscient^.

The Jainasháve formally accepted a class ofparamarthika-
pratyaksaotranscendental pereeption which comprisesavadhijndnao the reál knowledge of some limited object, manahparyaya
of the knowledge of the thought o conditions of anothér's mind
and kevala-jnana or omniscience*.

TheBuddhistsvery often speak ofspirituálotranscendental
knowledge by which the Buddha and the Buddhist sages could
know thingsjying beyond the normál pereeption ofhuman beings.
In Jatakamala, the Buddha is described to háve known many
of his earlier births by his spirituál knowledge.

The Tantrikas - Bauddha, Sakta and áaiva - eloquently
speak abonatthetranscendentalknowledge acquiredthrough spirituál
prafetíces, by which one can know all things lying beyond our
normai cognition. The Táhtrikas are well-known for their magical
practices which are based on their direct experience of reality.

_; '5^'^raiÉa-vedantíns,theSaiva-vedahtinsandtíieVaisnava-
Teáantšns also speak of the transcendental knowledge of the
sages of the Fcdss «d of their respective folds. This knowledge
atíquared ttem^^r^ct experience is described by the Vedantins

The direct experience ofrealityo realisatioií is concernedmmmym^^e ei4&ct& of the world but also with the Ultimate
M^h^-®rai»ffiaii ©r G^. Most of the said thinkers hold that
tías direct expenence of reality can be acquired through the
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purifíed mind^ According to the Jaioas^ however, the three kinds

of paramdrthika-pratyaksas mentioned above can be acquired

directly by the šelf, without the mediation of the mind^ The
Advaita-vedántins also dny tlie function of the mind in the

realisation of Brahman, the Absolute. In their view, Brahman,
being self-revealed, is notphala-vyapya or pervaded by the grasping

of the mind, but vrtti-vyapya or pervaded by the akhandakara-
citta-vrtti 'indivisible function of the min, which also ultimately

vanishes with the rise of proper realisation of Brahman^

That the Absolute cannot be revealed by the mind is

eloquently advocated by the Upanisadic sages. It is thus said:

''By which instrument (ofknowledge) can the knower be known?",

"That which cannot be known by the mind", "Whereform the

mind and speech step back" and so on^.

This knowledge acquired through realisation is regarded

by all the said thinkers to be valid one, though it is said to

be lying beyond the intellectual process we are familier with.

For all of them agree to the point that the fíeld of realisation

has a logic of its own. Xogic' here means not 'intellectual process*

but 'a fiash of knowledge' which in a moment synthesises a.11^

knowledges of all the objects of the world, In the words of Srf

Aurobindo, "But here in his greater thought there is no need

of a seeking and self-critical ratiocination, no logical motion

step by step towards a conclusion "• *'The illumined mind

does not work primarily by thought but by vision"^ We may
describe this logic as 'transcendental logi to distinguish it from

the logic confined to the knowledge of the empirical objects.This

transcendental logic helps us solve all the problems or contradictions

we face in our pursuit ofknowledge. Thus, 'haw the fínite, materiál

and impure world comes from the infinite Ultimate Reality of

the nature of pure consciousness' is a crux to a man of empirical

logic, but to a man of realisation or transcendental logic, this

and such-like questions do not pose any problém, as^is seen

in the lives ofgreat saints likeYájnavalkya, Bá"darayana, Sankara,

Caitanya, Trailanga Swami,Ramakrishnaand others. These sages

could vision the clue to the universa and, as such, eould reconcile

all the so-called problems and contradictions.

This sphere of realisation or transcendental logic lies

outside the scope of the western p:iilosophy. But, according to
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the Indián tliinkers, this sphere of realisation also comes under

the scope of philosophy.The idea behind is that since philosophy

means knowing reality as a whole, realisation generating such

a knowledge must be regarded as coming under tlie scope of

philosophy.Thougli in the ase of realisation we transgress the

field of intellect, this transgression is a necessary leap. Our
rational or intellectual capacity being necessarily limited cannot

grasp the Infinite. Butman strivingaler a comprehensive knowledge
of the universa cannot remain satisfíed with the limited knowl-
edge; he goes deeper into its inner essence and meditates upon
reality, as a result of which he realises the meaning of reality

and declares: 1 háve realised the Great Person lying beyond
ignorance*^^. This knowledge of the Great Person entails the

knowledge of all things, just as the knowledge of clay entails

the knowledge of all the effects of clay^\ Thus, realisation helps
man know what he cannot know by his intellect. That is why
realisation should be regarded as the necessary end ofintellectual
or philosophical pursuit.

A question may here be raised whether the validity of
the realisation of the sages can be logically established. In reply,
we are to say thatfrom the strictly logical point ofview, realisation
of the sages cannot be said to be either valid or invalid, because
it is mainly concerned with the super-sensuous experiences which
cannot be put under logical scrutiny. The VédSntins are very
much emphatic on this point that to the transcendental plane
of reality logic has no entry^^

Butthoughnot logically established, thevalidity ofrealisation
is said to be capable of being verifíed by spirituál experienceso experiments. The Upani^adic sages, therefore, háve not put
forward any proof in favour of their realisation of Brahman;
they háve simply said that they háve realised it. And the sages
of all ages háve followed the samé method- From the Western
point of view, this field of realisation should be regarded as
coming under the domain of science. For fírstly, as in other
branches of science, so in spirituál realisation also, we are
concerned with the study of the reál essence of Nature ^ man
and the world, and secondly, the knowledge we acquire thereof
is based more on experience o experiment than on reflection,
which is an essential characteristic of science. The speciality
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in tlie ase of the science of realisation is only this that here
we are to use difíerent kinds of instruments and laboratoiy:

Bieditation is the instrument and the inner šelf is the laboratoiy,

Accordingly, to distinguish from the materiál science we are
familiar with, the science of realisation may be called spirituál

science or transcendental science. It is quite remarkable that
in the Indián sastras, this fíeld of spirituál realisation is denoted
by the term vijnana, which is ušed as a synonym of science

Now, granting that the validity ofrealisation can be veriíied

by some person pursuing a spirituál life, one may ask: how
could this validity be accepted by the people in generál? To
this, our reply is that just as the results of scientifíc experiments
are accepted as valid by the non-scientists, so the results of

spirituál experiments can be accepted as validby the non-spiritualists,
if those results do not involve any self-contradiction and if they
can explain the events ofthe world oflife and matter harmoniously

.

If a fraud from the street comes to us and declares that he
has realised God, some blind persons may accept his words as
true for the time being, but in the long run he will be caught
red-handed in the court of society. In the samé way, the words
of a reál sage may not be accepted initially as true, but at

the end, the verdict of society is sure to go in favour of the

sage. Such a verdict comes, when the society fínds after proper

experiments that the words ofa particular sage háve got harmony
and integrity and that they can explain all the relevant factors

of life and the world* It is on the basis of such a sociál verdict

that the non-spiritualists accept the words of the spiritualists

as true.

In India, the truths realised by the sages are declared

as impersonal and extemaL The point to be noted here is this:

super-sensuous experiences are such that though they cannot

be proved as valid by logic, we are naturally inelined to accept

thexn as valid for all time. By spirituál practices one can transcend

wordly experiences, acquire unthinkable knowledge and power,

and enjoy unbounded bliss — this we may realise, or heartily

believe, but we cannot proveitlogically. To speakmore categorically,

when a person witnesses unthinkable or magical play of knowl-

edge and power in the lives of se^es like Trailangaswami or
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Ramakrislma, he realises that there is some plane of divine

existence beyond our knowledge, but he cannofc prove it in terms

of logÍ€* Thus, the experiences of the sages are generally accepted

by us^as valid^ thougli it is not possible to defend them by logic,

as the objects concerned lie beyood our experineces, It is difficult

also to convlnce others about those experiences^ since there is

always a possibility of some subjective eiements being present

either in the sages themselves or in the persons who accept

the words of the sages as valid. That is why when a person

ehallenges the validity of these experiences, it is very difficult

to meet the chaiienge. Even the sages who claim to háve realised

triith eannot eonvince us by reasoning process, The only proof

they put forward is this that 'they háve realised such truths\

In other words^ these events lie within the sphere ofthe experiences
of the sages, and any statement about them can be verifíed

only by experiments in the 'spirituál laboratory'. As ordinary
person who has not carried out these experiments has no right

to pass any judgement about such statements; he has simply
to accept them as valid, provided there is harmony or integrity

among them.

But the question is: 'is* there any such harmony among
the experiences of the sages? The reply is: yes\ a scrutiny of

the super-sensuous experiences of the pure-hearted souls of the
world reveals that there is a harmony among all these experiences.
Opinions of the sages regarding sociál ideals and other worldly
matters may differ because of the differences and changing
círcumstances of sociál, historical, economic and geographical
back-ground, but in transcendeotal matters, there is a uniformity
of all super - sensuous experiences of all the sages. Thus, all

the sages of all sects of the world agree in holding that the
reál soul is pure in nature, that God is the ultimate cause or
ground of the universe, that the universe is not outside the
being of God, and so on. The differences which we fínd among
the experiences ofdifferent sages are only apparent, since different
experiences simply mark different stages of the sages in their
spirituál journey. Thus, from the harmony of the experiences
of the sages ofhuman race, we are inclined to believe the validity
of realisation. Like the realisations of the generál principles
of reality, all bits of realisation relating to the objects of the
world also can be accepted as valid ifthere is harmony all through.
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But can we accept this generál huroan teodency as logically
acceptable? No, it is simply a prima facie: the reál test of the
of the statements based oa realisation is realisation or spirituál
experience itself.

If we také 'philosophy' in the Indián sense to include
both the aspects of intellect and realisation, we shall háve to

say that the sphere of realisation is a syn thesis of philosophy
and science, o rather, the end of all philosophical and seientifíc

enquiries.

The last question of philosophy and science is not Vhy'
but 'how'. The events of the world cannot be explained unless
the reál nature of things is properly known. For getting an
expected result from the physical bodies^ we shali háve to know
the nature of those bodies, and for a proper ethical judgement,
we shall háve to know the reál nature of man. An atom exploded
emits tremendous powers; hydrozen and oxyzen combined to-

gether give rise to water; all the physical and psychical elements.

undergo incessant changes; the earth gravitates; the substance
and the quality exist inseparably - for explaining all these events,

we are in the end bound to refer to the essential nature of

the ultimata elements of the respective things. In a like manner,
the pursuance of a particular course of disciplin gives rise to

an enlightened life, the actions of a person bring to him the

requisite fruits in due course of time - these and other events

of life can be explained only with reference to the reál nature

of man, Even the acts of God cannot be explained without a

reference to his nature. If we ask a theist why his God creates

and governs the world, he wiil háve no alternativ but to say

that this is an inherent nature c>f God. Thus, to explain any

event of the world of matter, life and spirit, we shall at the

last stage háve to refer to the innate nature of things. We may
start solving philosophical and seientifíc problems with Vhy',

but, uitimately, this 'why' willhave to be answered with reference

to 'how'- When the *how"of'things is kiiown, philosophy and

science come to a close. And as the Tiow' of things - matter,

life and spirit - can be properly known by realisation only, it

is to be regarded as the end of science and philosophy.
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VRATYASTOMA SACRIFICE

The problém ofvrStyahas attracted the attention ofmany
scholars both in India and outside India. J.W.Haver in his work

entitled : Der Vratya-Untersuclungen iiber die Nichtbramanische

Religion Altindiens (Suttgart, 1927) has dealt with thís problém

quite extensively and it is not my intention here to repeat all

the details already discussed there, In this páper it is intended

to deal with only two questíons : (1)Who can perfonnthe Vratyastoma

sacrifice? and (2) What is the purpose of the performance of

the Vratyastoma sacrifice?

It should be noted that a Vedic sacrifice can be performed

only by a person belonging to the three higher castes in generál.

Again most of the sacrifíces are to be performed by brahmis

only. Before performing a srauta sacrifice, one is expected to

háve undergone the initiation ceremony (upanayana). Also one

should be a married man with his wife living and present at

the time of the performance. Moreover, one should háve esfcab-

lished the sacred irauta fíres (ahitagki). It is also expected that

one should háve ádequate knowledge of the Vedie rituál and

the Vedic texts, and oné should also be rih eóagh to be able

to meet the expenses of the rituál The last condition may find

some concessions in some exceptíonal casesbutthe earlierconditions

are compulsoiy.
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Now a question arises as to how a vratya who is supposed
to be devoid of tbe upanayana-samskara (initiation) and most
probably an immarried man not following the Vedic ritualism

even to the least degree can perform a Vedic irauta sacrifice

like the Vratyastoma. The Vratyastoma is a one-day (ekaha)

Soma-sacrifice. Most of the later srautasutras and grhyasutras
elearly say that a vratya should perform the Vratyastoma and
get himself purified from the sin of being a vratya. Thus in

the Katyayanasrautasutra we read ''vratyastomenestvá uratyabhavád
virameyu^. vyavaharyd bhavanti (22.4.27-28X In heÁšvalayana-
grhyasutra it is said that a brahmin boy can be initiated as
lat as upto 16 years of age, a ksatriya upto 22 years and vaisya
upto 24 years even after the proper age-limit is crossed. Af-
terwards, hov/ever, the people .who still remain uninitiated are
to be called 'fallen from the SávitrT formula* (patitasavitraka).
These people should not at all be initiated. No one should teach
them and no one should perform rituál for them nor should
anyone keep_^contact with^them in marriage or food (a sodasad
brafmia^asyatUaJikalah. advavirnsad ksatriyasya. a caturvimsad
Paisyasya. ata urdhvarn '

patitasavitrlka bhavanti.
nairmnupanayanannadhyapayen nayajayeyuh na vyavahareyuh,
l.lg.5-7). In the Paraskara-grhyasutra it is said that when the
Vratyastoma is performed the Vratyas become worthy of studying
and teeping contact with (2,5). In the Vaásthasmrti, a vratya
is adviSéd to perform amongother optionsthe Vratyastoma sacrifíce

^^^''^Sé'^^^'
None of the texts raises any doubt regarding how

a vr%a can perform a Vedic sacrifice. Thus there seems to be
a contradictiqa when we see that a person who is not eligible
to perform a Vedic vitual should perform a Vedic rituál in order
to be eligible to perform it.

Oufy a very lat text called Vratyata-suddhi-samgraha
(Chowfchamba series, p.42} says that the Vraíya^íoma "'should
bej^rformed witíi tíie help ofprofane' fíres (evam laukikdgnisv

^£ipartii&am ilcilaiiiX It is elear that the Vratyastoma mentioned
here is smurta and not srauta. Moreover the whole treatment
0f tíie problém appears to be of the nature of an after-thought.

tl.W.Haver only superfícially takés into consideration the
question ofhow a vratya partidpates in a Vratyastoma. He simply
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says that the vratya participates in the sacrifice ofhis conversion

as a sacrifícer. He further says : "Man muss an sich aha die

Vratya mit ihrem phantastishen Aufzug aís innerhalb order doch

in der Nahé des Opfer bereiches anwesend und da und dort

angewissen Stellen vonderFerne ander Opferhandlung teilnehmend
denken, bis sie, nachdem sie ihre Ausríistung abgeton haben,

am Finále des ganzen Opfers als Gereinigte teilnehmer," Thus
according- to Haver the vratyas ušed to remain present at the

time of the Vratyastoma sacrifice and after they háve giveo their

equipments, they could be purified at the end of the sacrifice.

It should be remarked here that this is only a speculation of

Haver námely that 'mere presence of a person at the time of

a sacrifice is enough to call him the sacrifícer . This is not correct

and we must think from a different point of view.

In the Saz/dA^a/ia-sraz^íasfíra (18.24) ithasbeensuggested

that the Vratyastoma is to be performed in an indirect, meta-

phorical manner. But the whole treatment there is not completely

clear.

It can be remarked io generál that the Vedic texts on

the Vratyastoma sacrifíces are themselves not very clear and

perfectly in agreement with each other^Nevertheless I would

like to draw attenion ofthe scholars to theJ^astamba-srauíasútra

(22.5.4) where we read : vratyanam pravase vratyastoma^. This

senten ce elearly indicates that the Vratyastomas are to be performed

for the saké of leading the life of the vratyas andJUaland has

rightly translated: *'Wenn man aussieht um ein Vratyaleben zu

fuhren sogeltendie Vratyastomas", (DasSrautasutradesApastamba

III, Amsterdam, 1928, p.314). He has also quoted in the not
on this translation, the Pancavimsa-bráhmana (17.1.1) where

the expression : vratyam pravasati occurs, which means leads

the vratya life*. It is thus clear that the Vratyastoma sacrifíces

are to be performed by those who want to live as vratyas. Thus

it is indicated that a normál, regular ahitgni (i.e,, one who

is leading the life according to the Vedic rules and is eligible

to perform any Vedic rituál) can perform a Vratyastoma sacrifice,

if he desires to be a vrStya. Thus the VrEtyastoma sacrifice

was a kind of rituál not for discontinuing the life of a vratya

but for enteriBg into vratya-hood. Caland has howeve^not elearly

stated this latter part of the imrzkatioiis of her Apastamba-
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: ^autasútra. It is also doubtful whether this would háve been

acceptable to him. Since in the translation of the Panavirrisa-

zmhmana which was carried out by him after the translation

rjftheApastamba-srautasuira, he appearsto be uncertain regarding

:he nátue and purpose ofthe Vrátyastomas. Thus there(Panavimsa-
brahmana, Galcutta, 1931, p.455) he says that the meaning of
the expression vratyarn pravaiati is unknown. L. Renow in his
Vúcabulariedurituel Vedique (Paris, 1954, p. 145) foliows Calans
translation aftheApastamba-srautasútra and says, 'Yratya (stoma)
n. de stpma's (an nombre de 4 K. XXII 4 1) a form ukthya,
propes a gui veut mener la vie du vrátya" It should be added
that Renou also does not go into the details of this problém
nor has he said anything independently but has simply followed
Calans translation. So neither Caland nor Renou has made
position clear.

The translation of the Apastamba-srautasutra (22 5 4)
given hymu&T(DerVrEtya, p.l04)isquiteartifícial. He translates,
vratya die em vrtydwanderleben fUhren (vrdtyanam pravase)
Opfern mu den Vratyastoma"

. This translation is based upon

ÍaveLS™ th v -í' ""^'^'^ ^^' ^'' "^^"^ *^^ ^'^^ ofvratVas

the suhject but actuallv í„ fk f ^^^ "^^""^ vratya as

not appiar at aRt í woS bXTter^t?""
'"^^ ^''^ '^^^^

cases the qualifíed sacrifíTpr no i ?
^-'"""^ ^^ ^" ^^^e^-

"Snya,nakraan^p°gahSZ, ^"'J^argakSniah lapas taptvS
'mlf >.argakamo ya^i~, St^Z^:' ^^^^ ^"argam ipuh

!>acrince IS not prescribed
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for getting rid of vrátya-life , nor is there any reference to vratya-

life as a sin. It is also clear that the sacrifice is not described

to be performed by a vrátya but by one "who desires Heaven

and such a sacrificer can 0% be an ákitagni and not a vratya.

In the commentary on the Sakháyana-srautasútra it has been

clearly stated that a person belonging to the three higher castes

is authorised to perform Vraiyastomas iyah kascit traivarniko

^dhikarT). Thus the commentator has rightly implied that it is

not a vratya who was not included in the three higher castes

- but a person belonging to the three higher castes only, who

can perform these sacrifices.

In the Baudháyana-srautasútra (18.25) it is said that

the vratyas are anahitagnayab 'those who háve not established

fires' and therefore before performing the Vratyastoma sacrifices,

they should fírst establish the fires. It is however not_ clear

how a vratya is qualifíed even to establish fires. In the Latyayana-

srautasútra (8.6.1) also it is prescríbed that before performing

the Vratyastoma sacrifices the vratya should first establish fires

<Cf DrahyEyana-smutasútra, 23- 1. 1). There also the samé problém

a.rises.

On the basis of the various details mentioned above it

is possible to conclude that the Vedic texts themselves are not

quite clear regarding the performance of theVrayostoma sacrifices.

Ifwe také into consideration the high honour given to the vratyas

as refleeted in the 15th kánda of the Atharvaveda, it appars

that the position of the vratyas has undergone some changes

in the course of time. Thus in earlier periods, their position

was honourable but in subsequent ages they were rather looked

down upon and considered to be outcastes. It is posible to accept

Hauer's opinion who considers vratya as the forerunner ofyo^m

Thus he has said. "leh den Vrátya in AV XV als den Typ emes

tuildekstatikers als die alteste Gestalt des Yoginso weit sie steh

in der Literatur nachweisen lasstfasste íHaner Der Vratya, p.A).

Ooing a little fiirther we can describe vrátya life ^s ^he earhest

ovmofsamnyása. Just as in the later period we get the deteikd

rituál in order to enter into the life of a samnyasm m the samé

way the Vratyastoma sacrifices in their originál form ^ust háve

beTi^ a rituál to be performed in order to be a vratya. And this

íftual couM be performed only by an áhitágni who alone was

authorised to perform the sraiUa ntual.
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In passing it may also be remarked that the Vratyastoma

sacrifices or many other sacrifices like Syena o the long sacrifícial

sessions were a creation of the Sama-vedic fantastic tradition

of the Vedic rituál (for this see my 'Contribution of the Samavedic

tradition to the Vedic rituál' CÁSS studies 11, 1974, p. 57-60).

Even the sacrifices like Syena or íong sacrifícial sessions (satira)

were verv rarely actually performed. The Vratyastomas also seem

to háve been rather of speculative nátue and were perhaps

nevr actually performed and therefore the difficulty in performing

them was also not realised and hence we fmd that the texts

iike the Katyáyana-srautamtra prescribe the Yratyastomas to

be performed by vrátyas without taking into consideration the

inherent contradiction there, námely "a person not qualified for

performing a sacrifíce should perform a sacrifice in order to

be able to perform a sacrifíce".
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ANCIENT INDIÁN HYDROLOGY IN MODERN CONTEXT

1. Introduction ^
TheandentscientíficSanskrittexts,suchasonJy«tissastTa

(astronomyyastrology) and Ayurveda (science of logev.ty)^ave

been evolved through rlja-yoga 'sovereign saence
.

by
«'^^;2

Indián rsis. They háve dealt with the

-^««-'""gf„^^*
mationš of the selected objects,

'''f f!f°™.lt„hTrtv
law of unity in diversity as symbcls ofpd.

^»J^hedS
ofthis scientifie and spirituál erercise is to'=7^«^«'~^
or the oairs-of-opposites,involvingtheforcesofattratbonfíama!;
or tnepairs oi T, '

„
'

„,„,iia,rium('soiíuo)Kketíielioiiieostabc
andTepulsmrrwa^.toatt^^<pl5—

^^ ^^ ^^ i i.

the extemal or ^o;
^
Nat^^j^

tes are symboMly su-

are developed; and these sa«no™
J, ^^^

perimposedo„fl.enjo^^^^^^

(vijnana) of spintudly el«aiM n
jriencef/wí-Waí

is developed by ^'^^te^bconsdous stat ofinrtind.

traya-prakyS) ~»f^;^*^ "ustte ofhn».« reasoning.

nd^r::Ír—SStlon of «.e perfect ».«.rs

or enlightened souls called rm
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In aneient Sanskrit, every term has two meanings - one

expressed and the other implied, and the sentence is established

on the basis of-the relationship between these two (sabdartha-

sambandha) in the given eontext. Thiis Sanskrit, as a divine

language (devabhasa), directly expresses the external matter

together with the underlying, implied, internal spirit On this

basis the scientiíic laws are symbolically superimposed on moral

and ethical laws for both materialistic and spirituál progress.

The universal laws (sarva-tantra-siddhdnta) of science

and spirituality^ described in the form of sutras 'aphorisrns',

are harmoniouslyintegrated with the six systems ofIndián Philosophy,

called daršanas (Visions of Truth), viz., (1) Kapila's Samkhya;
(2) Patanjali^sToga; (3) Kaiilda's Vaisesika; (4) Gautama'syaya;
(5) Jaimím's Mfinamsa; and (6) Bidaráyaiia-¥yasa's Vedanta.

Further these authoritative texts ofsovereign science also incorporate

several well-established corollaries, The present páper deals with

some important hydrological observations of Áyurveda and their

significance in the light of raodern scientific developments.

2* Wáter quality in Áyurveda

In accordance with the most aneient Samkhya systém
of scientific philosophy, truths are obtained from 'microcosm'

and 'macrocosm' - the internal and external environments, and
there is a constant and continuous interaction between the factors

of these two environments in an attempt to maintain a dynamic
equilibrium.

The discourse on water quality in the standard texts

ofAyiirveda (Caraka-sainhita, Susruta-samhita^ Astaga-hrdaya-
samhita) deal with the internal and external groups of factors

of hydrogeochemical migration of elements and the consequent
physiological effects in human beings.

The internal factors are related to the properties ofatoms,
molecules, and ions, such as valency, ionic rpdius, ionic potential,
lattice energy, etc. These internal properties control the elements
of the Earth in the regulation of the copposition and properties
of water, which are reflected extemally by the five fundamental
States of consciousness (colour, touch, sMell, sound, and taste).

In conformity with the concepts ofÁyurveda,VJ.Vernadski
also pointed out the role of the stable systém : rock-water, gas-
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living matter and hydrochemical reactions occur only dne to

a Shift ín the equlibrium of this systém. The dynamic factors

that Shift this equlibrium are the external ones particularly

the tectonic movements and their directions (Klimentov, 1983)

which are included in the nine directions consistingof the vertical

together with the "Rulers of Eight Directions" (asiadik-palakas)

related to the "Law of Orientation" (Prasad, Í987 a,b).

2.1 Natural Water in Ayurveda

In Ayurveda, the natural waters are broadly classified

into two major types, viz., atmospheric water (antariksa-jala)

and terrestrial water (bhauma-jala). The atmospheric waterJs
again classifíed into four types, derived from (a) rain (dhara),

(b) hailstone (vara), (e) snow (tausara), and (d) glaciers (hima).

The atmospheric water, falling on the interior land is called

gagodak a whilethatfallingontheseacoastsiscailedsawiiiíirocaM.

A simple test, involving osmosis, was suggested to distinguish

these two types of atmospheric water. The quality of rain-water

of the interior land is the most superior and hence considered

as the divine water (divyodaka) to serve as the standard for

drinking water quality.

The different types of terrestrial water are those derived

from: river (nádeya), lake (sarasa), stream (prasravana), 'deep

well Ckaupa), shallow stepped well (vapyaJ, spring (audbhida),

sandy pit (caundya), marsh (palvala), irrigated water (kaidára),

and sea water (samudrodaka). The seasonal variations in the

physicochemical properties ofthese various types ofnatural waters

and their corresponding physiological effects in human béings,

described in these Ayurveda texts, háve been discussed earlier

(Prasad, 1979, 1987 a). Some more important aspects, not covered

earlier, are discussed in this páper.

2.2 Time of coUection

For collection or abstraction of water from its natural

source Ayurveda specifically prescribes the time of the day is

dawn (pratyusa) when the waters will be cool and clear. These

texts and aiso the Pahlavi texts stat that the well water is

polluted at night and hence it shonld not be draun from the

wells during the night time.
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Certain internal physiological processes of the aquatic,

organisms háve become attuned to a 24 hour cycle, known as

'diumal periodicity' (Welsh, 1938, Park, 1941). Most ofthe planktonic
organisms swim towards the surface at night and move to deeper
levels during the day; and Nicholls (1933) showed that the time
ofascent in the evening and descent in the morning are correlated

with sunset and sunrise. Hence, the ancient Indián rsis prescribed

the collection of water at sunrise and prohibited its collection

at night.

2.3 Water Vessels

^ For collection and storing water for domestic purpose,
the Ayurveda prescribed the vessels niade up of the materials
such as goid, silver, bronze, glass or earthen pots (depending
upon the socio-economic condition of the people) and appropriate
rests to keep these household vessels.

Bradley (1977, p.14-15) pointed out that the problém of
great importance in water supply for drinking is water storage
jars which act as breeding sites for the 'Yellow fever mosquito'
(aedes aegypti) which occurs through out the tropics.

2.4 Aquatic Animals

The Sanskrit texts prescribe the preservation of certain
species of aquatic animals, such as turtles, to reduce or retard
the mosquito-breeding.

Modem Hterature (Saša ea/, 1965;WHO, 1975)also prescribed
the introduction and development ofcertain species ofthe mosquito-
eating fish in natural water bodies.

2.5 Aquatic plants

The Ayurvedic texts prescribe the use of moss (saivala)
and roots oflotus (nelumbo nucifera) in domestic water treament.

Moss (Puustjarvi, 1956, 1958) and other hydrophytes or
bryophytes behave essentially as simple ion exchangers and absorb
toxic heavy metals in a spectacular way (Brooks, 1972) to ideally
serve as water purifíers.
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3. Water Disinfection

3.1 Bacterial Disinfection

The Ayurvedic texts point out that the quality of water

at their natural sources, exposed to the sun and the moon, called

amsudaka, is excellent; while thewater, coveredbyaquatic vegetation,

without exposure to the natural hght, is polluted.

When the water is thus exposed to the natural light and

aerated, the taste and odour-generating products and also the

corrosive nátue of water are eliminated to a large extent.

The sun rays, containing ultraviolet radiation, generates

in aqueous solution, hydrogen peroxide which eliminates harmful

bacteria. Hence WHO suggested such solar disinfection as an

effective water treatment method (Prasad, 1987 a).

The effects of the moon light indicates a defmite control

of the reproductive cycle and other activities of many organisms

(Clarke, 1954, p.222); its effect in relation to water quality is

yet to be investigated.

3.2. Viral Disinfection

Áyurveda prescribes repeated quenching of water with

red-hot metal (gold, silver, copper, or iron) or red-hot stone o
sand, presumably for viral disinfecion.

3.3 Thermodynamic Changes of Water Quality.

3.3.1 Boiling

Áyurveda prescribed boilingas one oftbe importantmethods

of disinfection and to expel the odour producing gases. Nnochin

(1975) recommends boiling to destroy protozoa and ova.

3.3.2 Fractional Boiling

Ayurvedic texts preseribe that, depending on the seasonal

and ecological conditions, drinking ofthe water, reduced through

boilingtoonefourth,half,andthreefourths.Thermod3^amicchanges

ofwater shift the hydrochemical equilibrium by salt preipitetion

due to which certain constituents exceed the respectiveion
producte^

Boiling decreases the dissolvedgases and increases the salt content

which depends on the composition the onginal water When

sea water is progressively evaporated, different species of salt-
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appear one after another in a seqiience (Klimentov, 1983). Thus
Ayurveda developed 'balneology' based on the variatioos in the

physico-ehemical properties due to thermodynamic changes of

waters and their physiological effects in human beings.

3.4 Balneology

Balneology is amedical science involving the use ofdrinking

water which produces a wholesome physiological effects on human
body owing to their total salinity, the bioactive and therapeutical

ion and gas constituents, radioactive elements, alkalinity, acidity,

andvariations in tenaperature (Ivenovand Nervaev^ 1964; Klimentov,

1983), Balneology in Ayurveda is based on the physicochemical
properties of drinking water, modified by temperature, and their

physiological effects in human beings, The important details,

given in these Sanskrit texts, are as follows:

BA.l Limited Quantity of Drinking Water

Small quantity of drinking water is prescribed in: (1)

arocaka (loss of appetite); (2) pratisyaya (catarrah or cold);

(3) praseka (watering of mouth) (4) svayata (sofa or swelling);

(5) ksaya (phthisis), (6) mandagni (indigestion); (7) vudara (bloating

of atdomen); (8) kustha (leprosy); (9) jvara (fever); (10) netra-

roga (eye disease); (11) vraná (incised, lacerated, or punctured
wound); (12) madhumeha (diabates mellivis),

3.4.2 Prescription of Cold Water
h

Drinking ofcold water is prescribed in : (a) mSrc(fainting
fíts); (2)pitta; (bilionsness) (3) usna (bodily heat); (4) daha (thirst);

(5) visa" rakta (toxic blood); (6) madatya (alcoholism); (7) bhrama
(giddiness); (8) klama (fatigue or exhaustion); (9) tamaka (vertigo);

(10) vamadha (vomiting); (11) raktapitta (gout).

3.4.3 Prohibition of Cold Water

Drinking of cold water is prohibited in :

(1) parsva-sula (side pain); (2) pratisyaya (catarrah or
cold); (3) vata-roga (nervous disorders); (4) galagraha (gripping
sensatiomof throat); (5) atkmana (flatulence, intumescence, or
typanitis); (B}stimita (benumbed ornumbness); (7) kostka (disorder
of digestive track); (8) sadyassuddka (purgative) (9) nava-jvara
(acute fever); (10) hikka (hiccup or hicough);(ll) snehapana (oily
drink).
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3.4.4 Prescription of Hot Water

Drinking of hot water is prescribed in : (1) vata (nervous

disorder); (2) pitta (digestive disorder); (3) svasa (dysponea); (4)

kasa (cough); {5)jvara (fever) and (6) vasti (cleansing of urmary
bladder).

3.4.5 Prescription of Boiled and Cooled Water

It is prescribed in he pitta-dosa, sannipata, and disorders

dne to alcoholism.

Drinking of water which becomes acidic on storage is

prohibited as it excites kapha.

Vata, pitta and kapka, as tridosa (tridiscordants), háve
been discussed earlier (Anon, 1948).

4. HYDROLOGICALPEOBLEMSINMODERNCONTEXT
4.1 Drought and Reliéf

When the rainfall drops far below thenormál amount^títe

plant life and the consequent agricultural activity is adverseif

affected; and such an event is called 'drough. The inteas^
ofdroughtisstatisticallyevaluatedbydeterminingthedistribirfMii

of rain fall in each month in each physiographically unifí»w

region and its variation in relation to its norm. In view of tfae

great signifícance ofthis hydrometeorological parameter in ws^ct^

supply, Varahamihira's Brihasamkita and Kautilya's Arthm-

sastra prescribed a simple vessel as a rain giiage to determírfe

the rainfall distributioBj for assessment of the drought artd t&

také the necessary remedial measures. But in modem India^

onfortunately, the talukas and districts in each stat are declareá

as drought hit regions and provide the reliéf measures, not o»
the basis of any scientific data or rainfall distribution but purely

on political considerations.

4.2 Well Site Location

Modern texts ofhydrogeology do not dea! with the location

of weil sites as it is not, a problém of practieal importance in

the western countries, In India, it is a major problém, and the

ineffective resistivity surveys of tha mystic methods of Vater-

divining* háve been and are being iised for this purpose. This
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js responsible for the faulty location of the well sites resulting

in wastage ofenormoushumanandmateriál resources.The integrated

hydrologícal surveys, with emphasis on bioindicators, described

in Br hat-samhita easily solves this most intricate problém. (Prasad,

1986 a, b).

'

4.3 Waier Treatment : Present Status

Safe drinking water in both urban and rural areas is

a very rare commodity. The modem water treatment for municipal
water supply involves elaboráte installations, chemicals, and
technícal skill. The outbreaks of typhoid, cholera and epidemie
jaundice occur mainly due to breakdown of water treatment
technology (Wagner and Lansix, 1959). Even in the U.S., 30%
of water borne diseases are due to defíciency in water treatment
fCraun and Mccabe, 1973). In India, 80% of water treatment
plants do not receive proper attention (Arceivala, 1971). It is
distressing to not that, during drought, the water supply for
Agra consists almost entirely of partially-treated sewage fromNew Delhi (WHO,1973).

«r.A n
^""^

Trfní^'"''
^''^^''^^ of TUTSi} water supply (Cerruthersand Browns, 1977, p. 150) háve suggested that "the appropriate

rXl lí

'^^^°"^bí« ^^^i^g distance with comparatively

thJZZtZ T" ''^^'^^'' ^"d ^oe diverse in tropics

desinfectbnTstírelifbe^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ *^^^ ^^'"^^^ <>'

«icroo,^anisms, uTas sS^ a^^^^^^^^
'"'"^ '' *^^ *^«PÍ<=^»

resistent to such a metLTf H '-Tf ' '^'*' ^"^ ^^^««« ^^^cn a method of dismfection (Carrol Morris, 1970).
Iheiargestviral epidemie n/^n«.^j- T^ i, . ,

water supply when 20.000 0^^!"!".^'!^^^'^"'^
vimswertreportedCGoldrelrioyí^^

of mfectious hepatitis

eacephalitis partícularly duril I " ^^''^''' <*' ^apanes*
1087a).

^^'^^y **"""g *^^ monsoon period (Prasad

s

ie
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4A Public Health and Water Supply

Themedical and public heaith (sociál andpreventiv medicín)
scientists and engineers také it for granted that the health aspects
of water supply are well known; but these aspects, relevant
to the tropics, are largely unknown,

5. Conciusions

(a) Water supply for drinking purpose in both rural and
urban areas is crucial, enormous in scale and not being solved
by the present strategies, policies, and programmes in špite of
the heavy expenditure annually incurred to tackle this problém,
Imitative imported technology, unrelated to the natural enviroment,
is one of the main causes for the misery of the people in the
tropics.

(b) The ancient scientifíc Sanskrit texts, with šruti-smrti
concept (Prasad, 1987 a), offer excellent and efficacious solution
for the intricate hydrological problems - particularly for successful
location of the well sites even in hard rock areas and for domestic
'v^ater treatement.

(c) In Thailand, water treatment for turbid water is carried
out by fíltering through coconut fíbre husk and then through
burnt rice (Frankel and Savilla, 1972) in the locally^available

earthen pots (Frankel, 1974). In a similar way, the Áyurvedic
methods ofwater treatment constituté an ideálpeople*s technology
easily understandable even to the poor and illeterate rural masses
and applicable to various geographic conditions. These methods
help to sucessfully and rapidly meet the proclaimed objectives

of the "International Drinking Water and Sanitation Decade**,

"Technology Mission on Drinking Water for problém Víllages

and Related Water Management", "Health for All by 2000 A.D.",

and several other welfare programmes for allround progress and
prosperity,
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M,S.MENON

CARICATURE OF LOKAYATA DARSANA'

CMaterialism' in Ancient India)

"Philosophy in India is essentially spirituál. The spirituál

motive dominates life in India.The Indián mindhasbeen traditionally

exercised over the questions of the nature of Godhead, the end

of life and the relation of the individual to the Universa! Soul.

In India, the interest of philosophy is in the soul of man. In

India, the interest of philosophy is in the šelf of man" (Indián

Philosophy, pp. 24-28). In these linešS.Radhakrishnan has attempted

to identify the whole of Indián thought with the Vedanta.

Wrinting about the Indián philosophers, Max Mueller

reveals: "What I admire in Indián philosophers is that they nevr

try to deceive us to their principles and the consequences of

tlieir theories. They are 'bonafide' idealists or materialists, monists

or dualists, theists or atheists, because their reverence for truth

is stronger than reverence for anything else" (Six Systems of

Indián Philosophy, Intr. p.xi.)

This observation seems to be more objective and forth-

right. -

The truth is that materialism has been playing a sig-

nificant role in Indián thought for a longperiod. The materiaiistic

philosophy in India is known by ^he name 'Lokayatamata or

'Cárvaka-darsana'.
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The elimination of human mi séry and the attainment

of happiness was the declared goal of almost all the systems

of Indián philosophy. All the ancient philosophers agreed that

there was no happiness in the existing society torn by greed

and egoism. But there was no agreement on the nature of happiness

o on the means to attain it.

The *Carvakas' or the Xokayatikas* argued that pleasnre

was the highest aim in life, Everything that yielded pleasure

was good and everything that resulted in suffering was eviL

The Carvakas proclaimed that it was good to seek pleasure and
happiness in this world, because nothing remained after death.

This view of materialist philosophy of ancient India is

known to us today in its four names - Bárhaspatya, Nastikamata,
Cárvakadarsana and Lokayata Philosophy. The last two names
are more popular now. The tradition says that Brhaspati is the

originál propounder of the materialistic philosophy. His work
is not available to us at present except a few sutras and a
number of verses composed by Mm. The philosophy of Brhaspati
- 'Bárhaspatya* -was altematively called as Lokayata *the philosophy

of people*. It also meant the philosophy of this-worídliness or

materialisme The term lokayata (lokesu ayatam) also denotes
the philosophy which was popular and prevalentamongthe people.
Radhakrishnan deíines 'Lokayata' as "directed to the World of
Sense/'

Ancient works like the Ramayaiya and Mahabharata, the
Saddarsana-samuccaya ofthe Jaina philosopher Haribhadra Suri,
the DTghanikya, the Cullavagga, the Artkasastra of Kautilya,
hePrabodhacandrodaya ofKrsnamisra, theSarvadaršanasarrigraha
ofMadhavacarya and many prominent propounders of philosophy
háve referred to and also háve vehemently criticised the Lokayata
philosophy. The principál source ofour knowledge ofthe Lokayata
is the first Chapter ofthe Sarvadarsanasamgraha, All this reveals
that the Lokayata views or Cárvakadarsana was very popular
and prominent philosophical systém. Carváka was probably the
name of a particular materialistic philosopher at the beginning
and gradually hisfollowerswere alsoknown by his name. Debiprasad
Chattopadhyaya, in his reputed work Lokayata - A study in
Ancient Indium Materialism has given ari exhaustive study of
all the materialistic trends in ancient Indián Philosophy and
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has concentrated on that which was specifícally called the Lok%ata
in the aBcient texts. He has attempted to approach the Lokayata
from the Marxist point of view.

Materialism as a philosophy emerged in India only in

the period intervening between the early upanisads and tha
rise of Buddhism^^ li arosenot only as a rational protest agmnst
the supernaturalism of the incoherent Vedic Cosmologies, hnt
also as a revolt againstthe theocratíc establishmentofbrahminism
with its priesthood, rituals, ceremonials and sacrifices.

The BuddMst and Jaina sources refer to a niimber of

materialist thinkers, the most prominent of whora were
Ajitakesakambali^ Pakiidha, Kaccáyana^ Sánjaya Belatha Putta,

Puma Kassapa and Makhali Gosala-

Ajitakesakambali believed in fonr elements as the basis

of the universe : earth, water, fire and air. Man was formed
of these fotir elements: When he díed, the earth in him retumed
to the aggregate of earth, water to water, fire to fire and air

to air. Ajita did not believe in God or in a life after death or

rebirth. He denied the theory that good deeds wonld produce
good results and evil déeds bad results. He did not believe in

nnerit or demerit and eondemned sacrifices, rituals and priest-

hood. According to Buddhist records, he led an ascetic life in

špite of his being a non-believer.

There were also Svabhivav¥dins 'naturalists* and
Yadrcchavadins 'accidentalists'. According to Svabhauamtda
everything happened according to nature. Fire was hot, ice was
cold, water was liquid, each in its peculiar natnre. Every object,

animate as well as inanimate, existed and developed according

to its own inhererit nature- Yadrcchdvada denied cansation and
held thatevery phenomenon was accidental. Everythinghappened

by chanee- The sharpness of tíiom, the sweetness of siigarcane

and the bitterness of the nimba tree were all accidental and

not the creation of any external snpematural power.

Of all the early materialists,he Carvakas ortheLokayatíkas

were the most consistent and ieonoclastic. They maintained that

tlie four elements - earth, air, fire and water - were the basis

of the universe. These basic elements were nncreated, etemal

and self-esástent. Their combinations in diílTferent proportions
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and orders prtídueed au ininite variety of bodies, They did not

cori-taiG an-y inhereiit eonscioiisness. But v/hen they were combined
aiíd arranged in a certain order, they;were endow.ed witlijife

an^d c.oi>sciousiiess» Conseiousness or intellect resuited from if-c-

combínation of elements just ás^he inebratirig'pbwer'of licvior

eame from"a mixture of certainingredieris wliicli m iliem-selvés

werenóHntoxicatiiigXoiíšciodsnésscóúldribtexistwi^^^
body aríd its brain wbich were"the res'ults of the combiriation
ofelements. It was destroyed witll' the dissolution of the elements
from whose combination it-evolved. Lokayatikas pToclaímed that
the soul was the result of a com-p-lex iíiiertiiixíur-e of the materiál
elements. Accordiiig to them there, was no Qoá,.and/nc life after

death and no karma wMch assigned happiness or misery according
to the merits or .demerits acqiiired :m .pe.vious existence.

- '
:•

': The Cárvákas denied the ¥alidity ofaiiy soiirce ofkaowledg-e
othertíiaiiim-iBediate seiise-perception;,"iiiid thereforethey éemeá
allrrealities except the gross^-objecs -of- the seiises. • There was
no Qmé, 'trn soul,-and 'HO survival after death. ít aatiirplly foliowed
that the- Lokayatikas denied all -Teligioiis and iBoraí valiies and
caredonly for the pleasnres of thé sefises.'The well-known verse
attribnted to. Cárvákas is: '-

-- "
- •:-

yauájjivam sukham jiued mam' krtvd ghrtam' bipet \

bhasmibhutasyá dehasya ^punar agamanam kutah? II

(While life remains, let a man live happily;let him feed on ghee
even though he runs in^debt)

' Of the Vedas, Tor some mantraS' io them had no meaning,
some were ambiguous, šome contradiétory and some absiird, They
vehemently attacked priesthood, sacrifíces- and rituals and the
custóm of offering gifls to brahmios and proclaímed that alí

these were inventéd by buffoons, knaves and demons for the
livelihood ofthose who were destitute ofknowledge and madliness.
Religion was accordingto them the invei?tion ofcrooked individuals^
who wanted to deceive the masses in order to further their own
selfísh interests, In the view ofGarvakas the so-ealled superiority
of the 'bráhmins was a mischievons lie, There was no difference
betweeh a brahmin and a candala, because biood of the colour
ran through the veins of both.
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The preceptors of Lokayata philosophy were opposed to

everything traditionally regarded as virtuous and developed their

own notioBs of truth, virtue and integrity. Truth depended on
direct perception, not on the authority of the s^rutL Knowledge
gained by inference or indnction was untrue. People, therefore,

must obey only the dictates of their own sense knowledge.

Brahministic teachings on eithics based on God, revelation^

after*life, heaven andhell, karma and moksa and varnavyavastka^
etc, were rejected by the Lokayatikas. They asserted that the
varnagfama ethics was a deceitful cloak for the exploitation
and oppression of the vast majority of the population by brahmin
priests. In their view there were only two ends of human hfe,

námely artha and kama. The Carvakas tipheld hedonism - eat,

drink and be merry. Their philosophy did not recognise life after

death. All pleasures and joys of life must be realised in this

life itself. Life was a mixture of pain and pleasnre. Maximum
pleasure and minimum pain were the content of the Carvaka
philosophy.

A variety of schools of materiahsm prevailed in ancient
India. What was common to them was their intense faith in

this-worldliness.

Ancient Indián materialism was thus a Thilosophy of

liberation' from the irrationalism and superstitions fostered by
brahmin priest-hood* It challenged the domination ofbrahminism
and shook off the forces of inertia, religious conservatism and
philosophical traditionalism based on economic status quo.

There was a variety of schools of materialism in ancient

India. What was common to them was their intense faith in

this-worldliness. They recognised no god, no supernatural power,

nothing absolute. They deníed the independent existence of

consciousness or soul and a life after death. They were vehemently
opposed to the brahminist theories of karma, moksa and the

transmigration ofthe soul and condemned sacrifies and oíTerings.

It sought to free human values from religious dogmas
and mythology. It was partly responsible for the sociál and political

changeš which undermined the basis ofbrahminism. This philosophy

arose in India as a reaction to the superstitious beliefs and

practices imposed by brahminism.
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But the opponents ofthe Lokayata philosophyháve presented
the view of Lokáyatikas for mere refutation and caricature. All

the originál works ofthe Lokayatikas are lest beyond the prospect
of any possible recovery. As Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya has
pointed out "What we are actually left with the wrítings of its

opponents, i.e. of those who wanted only to refute and ridicule
it. Lokiyata thus remains to be reconstructed from the essentially
hostile references to it."

ín this context let us remember Jawaharlal Nehni and
his comment on the attempts of the orthodox religious critics
and persons who rediculed the views of the Lokayatikas • in
his famous work The Discovery of India, he states:

n,„.K ?ž' °^
?i

'^^^°'' misfortunes is that we háve lost so

elsewhere. Among the books that háve been lost is the entire
.terature on materialism which followed the period ofearív

omTnlS:^^^^^
Thtrcihtntf^^^^^

in theLr^t^^^^^^^ written

Philosophies of Indk.
"^^^^^oned as one of the major

on it and show how absurd 1í alíis 'H^.^
''

^'""l
"^^^^^^

way for US to fínd out what i ti v . !í
'' ^ ^nfortunate

todiscredititshowshowTm^^^^^^^^^ ^'^^^f ^^^^ ^^^erness
H^ueh of tí.e literatue ofTSL''^ 1'' '^''' ^^^^^^ly

bythepriestsandother^hCsTnr- ^^^^^^^ ^'' ^''^"'^"^
»^l^quent periods" (1973 el pgg)

'^^'^'^^^ religion during
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DHARMA-SASTM CONCEPT OF NYASA AND
SANSKRIT LITERATUE

P.V.Kane has discussed the topi oínyha in his Hisiory

of Dharma-sastra, volIIL pp.454-460. He has dealt with this

topi at full length. Incidentally, it may be noted in this very

context that Kane has also made incidental references to the

Kamayana, Mahabharata and Classical Sanskit literatue in

tne course of his discussion in his voluminous work. But in

the context of nyasa, however, it is noticed that some of the

important sources háve escaped his eagle eye and hence it is

necessary to do some justice to this topi in the light of the

evidence furnished by iheRaTnayana, Makabharata and Classical

Sanskrit literatue. Here it may be mentioned that I am going

to res^ict the discussion pertaining to Bhasa, Kalidása, Dandin

and Sudraka. My main aim, however, is to bring to light the

important aspect that the concept oínyasa has undergone several

changes and the theory of evolution becomes fittingly appHcable

to this very concept.

Before proceeding with the discussion proper from the

point ofabove sources, it would be necessary to clarify the position

of Dharmasástra on this concept. Kane has shown that there

are three terms in the Sanskrit Dictionary - nik^epa, upanidhi

and nyasa - which are ušed synonymously^ and more correctíy

understood by the author of the Amarakosa, ss noted earlier.
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It must be stated here that the Manu-smrti,YlIl.l49=Vasistha-
dharma-sutra IQ-lS-KautilTya-arthaéastra, ÍIL12 treat niksepa
and upanidhi as distinct. There is, however, a sharp difference

ofopinion between Visvarupa and Vi/náhesvara on the Yajnavalkya-
smrti , IL67 on the point ofcounting. Niksepa is a deposit entrusted
to a man after counting the articles in his presence. Here the
view of Visvarupa is that when the article is to be deposited
with another person, its nature should be properly described.
Vijnanesvara, however, in his Mitaksara on the Yajnavalkya-
smrti, 11,67 takés nyasa as an article handed over to some member
in the house particularly in the absence of the head oifthe house
for delivering the samé to the head of the house. Here it must
be stated that in the explanation of Vijnanesvara, there is no
reference to the counting or measuring of the article, which
perhaps is the strongest point in the elucidation of Viivaupa.

In this very context, it would be pertinent to refer to
the viewpoint ofMitramisra, the author ofthe Vyavahara-prakasa.
He categorically states that when the article is properly measured
or uncounted in the very presence of a person to whom it is

to be handed over by a person and then handed over to him
as a deposit, through his son then it is treated as a niksepa.
His explanation of nyasa is virtually the samé as is recórded
earlie as that of Vijnanesvara. He further adds that upanidhi
meáns handing over a sealed object, without counting the samé,
to' the depositeé. From this difecussion, it is quite evident that
Mitramiára completely agrees with Vijnanesvara on the point
of nySsa, though in explaining the other terms, he seems to
differ from the author of the Amarakosa.

P.V.Kane has also further added that the deposit is to
be handed over in the presence of a witness an it is also to
be retumed to the depositor in the presence of a witness and
if not retumed, he will háve to pay the price or perform an
ordeal to prove his innocence in the event of the theft of a
deposit. All tíiese points and even others are passed over here
for the simplereason that thebackground given above is sufficient
for an enlightened raader to appreeiate the points which I am
going to put forth for the proper understanding of evolution
of the theory.
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It wonldbe interestingtoknow the approach ofieRamayana
to this concept. In the Ramayana, L65.13, the bow of áiva is

treated as a depojit^ The bow of Visnu is also regarded as a
deposit m the Ramayana, L74-21. Even a sword is accepted
as a nydsa in the Ramayana, IIL8.15. These three examples
clearly go to prove that in respect of the things mentioned above
the question of counting o measuring does not at all arise.
One may say here that the nátue of the above mentioned things,
thoiigh not specifícally clarified, is so evident that it hardly
needs any specification. From these examples, it is further evident
ttiat gold o silver need not be treated as the only objects or
a^rticles for deposit. What these examples convey is that a thing
wrliich is the most important from the point ofview of a particnlar
person can become the object of a nyasa or deposit.

It may be further pointed out that Bharata accepts the
responsibility of the kingdom from Ráma as a ase of nyasa
a.t the Ramayana, 11.107.14. Bharata also agrees to retum the
kiingdom to Ráma on his coming from the forest and particularly

after the expiry of the stipulated fonrteen years. One may add
here that even Sugova accepts the responsibility of the kingdom
of Valin, as and by way of deposit and return the samé to him
particularly on his return. If one bears in mind that even a
kingdom can become an object of nyasa, then one may be fair

in drawing the legitimate conclusion that in the Ranmyana^
the concept of a deposit is employed in a wider sense. On^ may
also be tempted to stat that the writers on the Dharma-sastra

in particular, háve compressed this wider concept particularly

in dealingwiththei?yai;aMraaspectoftheI)Aar7rMi-s5s/inaL Inddentally,

it may also be added here that in handing over the above deposits,

XIo regularformalities appeartohávebeenundei^one^ andparticularly

those which are noticeable in the wast Dharma-smtra literatue.

One would be surprised to not that even Šita has become

the subject of deposit at the hands of Ráma particularly in

HBRamayana, IIL43;i6. Before hotly pursuing the démon Marica

in the form' of a golden dear, in the Ramayana, Ráma hands

over STta to Laksmana, as and by way of a deposit From

this example, it is further evident that not only the insentient

object but even the sentient object has become the subject of

a. deposit in the Rq[7nayana. It must be mentioned here that
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the writers on tke Dharma-sastra háve not at all consulted or

cared to read the Ramáyana and the Mahabharata from the
point of view of the concept of a deposit.

It would be interesting to draw the attention ofthe readers
to the evidence from theAsramavasika-parvan ofthe Mahabarata.
When Dhrtarástra decíSés to"go to the forest, he hands over
all the people oi ihe kingdom, as a deposit at the hands of
Yudhi^thira, in the Mahabharata, 15.14.13. He also categorically

States that all the snbjects háve become a deposit at the hands
of this warrior Yudhisthira. From this piece of textiial evidence,
it goes without saying that in handing over the citizens as a
deposit at the hands of Yudhisthira, the concept of nyasa has
become more wide and perhaps more comprehensive^ It is also
surprising that in the Mahabharata, 15.12.17, Dhrtarástra gives
an important .piece of advice to Yudhisthira that after having
acquired akingdom, one should e stablish tranquility in thekingdom
and may deposit it with the rich- Here the expression ušed is

niksipet^ which is also understood in the Mahabharata in the
sense ofa deposit. Hence there is some point when in heAmarakosa
the words - niksepa, upanidhi and uydsa - are use synonymously.

If,however, one consults Bhasa^s play theSvapnavasavadatta,
then one would realise that the minister Yaugandharayaija hands
over Vásavadatta to the princess PadmavatT, as and by way
of a deposit. In this very context, it would be pertinent to not
the remark of the chamberlain that it is very difficult to protéct
or guard a deposit. Itjiia::^be noted here that Vásavadatta is

handed over to PadmavatC for a political purpose. Besides, it

was expected that Padmávatrwould stand as a surety or guarantee
for the character of Vásavadatta. It may be observed here that
treating Vásavadatta as a deposit (particularly a married lady)
is the direct influence of the Ramáyana on the writing of Bhasa.

The use of ornaments as a deposit also occurs in the
Carudatta ofBhasa. In the fírst Act, it is Vásavadatta, theganika,
who hands over the ornaments^ to Carudatta, when she 'was
afraid of the rascais such as Sakara, Vita and others, Here
wMle handing over the omaments to Carudatta, the conditions
of the Dharma-éstra are not fulfilled. From the fourth Act of
the Carudatta, it becomes quite clear that she deposited the
omaments with Carudatta, out of good confídence or trust in
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liis virtues* This is particularly clear from the remark of the
Vidusaka in the fourth Act. Incidentally, it would be worthy
?f not to point out the remarks of the Vidusaka that the ganika
did not show any formality in accepting the pearl necklace which
%vas handed over to her, on account of the loss of the ornament
ofthe ^anitó. In fact, the Carudatta partially fulfíls the condition

of the Dharma-sdstra in respect of a deposit that if a deposit

ís lost, one must make good the loss, though the primary condition

ofweighing or measuring the ornaments is not adequately fulfíHed

ííi the body of the drama. From this discussion, it is quite clear

that the ornament is deposited out of trust or confídence in

fche good qualities of another person.

If we turn to the drama Sakuníala of Kalidása,we would
come to know that Kálidása has indeed made a distinct advance
in the concept of nyasa. Here the attention may be drawn to

the laststanza of the fourth Act of the Sakuntala.in which Kanva
treats ^akutnala, an unmarried daughter, as a deposit ofa husband
with a father. Treating an unmarried daughter as a deposit

is indeed^ an advancement over both the Ramayana and the

Svapnavasavadatta of Bhasa,

Here incidentally, it may be pointed out that in the fourth

Act of the Sakuntaláy Sakuntalá goes to the extent of handing
over a creeper as a deposit at the hands of her two friends,

Anasuyá and Priyamvada. Here one may be tempted to advance

tlie view that as in the Kalidasian plays, nátue is a living

organism, and the handing over a creeper as a deposit is also

to be treated as a ase of distinct advance in the concept of

tlie nyasa.

In the Mrcchaka^ika of Su^raka however, the fírst thing

tliat one notices is that both the expressions nyasa Bnániksipyante

are ušed synonymously and without observing any conditions

ofthe Dharma-sastra as such. Whiie handing over the ornaments

as a deposit to the depositee, Vasantasena passes a signifícant

remark that deposits are entrusted or deposited with the persons

amd not with the houses. From this important observation of

Vasantasena, it goes without saying her supreme confídence in

liis virtuos, and particularly the virtues of Carudatta who has

become pauper at that time. Here ^:lso the question of handing

over a deposit to the son of the head of tke lomily is out of
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consideration. In the present ase, however, she has directly

handed over her ornaments to Carudatta without weighing or

measuring the saine. This again is a good proofthat the conditions

of the Dharma-sastra are thrown overboard in the Classical

Sanskrit literatue.

In the Dasakumaracarita of Dandin, however^ the concept
of nyasa appears to háve been ušed rather differently. Here
tlie son of KSmapala, otherwise known as Mularnava is given^

as a deposit by the yaksa-kanya Tarávali^to the queen VasumatT
just to shampoo the feet of the king Rájavahana. It is rather

surprising that this Milárnava is shown as so brave that he
is capable offightingwith thoiisands ofwarriors combined together.

Incidentally, it may be remarked here that the piirpose at the

back of a deposit is to shampoo the feet of a kjng, a purpose
which is definitely unknown to the Dharma-sastra and even
other works of Classical Sanskrit literatue.

From the foregoing diseussion, the following legitimate

conclusions may be drawn just to show how the evolution has
taken pláce in the concept of nyasa:

1) In the Amarakoda and Mrcchakatikay the terms nyasa and
niksepa are understood synonymously.

2) In the Dharma-sastra literatue, there is a diffference

ofopinionbetweenVisvarupaon the onehand andVijnanesvara
and Mitramisa on the other. The explanation ofMitramiára
is in agreement with that of Vijnáhelvara,

3) In the RmTiayar^a, the concept is ušed in a wider sense
of kingdom as a deposit.

4) In the Mahabharata, instead oflaying down the limitations
of the kingdom, the citizens of the kingdom háve become
the subject of a deposit This is also a more wider use
of the concept.

5) We notice the influence^ of the idea of a married lady
as a deposit in the Ramayana over the writing of Bhasa.

6) Kalidasa has made a distinct advance in this concept by
treating even an unmarried lady as a deposit of a husband
with a father of a daughter.
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7) ' Under the influence of the Ramayana, Kalidasa has gone
possibly to the extent of treating a creeper (having íiving

organism) as a ase of deposit.

8) The purposes for which the nyasa is practiced seem to

be different, such as confidence in the virtue of a person,

shampooing the feet of a person, love for a person, poiitical

purpose, etc.

9) TheRmnayana, theMaháhhBrata and t ue Classical Sanskrit

evidence that the rules of the Dkarma*sastm are not at

all followed- Hence here we fmd only the liberal use of

the term, though some of the conáitions are seen to háve

been observed in respect of returning the deposit to the

concerned person.
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V.KUTUMBA SASTRY

WHERE KALIDASA IS CITED AS SMRTIKÁHA

There is an interesting citatíon of Kálidasa wherein one

of his élokas from the Meghasamdesa is referred to as smrti

by no less than a well acclaimed Advaita Vedintin, námely,

Amalananda Sarasvatfin his commentary the Kalpataru on the

Bhamatr, under the stra 3.1.8. This citation reflects not only

the reverence with which Kálidasa is treaíed by the sasirakaras,

but also speaks aboutthe deep understandingofthe poet Kálidasa

of the subtlities of sastraic discussions.

A summery of the discussion under the siitra 3.1.8 may

not be out of pláce here. In the fírst two adhikaranas of the

first padá of tiie third adhyaya, the travel afler-death of the

Jívas 'souls', who performed onlyíarmas like sacrifíces is examined

elaborately basing on the texts of the Chandogya-Upanisad^ and

the Brhadáranyaka - Upamsad\ Accordingto the Pancagnividya

of Ch.Up, those who perforra only sacrifíces without meditation

would go through a path calleddaksimyana and reach candraloka

at the end ofascendance. After enjoying the fruits oftheir virtuous

deeds, they descend again on the Earth throughthe threeintermittant

stages, namely,par/anya ichxLáXpHhmiBarih) máyosit (woman),

to také rebirth.
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In tliis context, a doubt is raised whether such souls,

wMle deseending on the Earth do so, afler enjoyiog the fruits

of their past deeds totally, or they descend with an amount

of karma stíll remaining to fructify. *The reiated text of Ch^Up.

States tbat, "Having dwelt in the candraloka so long as the

aggregate of karmas - experience of the fruits of which caused

thern to ascend to the candraloka - get exbausted, they rettirn

(to the Earth)."^ From this the purvapaksin argues that they

deseend on the Earth withoiit any balance ofkarma yet to fructify,

The adjective yatkiÉca 'whatever' to the karma, according to

Br.Up. textj a!so siapports this view^. Mencepurvapaksin eoncludes

that the souls descend on the Earth without any anuáaya^ i.e.

remainiiíg set of past karmas yet to friíctify.

The siddhantin argues that they descend on the Earth
possessed with iheanusaya. He cites another statement ofCh.Up.
which sapports his contention saying that; "Those, who háve
don gomi deeds in the past, také birth in the higher strata

of the society, like brahmins, etc., and those who háve don
bad deeds in the past také birth among candalas or animals
like dogs or pigs."*^ If the sonls exhaiist ali their past deeds
ín the ^andrmlí^ta how eoiild thene be disparity in the births

..,and : mq^lmm^mty hm. ;«p"giiie^^ .. , ,
,

• ^ -

. ., i , , ,
^

:

The Badmnyan^Mii^ Š.1J8 reáds as foliows: krtatyaye

;§waQr ^I3fye^,^^^ (the §#iil redesceuds) witíi á remainder of

\mk t^-autíiority of rfr^a (i.e. direct ezperiáaced

^•im tíieiret^rseorderofitsascendaiiice\
• '^m^'M,mmn^^^ tO'''lbe €ited,,?t3^ap aiithority

x^^^^^^Wr^^^-s^;^ a remainder úf karma;
^ff^^ the teid^« of Ch.Up. in the pláce of

.^/^^^'W^^fl^^tWl^:^^^^^ citmg híruti
tJ^^t tí^e, saM mtól d^i^ about the existence of the
paat kmrmMs ^ the tíme of dmc^id^tice. Undpr smrti-pran&na,

,^f'::#^'^'^^i*í. Biíató^eia^t ,i(ri^ ^he memhei^ of the
different castes and mrnmas do, in accordance wíth th^r karma.
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at first go to the other world and enjoy the fruit of tlieir karma
and tlien enter into new existences because of their remainder

of karma, in which they are distinguished from each other by

locality, caste, family, shape, length of l|fe, kiiowledge, conduct,

property, pleasure, and intelligence/"^

On the authority of the áruti and smrti cited above, it

is established that the souls ascend to candraloka only to enjoy

the fruits of a set of karmas and at the end of such enjoyment,

they descend on Earth once again to enjoy the fruits of the

remaining set of karmas. Hence they descend possessed with

the anuíaya. Now, it is clear that according to both thepurvapaksin

and the siddhantin the term anusaya means a different set of

karmas yet to fructify.

At this point ofmain discussion, Srí Sahkara cites another

school of his predecessors who held that anuáaya means not

a seperate set of karmas yet to fructify, but the residne of the

samé karma, which caused the soul to ascend to candraloka

for experiencing heavenly comforts^. According to this school,

souls ascend to candraloka to experience the fruits of their past

deeds and towards the end, but not at the end, of such experience

they descend on the Earth along with the residue of that karma.

They argue that less than a minimum required quantity ofkarma

cannoteitheryeilditsresultsormaintain them to stayin candraloka.

Hence they cannot continue to live in candraloka eventhough

au amount of karma still exists. Hence, they descend on the

Earth along with that residue of karma.

They also cite the example of oil-vessel as an explanation

of the term drsta ušed in the sutra cited above. As a little amount

of oil still exists in the vessel even aíler the oil is removed

from it, so at the time of descendance on the Earth, a little

amount of karma still exists in the souls.

Sn Saiikara did not cite the smrti in support of this

second interpretation, even though he is oMiged to cite smrti

as it is referred to as an authority in the sutra, quoted above.
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Oniy drsta example of oil vessel is given by him. Vacaspati

also in his Bhdmatiáiá not cite any smvti specifícally, but stated

that basing on the drst^a example a laukika-smrti in support

of the theoTy explaining anusaya as residue of the samé karma

may be found. Hence, Amalahanda SarasvatT had to specify the

laukika-smrti suggested by Vacaspati. Thus he cites KSlidasa's

sluka in support of this theory. He says: drstanyayarrCula^aukikr

kálidasadismrtir ity arthah.^

The sloka quoted as smrti of Kalidasa is as follows :

prápySvantír udayanakathakovidagramavrddlian

pkrooddisiám upasara purlrri srTvisámm' visálam I

iwulpíbhute smcaritaphale svargi^arn gam gatanam
$€8mk punyaih krtam iva divah kantima^ khandam ekam IP®

In this stanza the poet Kalidasa describes the city UjjayinT
which is also otherwise called Visála. He makes a fíne utprekia
saying tíiat the city Vilála seems to háve been brought down
from Heaven by the remaining virtues of those souls who háve
descended on the Earth on account of not being able to contínue
to stay in svarga, i.e. candraloka, because of the fact that their
virtues fell below the minimum required level of quantíty that
is necessaiy to enjoy dwelling in svarga. Kalidasa attempted
to make more than one suggestion here. The city looks like
Heaven on Earth; onIy people possessed with the virtues, by
which Oiey can enjoy heavenly comforts, can stay in that city

oftí.ought(,.e.e*ade.imaía;.Thatiswhy,apiace,namely, UjjayinT

^t^n^ descnpfaon looses its charm, as the other s7tof karma need not necessarily be suitable for heavenlv exolneoces, m which ase, Uiiayinrcannof h« o« i
"^^^^ ^ ^

tmi au enKnanr pW T^ <=a«not be as splendid as svarga«rmnaTy píace to expenence both the happiness and
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sorrowfulness. Hence, AmalShanda Sarasvatf is perfectly right

in selecting this sloka to cite as an autliority in favour of the

ekadesi theory.

Even though, SrTSakara criticised this ekadesi theory

and proved that this theory is not maintainable foryarious reasons,

yet this was a theory accepted for sometime prior to Sn i::>aákara

and Kalidasa, most skilfully, ušed this theory to describe UjjayinT

as a second Heaven.

Notwithstanding the criticism of Sri Sankara, the citation

of a sloka of poet in a pláce where a smrti of smrtikSra is to

be cited, speaks about the reverence and honour with which

Kalidasa is treated not only by sahrdayas but álso by mstakaras.

This also bears ample testimony to the aspect of vidvatkavi

of Kalidasa, though he is not usually considered as vidvatkavi

like Magha and Sriharsa.

Ifthe source ofthis ekadesi theory can properly be identifíed,

it may also help iis to fix the dáte of iCalidasa. In any ase,

the present description of UjjayinTin this sloka makes us realise

the deep attachment and indelible impression that Kalidasa had

in respect of the city UjjayinT, more so when we read the present

sloka along with the previous one, námely, dakrah pantKah etc?^^

Does he hail from it?
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KARUNESH SHUKLA

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON

THE LANGUAGE OF THE WORKS OF ASANGA

(with speciál reference to Sravakabhúmi)*

Like other religio-philosophical traditions of the East,

the Buddhist texts display their own hennaneutic tradition. On
the one hand they differ from the texts of the Vedico-Brahmanic

(i.e.Upaiiisadic)aiidheJainatraditionsintheirlinguisticdescriptions

and philosophical elucidations o^the terms ušed at times commoniy

both in the Nigama and the Šramaná traditions. On the other

hand, the Bnddhists developed their own systém of linguistic

hermaneutics, both of generál descriptions and philosophical

interpretation ofvarious schools andTantric symbolic texts written

in a language better known as Sandha Bhásá^

Asaga (c 350-415 AD.) has been associated with the

beginnings of Tantric trends and has also been ascribed the

authorship ofoneTrantric canomcal text, námely,ieGuhyasaniaja-

tantr and a sadhana devoted each to Arya-Maiireya and

Prajnaparamitc. But his other works do not display any trend

of Sandha Bhisá in the language ušed in these texts.

Asanga belongs to the early phase of the development

ofMaháyana when fuU elucidations ofMaháyána doctrines were

being presented. Thus the Abhisamayálankara (AA), the
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Madhyántavibhagasástra (MVS), the Ratnagotra-vibhaga-
MahayanoUara-tantrtidástra(MUTS)andúieMahayanasútrálaliára-
karíka (MSA) ofMaitreyanátha, and the Mahaydnasútralahkara-
MásyaCMSAB), the MaháyanasaT^graka, the Prakaranaryavdca,
HieMaháyajmsamparígraÁasastra, theYogácára(caryá) bhúmiéástra
(YBS), and its chapters - Sravakabhmai (SBh.Ch.XIII) and the

BodhisaUvabhumi (BSB.Ch.XV) of Asanga present a thorough
and analytic elucidation of the aspects of Mahiyana doctrines*.

Asanga has nothing o little to do with the Tantric íore,

except that some early trends of the Tantric thought may ije

traced to the MSAB, the SBh and the BSB wherein tlie wórds
dháraníb^axidyugancuždha^arefounáušed with peculiarlyMaháy&ic
connotatíons. He wrote the YBS and its ehapters - SBh and
BSB to elucidate the various aspects of MaháySna doctrines
delineating the várions stages éf'tíie propíttation of the career
ofa Yogacara«ryo|rI TheAbhidharmasamuccaya (Asm.) contains
thesummarytreatnientoftheMahayanic abhidharma. In adition,
Asanga alsoi#rotecommeni3aries on the AA, ^e Tattoapiniscaya^
the Áryctsandhimocana, the Buddhaausmrti, the Vajracchedika
(in yerses), the Dharmakáyasraya-asimanyaguna-stotra and the
DhySnadípa-u^Mdesm\ ... .

,"^
. ...

The langúage useá ih these worJcs ófÁsaga is pure
Classical Sanskrit conforming to the morpíiptógy and syntax of
the Classical Sanskrit whih follows ríéš ofPahinian Sanskrit
grammar. tíieir style, howve, reíates aiíd resémbles to the
canonical,works of tíie Ábhldharmic sects, presumably those of
theMah^ášakastowhomAsangawas inítíatedbefore his conversion
to Maháymia, the Tripitaka and Mahayaná-sutras. These texts
háve been básically ušed and at tímes actually quoted in the
MSAB, the SBh. and the BSB». It is on this account that the
YBS^ the SMi aa^tiie BSB c»ntain eliMádation in the traditional
style ofthe canonital texts. Thas, for example, in the description
®f the áoetrme oi Bnmyamnmtpmia in the YBS, we fínd the
tmmmmaltfíxt o£ PaE and Sanskrit works presented in an
exegetical m^mier. The deseriptáoQ of Avi^a in this text fully
resemfoles with that feund in the Dhannasangani and the
Aryasálimmba^mtm. SHniMrly,Asanga'sdescriptionsofsomoaro,
the knowledee ofthe qnantí% of nutritiím (bhojanamáirajnatSX
Kal^^namiíría^, dk&ugmms, various kinds <yf pudgalas, sila.
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skandha, ayatana,dhatu, bodhipakqika-dharmas, theArya-pudgalas,

the Anapahasmrti, the four yuktis, the viparinamas and the

like, háve been described in a detailed exegetical manner on

the lineš of the Prájnapáramitas and other Buddhist canonical

texts. Likewse, the description ofpratityasamutpada in the SBh
seems toháve been modelled on the basis ofthe Pitrputrasamagama-
stra^.

The Sanskrit Buddhist literary tradition also refers to

the profuse use of repetitive PrajnaparamitS texts by Asaiíga,

who was confused in places ofrepetitions without their etymology

and non-separation of words. In order to clarify the hidden secret

ineaning of the great Prájnapáramitas, Árya Maitreyanátha

wrote texts elucidating the meaning of these texts for the use

and guidance of Árya Asaga who too wrote commentaries on

severaltexts.andwasfoUowedbyhisgreat scholar-brotherVastibandhu

in this exegetical tradition.

Itisawell-establishedfacthatAsagawrotehiscommentaries,

the Asm and the elucidative works YBS, SBh and BSB in pure

Classical Sanskrit. While his commentaries display a use ofchaste

Sanskrit," without having any influence of Prakritism thereon,

the YBS, the SBh and the BSB háve been written in pure classical

Sanskrit, but the style of our author has been i^luenced by

the descriptions and elucidations found in th^ Prájnapáramitas

and other canonical Abhidharma and Mahiyana texts which

háve been quoted in the YBS, SBh and BSB as also in the

MSAB or on which these elucidations presented by our author

might háve been based. One passage from SBh Cpp.82-83) may
be cited as an example of this peculiar style containing and

displaying the influence of the Buddhist canonical texts of the

Mahríi/asakas and the Abhidharma no more extant now. As a

result of this, the language ušed in the passage contains some

words which are not familiar with the Classical Sanskrit works.

^^t^ul\c^,A^\<H4 •g^«rRr=, -g-^r^^, -g^qr^^, t^^^tt?^

petici tm>dlígN= d4r^l^^l<^ [?] ^sn gtcfTS«T^ rqu^MldWWiíci

^^rqr 3T^¥^'- -qft^: F^léJ<f T^ ^^P7T?iíFf íl]
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{'-] T^:^^V^'m, ^Tfíl^fcTj^íít, 'fllirchWKÍ^ '^FS^TW^

['] Til 'WH {^(^J\^\

This passage is on the one hand indieative ofthe descriptive

style of our author who has been influenced by the repetitive

and elucidative style of the canonical texts often using synonyms

and OB the other it contains some peculiar words not familiar

with the Classical Sanskrit, such as aparapamsi 'one notreviling

others/ Forms of this word are found ušed in the Astmhasrika-
Prajnaparamita^^, the KB^syapapariuarta ^^, and someMah^ana-
sutras quoted in the Sikfasamuccaya. The other word luha is

found ušed here in the sense of coarse, poor and scanty, also

ušed in the Mahavastu ^^, Latitavistara ^^, Divyavadana ^^,

AvadEnasataka ^^^Kd^apaparívarta ^^invariousrelatedconnotations.

Hence, the word citta occurs for sucitta, which might

be a scribal error. In addition, the passage also contains the

synonym for dayaka (donor) as anapati *the gift master'. This

reminds us of the description of gotra by Asaga in the

Naiskramyabhumi and the YBS, which enumerates various

synonyms of gotra^ such as fíya, dhdtu and prakrtL Most of

the linguistic aberrations of syntactic structure of the langiiage

ušed in the text are due to the scribal mistakes which háve
been corrected by a separate hand in the marginal or foot-notes

in the raanuscript.

Likewise, the verses occurrinog in the intruded portions
of the Ciníámayi-bkumi nBmely,ÚieParumSrthfígathavyavasthana,
the AbhiprayikTgSthauyavasthana and the Šarírarthagathavya-
vasthana also contain some linguistic, i,e. the phonemic and
morpholc^cal, aberrations in additionto scribal errors. For example.
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io verse 6 ofthe Paramartha we háve the speílingsabdam instead
of sabdan, rasám instead of rasan, in verse 9 the i^isarga is

left ont.jayante anájatakan háve been spelt out in píacejayanie
andjatakah. Similar aberrations are noticed in verses numbering
17,18319,30,41 and elsewhere. Scribal errors apart the syntactical

constructioBS in verses occurringin the body ofthe SBh (pp. 169,348,
etc.) are noticeable. Irregularity in some verses is also observed.
These aberrations might be due to the adaptation of the portions

of ,the canonical texts in the body of the SBh.

The main contention of some scholars has been that the

language of the SBh and other bhumis of the YBS is a form
of BHS in which the non-Sanskritic forms are not common^ the

vocabulary is the clearest evidence that they belong to the BHS
tradition^^, But a close examination ofthe SBh, BSB and portions

of YBS reveals that the language ušed by Ásaga is pure

Classical Sanskrit and at places some aberi^tions and deviations

of the grammatical, i.e. the morphological and syntactical, rules

a.re noticed. This is dne to the difference of language in the

source-material available to the author. John Brough (1954) is

right in regarding the works of individual Buddhist writers to

liave been written in Classical Sanskri^-

It would be observed that the linguistie deviations in

the morphological as well as the syntactical structure of the

Sanskrit language ušed in the SBh are very likely due to the

infliaeocé and Sanskritization of the Buddhist Sanskrit texts,

extracts from which háve actually been taken and incorporated

in the body of the text, of the various bhumis of the YBS. Many

texts háve been quoted i verbatim with minor adjustments

&nd modifications, while the import of several other texts has

been incorporated in the text in the usual deseriptive and elu-

eidative style of our author, Ih addition, the scribal mistakes

are equally responsible for the words, phrases and tíie syntactical

aberrationsfound in the SBh.The list ofsome obviouslyunfamiliar

words peculiarlyušed intheSBh appendedherewith would illustrate

these points. In some cases thenon-sanskrítforms suchmvifM^anS

and anupmyana instead otvidarsana and auudarmna háve been

retained to clarify and elucidate the Buddhist Sanskrit linguistie

tradition, while in otherexamples thenon-sanskritusesofmorphemes
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and syntactical constnictions háve been incorporated under the

influence of the old Sanskrit Buddhist o Middle Indo-Aryan
canonical works^.

Further, it may also be observed that from the point

ofthe view ofmodem stylisitics, though the 'language ofa literary

text has been handed by its author in a manner distinct from
the everyday, non-literary use of language'^^ 'the interpretation

of a literary, as also the philosophical, 'text involves the

recognition of two sets of relations, viz. extra-textual relations

and intra-textual relations'^*. The primary concern of a person
in the study of a text is with meaning - meaning which is co-

existensive with and inseparable from the language pattems
which constitute the complete text^^.

The main concern of a student of a Buddhist philosophical
text should be the comprehension ofthe meaning ofthe particular
text and the language of that particular text should be studied
in the lightofthehermaneuticand the linguistic tradition prevalent
at the time ofthe composition ofthe particular work. The language
of the SBh as also the BSB and the entire YBS should be studied
in this light. Our concern should be the comprehension of the
import of the text under study and not only the analysis of
the garb of its linguistic terminology.
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APENDK 1

VIDYA, P.L., 1960, (ed.)

Astasahasrika-Prajnaparamita with the verse-commentary
Aóhisamayalakara ofMaitreyanátha and the super commentary
Aloka of Haribhadra, (AAA), p. 267.13-20 (Vs. 1-2):

^^^ui <m\^k\\ w\^^ % ^F^ '^m
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CT^S-T^94|iji<!*ijpjUU|5ÍHlíljmHl;ÍCÍ:

P 557,15-18-25 (Vs. 1-2):

IW. p. 306, 14-19 :

'^iHltl-^-M
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fbfd.p. 364. 14-16:

Ibíd. 11.17, p. 371. 11-15:

^H4^rc|ÍBd^^!ÍiJobKcc^|<í%^cbK^<A^di^l
l MchrM^H MKiJ^t^MW-

"^^W^TCRira^l 3^jd<yJ-i^oW4ll£iMRuidct:ild^ mRuiwmWíjI 1 chr)Vl^^|cj<Ui-

APPENDEX-2

List of some peculiar words occurring inthe Sravakabhumi:

Forms ušed in the Text Correspondir^dassicaf

Sanskrit forms
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MÍdyii4-9í^!7Rr

IciMIdRjr^il

^^<HWdot}|:

^ -iHlttWIi^: 3l^# 285-1

263-11

299-20

300-16,20

301-110

361-10

270-1

188-7

269-19

357-13

271-20

303-14

359-14

49-9

271-4

43-18

358-19

305-4

186-8

3-11

353-2

16-3

17-10, 26-1,

314-3

359-13

<=bWy<JííT

rrHsUr

^^sfttpRfcT: (?)

8Tm:



a RAJENDRÁN

POSITION OF PÁETICLES AND PREDÍCÁTIVES

IN SANSKRIT WORD ORDER

A Poetieian'^ Approach

An inflectionaílanguage like Sanskrít, in common reckoning

need not pose any problém in word order. To illustrate, the

followingexpressicns are allgrammatically valid and unobjectionable:

rámo rávanam Kanti (1)
'

rávanam hati r-amah (2)
'

hanti rUvanam rámah (3)

hahti rámo ravanam (4)

Of course, the semantic connotations of the dífferent

juxtapositions háve subtle diíferences, but this is not the concern

of a strictly formalist analysis. The freedom allowed by Sanskrit

in word order is best illustrated ifwe substitute Sanskrit inflected

words with their orresponding English equivalents.

Ráma kills Ravana (5)

Ravana kills Ráma (6)

Kills Ravana Ráma (7)

Kills Ráma Ravana (8)

Here only the (5)th expresíon conveys the meaning of

Sanskrit sentences (1) - (4), The í.Sjth, though perfectly valid

from a strict grammatical view point, gives forth a diametrically

opposite meaning of the Sanskrit expressions, The instances (7)
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and (8) are notallowablein English since subject/objectjuxtaposition

strikes a discordant not there. In short, while inlected Sanskrit
allows almost perfect freedom in word-order, it is considerably
curtailed in analytical languages.

This is even more strikingly illustrated in poetic langiiage,
wheretechniqueslikeforegroundingare quite normál. The difference
between actual word-order and the reconstructed anvayakrama
of Sanskrit poetry gives us an insight into the freedom enjoyed
I^ poets. The following verse from the Meghasandesa would
illustrate this:

vidyutvantam lalitavanitáh sendracapam sacitrah
sagttaya prakatamurajah snigdhagambhtraghosam I

antastoyam manimayabhuvafy tugam abhramlihagrak
prsaddš tvEm tulayitum alam yatta tais tair visesaih íl

.,,
Here ifwe substitute accusativeswith 'a' and nominatives

wthJb, we would get a word-order like 'ab ab/ ba ba/ ab ab/

!T'
1*Í"^ 'l^

omit other words. The normál order should besomethmg hke T^bb aaaa'.

fl,«f ™ ^f""^^**'
***** ^oes not mean that Sanskrit prose or forthat matter even poetry has an unrestricted word order While

ui actual pracbce, the samé is not true in the ase nf «n™.P«^of silech like particles, a^jectivesZ worfs tevoLnn
f*5ecl-pisdiraterelationfoidW»ideíra4AS„„i^^^^^
«-.»» ofsuch^tactíSSt™ in^tK^sTn^Sri?

wifch regard to mrticlí... lii
*^^ Vyaktiviveka,^ pr^cates.

"''' '''' '^'" ^^i^<^es, subjects

^l-%ir^:?o:^r^^^^ - ^ave a
r^iical stems (Vyaktivwe^ Tl^i^^ « rf'^ of nominal and

el^ FT^ximity. U o^Tr t^s paSl 'rí"
"**"" ^^^^^^ -

«^«»P»%aigftmctiononlywh.nr Í'^^ '^ *^" P^^í"°™
*»««^ suŽect ^ ^"'^ *^^y immediatéy succeed their
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It is wrong to use particles in violation of this order
since the smootli cognition of the sentence meaning is blocked

by this displacement. To illustrate, let us také the following

examples:

ramah pacati pathati ca (9)

'Ráma cooks and learns'

ramah krmah ca gacchatah (10)

'Ráma and Krsna are going'

These are the only permissible orders. The following sentences

(11) and (12) cannot convey the meanings of expressions (9)

and (10).

rSmah ca pacati pathati (11)

ramah krsnah gacchatah ca (12)

Tlie reason is that particles like ca can add their semantic contour

to the word iramediately preceding them.

Thus, Mahimabhatta finds fault with the following verse

in the KuTríSrasambhava

kala ca sa kantifnatt kalavatah (13)

tvam asya lokasya ca^ netrakaumudí

Here the second ca should be ušed after tvam to which

it should be construed. The particles similar to ca mentioned

by Mahimabhatta in this connection are punah 'especially', iva

*like', ittham, evam, iti 'thus' 'etc.

The following examples furnish the dispiaced usage of

suLch particles:

nulitám yad abhiramat adhike

^sadhu candramasi puskaraih krtam I

uddyata jayini kamimmukhe
tena sahasam anmthitam P^^h I! (M)

Here the word punah should be ušed after tena as 'tena punah\

utkhatadrumam iva sailam himakata-

kamalakaram iva laksmwímuktam i

pTtamadiram iva casakam bahula-

pradosam iva mugdhacandravirahitam II (15)
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Here tlie partiele im, shouid be ušed after words jike saila and
casaka, be standards of comparisorij just as it is don in the

ase of kamalakara and pradosa.

The following is an example of the misplacement of the
partkle iti:

pmttksyam ca pratíksyUyai pitrasvasre sutasya te !

sahisye šatám agamsi pratyasrausth kileti yat i i (16)

Here Ii shouldfoilow saAísye sattxmagámsi and not kila. Similarly,
the word iitham in the following example is misplaced:

kim karisyati kilaisa vamano
yauad ittham ahasanna dánavah I

tavad asya na mamau nabhasthale
lakhitarkasasimandalah kramah II (17)

The expression should be kim karisyati kilaisah vamanah iitham..

The following verse furnishes the misplacement of evam:
stamberamah parininamsur asav upaiti

sidgair agadyata sasambhramam e nam eka 11(18)
Here the order should be stamberamah parininamsur asav upaiti
enam. ' '

i. i,
?*\®^"*®'"^^*^^S*°«o*ethatsuchmisplacementofparticles

istechnicaHycailedémmaMeda-breachoforder-byMahimabhatta.

mi<llLTT?°"L^!
'^^^'^ ^° ^ "^"^ according to which, súéh

o meamng. The -new referred to here is this:

hr asa^nS^f^-^''^^'''''^^^
dúrasthasyápi tena saharthatony asamananam anantaryam karanam,

another^torf^lf° fí''' Vl'^ ^"^^'^^"^ *° ^^ constmed with
SLTdo nllL r^'^^^"^

^^ construed with it, even though

mil «ot joS^S^t ^rstóTnT^^^^-k out the wordstm^^tiX^ stitlt oTC^^^
^' ^^^
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not inckde partides jike ca, iva, etc. mentioneti-above. Their
misplacement is a defect which cannot be rectified.

Another misplacemeiií criticised by;MahiiBabhattaÍEvolves

subject-predicate relation (vidheyoddesyábhauém sentencés. The
predicative element should aiways be preceded by the snbjecí

element The violation of thiš-logical"seqiience.is.described as

audcyavacana by Mahimabhatja, Tjie followlng verse fárnishes

'

this defect: '

sayyd sadválam asanam mcisila sadma drumámm adhah
Jitám nirccharavdri panamMmmm kandáJi^ sakayS wgák 1

ííy .aprarthitalabhyasarvainbhave doso 'yam_ eko m^e
duspraparthini yad paranhaghatam mndhjm':: uri-tu. :thmte !iji9)

Here the šubject-predicate sequence reauirés the múbrsddvdam
iayy^éuciéila asanam, ete. (Lé-lawn is bed,- clean rock the sea
etc;) -and"the breach m this orderis defective.

_
.

\In this connection, Mahima.bhatia asserts haí a predieate

should not be stated befora mminjú.ng the subject No object

can exist without a location m predieate ims to be located

in the mb]Qzi [Yyaktimeka, ^AZti

The word-order in Sanskris shoEid also be free from any

ainbiguitygívingscopeforsomemplea^antmeaiiingtotallyuniiite^

by' the poet. The following verse >i cited by Mahimabhatta to

illustrate this type of a avdcyavacana:

tava kúpfha^rjasiktd karamlalatu n.rnam 1

prasute ""jGir.aráranye yasL:ikusur/Msampadam II (20)

Here tav,' is intended to be construed with karaválalata,

but the word-order creates the wron^ impression that it is connected

witli kanthdsrk the blood flowing from the .hroa, a totally

uriiiitended meaning. The verse aecording to Mahimabhatta,

slioiud O emended as:

c^vÍMikanthdsrjasikta íimlkrpinQjata arnaKi,

''^lie fol!o';^!iirf Kumarasambhaje- • s á?-^: -
. íí ^ :' • '^ the samé

,

;

coiiiit síhf' 'Js particle iti excl- :?s th^ v\::i hirrsanasya in

the r*^p) .

' ion of the sentence vdkiasv: piT:cyita khaua

Che ^^^.v ioipeller of fíre') :
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mám m k mumlhomhajcarySi mlv wiukto 'pi sahJíya eva I

sumírmhprerayiii bhmti Dyadispeyena hut&sanasya II (21)

Bere Mabimabhatta suggestš the emendation :

W* »* f

vyUiíyaU kena samirm va

hambhujaí cokyita bhmti

Mahimabhatta is steadfast on his stand that such breaches

rfnataral order are serious defects even in poetic language since

ftey obstruct the smooth cagnition of the meaning.

llasJtcanbeseentBatliteraiytheoristslikeMahimabhatta

toe sipificanl comments to make with regard to syntactiál

pélemsofSanskritlanguage.Literaryworkshavebeenprofusely

ttsed Iry language aalysists for studying syntactical problems

«f Sanskrit This is perfectly understandable, especially when
laie considers the absence of a living spoken traditíon bere. But
this has to be supplemented by a thorough scratiny of poetic

worksalsowhichremainrelativefyuntappedbyliguisticscholars.



MAITREYI RANGNEKAR

the tme of establishment of fires

(AGNyMM)

««!' TOP i

Agnyadhana is the primaiy rite for any srauta sacrifice.

For the performance of any srauta sacrifice, the sacred fíres

háve to be established. This rite of the establishment of the

fíres has to be performed at a particular time to achieve the

desired result. It is observed that the Vedic people attach speciál

efíícacy to the time element. Thus a particular time is supposed

to be good o bad and accordingly it is believed that if an aetion

is don at a particular time it will be successful o unsuccessful.

Therefore proper choice of the time was considred to be essential

for the establishment of the desired result. Different opinions

can be found in the various Brahmanas and SrautasUtras about

the timings for the establishment ofthe fires. These texís mention

the suitable seasons and naksatras with respect to the different

varnas and the expected results. They tiy tojustify íheir statemenís

by narration of stories, mystic identifications, etymologies, etc,

to support their views. In this páper it is proposed to study

critically all these different views raentioned in the Vedic texts.

It is to be kept in mind here, that the time for establishment

of the fíres is taken from the point of view of all the sacred

fíres together and not individually.

SEASONS

Seasons occupy a prominent pláce in the prescriptions

of suitable time for the establishment of íhe fires. These pre-

scriptions háve a speciál bearing upon ^ mrm systém.
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S-pTmg(vasanta) is the season prescribed for the brahmins
for establishing the sacred fires (K.S.8.1, Kp.K.S.6.6, T.B.1.1.2.6,
S.B. 2.1.3.5, Bau.S S.2.12, Bhar.SS.5.2.1, Apas.SS.5.3.18, Satya
SS. 3.2, Vaikha.SS. 1. 1, Man. SS. 1.5. 1. 1, San.SS.2. 1. 1, Vaita. SS.5.2)
Spnng is said to be the season of the brahmins and therefore
their fíres are established in their own season (KS.8. 1, Kp.K.S. 6.6,
T.B.1.1.2.6). The spring is also considered to be the priesthood
incarnate (S.B.2. 1.3.5). One who establishes fíres in this season
obtains the brahman splendour (KS.8.1, Kp.KS.6.6, T.B. 1.1.2.6).
Spnng is also said to be the mouth ofthe seasons and the brahmin
who establishes his fíres in spring becomes a chief (T.B. 1.1.2.7).
This tíme is considered best for conceiving and procreation of
thebrahmins(T.B.1.1.2.7).TheAsva.SS.(2.1.12)addshatabrahmin
should establish the sacred fíres on the parvan day.

Summer (grisrna) is a suitable season for the ksatriyas
to establish the sacred fires {M.S.1.6.9, KS.8.1, Kp.KS.6.6,T.b! 1. 1.2.7,

fo ;V;?-^,%"^^'^-^^-^-^-^'
Bhar.SS.5.2.2, Apas.SS.5.3.18, Satya.

SS.3.2,Vaikha.SS.l.l,Man.SS.1.5.1.1,San.SS.2.1.2,Vaita.SS.5.2).
bummer is said to be the season of the ksatriyas and therefore
their fíres are established in their own season. (KS.8.1, Kp.KS.6.6,
T.B. 1.1.2.7). The summer stands for nobility (S.B.2. 1.3.5). The
ksatriya thereby obtains victory over the senses (T.B. 1.1.2.7)
and strength and power (Kp.KS.6.6). Summer symbolises the
valour of Indra who kilied Vrtra. A ksatriya too who is known
for his valour is told to establish the fírés in summer and thereby

?/ 1,
^'^^^y and become prosperous (M.S.1.6.9). KS.8.1

adds that a ksatriya obtains strength (ojas) and powers (vírya)
when he establishes the fíres in spring. This season is best
tor conceivmg and procreation for the ksatriyas says T B 112 7The parvan day in summer is suitable for establishing the fíres
for a Ksatnya according to Asva.SS.(2.1.13). Bhar.SS.5.2.2 and
&atya.bb.3.2 regard even winter (hemanta) as suitable season
for a ksatnya.

ocf^KT ^^'^'T ^^''"f
^^ prescribed as the suitable season for

establishing fires for the vaisyas (M.S.1.6.9, KS.8.1, Kp.KS.6.6,

v i io'fT'^-^' ^^^' ^^-^-^.S, Apas.SS.5.3. 18, Saíya.SS.3.2

X^í^lf\'-Í^^"-^^''-'-Í-''^^-^S-2-l-3.Vaita.SS.5.2)'^Autumn

.JÍ^Ik?- if Í^M^^^°°
°^*í^e vaisyas and therefore their fíresare estabhshedm theirown season (KS.8. 1, %.KS.6.6,T.B. 1. 1.2. 7).
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Autumn is food incarnate and with food comes prosperity for
the vaisya. He also obtains energj' and cattle. This time is best
fpr^conceiving and thereby procreation for the vaisyas (T.B. 1. 1.2.8).

San,SS.2.1.3 says that even the rainy season (varsa) is a suitable
time for the establishment of fíres for a vaisya. Rainy seaspn
i^s alsjí consídered suitable for vaisyas by á.B. 2. 1.3.5 and Vaita.SS.
5,2, S.B. further says that the rainy season represents the common
people and so a vaiísya must establish the fires in rainy season.
The parvan day inj:he r^iny season is s^uitable time for the
vaisyas accordingto Asva.SS.2.1.13. Ápas.gS.5.3,18regards even
winter (heraanta) as suitable for vaisya.

Rainy season (varsa) is accepted to be suitabl^ season
for th§ rathakara (carpenter) (Bau.S'S.2.12, BhSr.SS.5.2.4,
Ápas,SS.5.3. 18, SatyaŠS.3.2/\^aikha.SS.l.l), The Ssva.SS. 2.1.13

says that he should establish fíres on parvan day in autumn.
Mest of the Sanihiia and Bfahmana texts remain silent about
he rathakara.^Only MS and TB refer to the rathakara. The
Srciuta-siitras refer to the rathakara. There is a controversy

seen in these texts about who a rathakara is. In the Bfahmana
period though the rathakara was from the defeated people he
was not considered to be a member of the fourth class for the

pTofession of the rathakara was still honourable, as his work
was important. In the sutra period however the rathakara was
considered to belong to the fourth cLass and thereby was excluded

froxn the írauta rituál The Bhar.SS. 5.2.9. mentions that some
allow the^fire establishment for the fourth class also. According

to Apas,SS.5.3.19 however the rathakara is not a separate caste

bixt it consists of those of the three varnas who háve accepted

tlie profession of a rathakara.

Cold season (sisira)^ is considered suitable for all castes

(K:.S.8.1,Kp.K.S.6.6,Bhar.SS.5.24.Ap^s.SS.5.3.20,SatyáSS.3.2,

Vaikha.SS.1.1, Man.SS.1.5.1.1, Sán.SS.2.1.5). Because Agni is

said to háve been born in the cold season (K.S.8.1, Kp.KS.6.6),

Kp.K.S.6.6 says that thereby one obtains progeny.

The rainy season is prescribed by some Vedic texts as

a suitable season for all castes, for establishing of the sacred

ires. áan.B.1.3 quotes this viewofsomeritualists. These ritualists

base their view on the so called identifícation of the desires

with rain. Thus all the desires are fulfilled, when one establishes
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fíres in the rainy season. SB.2. 1.3.8 also prescribes the rainy
season for all castes provided, one has a desire to be rich in
progeny and cattle. The Bau.S^S.24.16 says that for establishment
of the sacred fires, the spring is valid for all the varnas.

f
In the Mádhyandina recension of S.B 2.1.3.6 it is said

thai. one who desires the holý lustre should establish the fíres
in spr.r^gj for spring represents priesthood. Here also the
recommén-iation is meant for all the castes. The Kanva recension
of S.B 1.1.3. .Jhowever limits this recommendation only for the
brahmins. TB t.. 1.2.7 too recommends spring for the one who
desires to becomc-, a chief.

The Madhyanc.ina recension of ^B.2. 1.3.7 says, that
whosoever desires to beco?.:e a power (ksatra) in prosperity and
renown should establish his fíres in sÚmmer. The Kapiva text
(1.1.3.6) with a slight diferenc*. says that whosoever should
wísh to be an image of the ksatra in wealth and glory should
establish the fíres in suramer.

In S.B. 2.1.3.1 it is seen that the seasons are dividéd
into two classes. These classes are based upon their connection
either with gods or the father. The spring, summer and rain
representthegods and autumn, winter and dewy seasons represent
the fathers. It has been further added that when the sun ism the northem hemisphere he is among the gods and when
heisinthesouthemhemisphere,heisamongthefathers(SfB.2.1.3.3).
Therefore S.B. afterwards remarks that one should establish
tires when the sun is in the northern hemisphere. Thereby one
wards ofF e^i and gets immortality. On the other hand if one
estabhshes fíres when the sun is in the southem hemisphere
one cannotremove one's sin, onebecomes associated with ancestors

Sít wH^^*"''^!
ÍS-B.2.1.3.4). From this paragraph we know

tft?r ff^ ^s^bhshment ofthe fíres. And it also appears

rti of :r-
''""" '^^ ^'^ establishment of th^ fíres 'the basis of their connection with ancestors.

on
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ASTERISMS

The asterisms play a significant role in the ritualistic

speculations of the Vedic texts. The fulfillment ofvarious desires

is connected with specifíc asterisms.

Many texts deciare Krttika^ as a suitable asterism under

which the fires^ may be established (K.S.8.1, Kp.í5!.S.6.6,

T^B.1.1.2.1,Bau.SŠ.2.12,SatySSS.3.2,Asva.SS.2.1.10,^án.SS.2.1.9).

SB.2.J.2.1 says that one may set up the two fires ii.e.Gárhapatya

and ÁhavanTya) under Kjttika. M.S. 1.6^9 says tha| a brahmjn

should establish the fíres under Krttika. Vaikhá.SS.1.1 allows

one to establish fires on new or full moon day coinciding with

Krttika. Sa.SS.2.1 declares that one may establish fíres under

Krttila in the bright half of the month. The Krttika asterism

isVavoured; for, itbelongs to Agni and thus the fires are established

under theirown asterism. (M.S.1.6.9, KS.8. 1, Kp.K.S.6.6.T.B. 1, 1.2.1,

STB.2.1.2.1). M.S.1.6.9 adds that since the brahmin too belongs

to Agni he should estabhsh fíres under Krttika. JatyaSS. 3.2

too agrees witjithisview. T.B.1.1.2.1,BharSS.5.1.7,Apas.SS.5.3.3.

and Satya. SS.3.2 say that having established the fíres under

Krttika°one attains Brahman splendour. ButSatya.SS.3.2h9wever

wamsthatthereisthen ariskofthehousebeiagbumt. BhSr.SS.5.1.7

and Kpas.^S.5.3.3 also say that one attains pre-eminence among

men by doing so. Mán.SS.1.5.1.4 says that a brahmin who^has

a son should establish the firesunder Krttika. Krttikahas Prajapati

as its head and so one becomes a chief (K.S.8.1, Kp.KS.6.6).

Also Krttika is the mouth of all asterisms according to T.B. 1.1.2.1

and so* one becomes a chief. M.S.1.6.9 says that Krttika is the

head of Prajapati and Agni is the mouth. Food is eaten by the

head and therefore one obtains good. S.B.2.1.2.2 says that other

lunar asterisms contain maximum offour stars whereas Krttikas

are the most (i.e. 7 stars; 6 accordingto some) Hence one tíiereby

obtains abundance if the fíres are established under KrtWta

Also the number of Krttikas is seven and there are seven chief

breaths and seven ^enses. Thus ithelps one obt^n^i^h^^^^^^^

of the breaths and senses (KS.8.1. cp.
^^P-^^^fI?*?-?

.^

^^^
savs that the progeny and cattle prosper thereby. BIS 1.6.9 says

that as Krttikas are seven and there are seven vítal parts m

lífh::d™fore by establishing fíres

-^-^^t'^ ^^f,
breaths or vital parts in the sacnfícer. S:B.2.1.2.3 says mai
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Krttikas do not move from the eastem quarter and the two

fires are establisbed in the eastern quarter. Therefore, Krttika

is the appropriate asterism. In S.B.2. 1.2.5 further it is said that

one may establish fires under Krttíká for Agni doubtless is thejx

mate and it is witb Ágni that they háve intercourse. Vaikha.SS

too quotes T.B.1.1.2.1 with reference to the establishment of

fires under a particular asterism for a particulr desire.

T.B. 1.1.2.2 declares "Some blame the Krttika asterism

as it is the asterism of the fire and they say thal fíre will burn

their houses (of those who establish under Krttika)". Apas-

SS.5.3.4 too mentions this danger. Thus time 'seems to be of

double nature.

Rohinl^ is also aceepted as a suitable asterism, under

which the fires can be establisbed (M.S.1.§.9, KS.8J., Kp.K.S.6.6,

T.B.l.L2.2,Bau-SŠ.2.12,Safya.SS.3.2,Man.SS.1.5.1-5,AsVa.SS.2-1.10,

áa.SS.2.1.9). Prajápati is said to háve estabiished the fires

under Rohínl (K.S.8.1, T.B.1.1.2.2). The gods too estabiished the

fires under'EohinT <M.S.i.6.9, KS.8.1, Kp.K.S.6.6, T-B.1.1-2.2).

Thereby they ascended all the things worthy to be aseended

CruhX Therefore Rohim is so called (rohmya rohinltvam) {KS.8. 1,

Kp.KS.6.6, T.B.1.1.2'.2). Thus one who° wants to go higher, i.e.

.attain Heaven may establish firesunderRohím(M.S. 1.6.9, K.S.8. 1,

Kp.K.S.6.6). Also for prosperity one may establish fíres^under

RohiijT(Kp.KS.6.6, T.B. 1^1/2.2). While quotingT.B, Bau.SS^2.12

is ofthesamé opinion. In .^.B. 2.1.2.6 itis said that when Prajápati

desired progeny, he set th© fires under Rohim. He ereated beings

and these beings re,mained of one form just líke the red cows
(rohim), ThereforeRohimis so calledand the red eows aremystically

connected with this constfcllation. Thus one who establishes fires

under Rohim becoiaes vich m cattle and progeny. It is fiirher

said that tíie cattle themselves set their fires under Rohim in

order to attain the dasire o love of men and then their desire

was ulfílle. So alst, a man who knowing this sets up the fires

under Rohim, he tot; is liked hy the cattle, i.e. he can own them.
M.S.1.6,9 too, whP.ii saying that one desirous of cattle may set

fires under Rohirl^ says that RohinT belongs to Sóma and that
Sóma is an implanter of semen. M.S. further says that in the
begjnnfng Rchinf was identical with trees; the gods made the
ereepers mour.c upon RohinT and so do the cattle mount upon
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him who sets the fires under RoMnT, i.e. he possesses ample
eattle. ^

Vaikha.SS.l.l. declares that one may establish fíres on
the new or full moon day under Rohinl Sán.S'S.2,1 says that
one should establish fires under RohinT in the bright half of

he month. Accordingto Bau.SS.24,16establishmentoffíres under
Rohimis vaiid for all varnas. In Bhar.ŠS.5.1.8 and Satya SS.3.2
it is said that the establishment of fíres under Rohimis useful
for getting all the desires fulfílled.

Mrgasírsa^ too is a suitable asterism, under 'jyhich the
fires c^n tíe established (SB.2.1.2^8, Satya.SS,3,2, Man.ŠS.1.5.1.6,
Asva.SS.2.1,10, San.SS.2.1.9X SB.2.1.2.8 says that Prajapati is

thte head.Theheadsignifiesexcellanceandso excellanceisattained
if^ fíres are established under Mrgasírsa. According to Vaikha.
SS*1.1 one may set the fires on the new or full moon day of

Mrgasirsa. Sa.SS.2.1 further specifies that one should set up
tlíte fires iii the bright halfofth^ month under Mrgasírsa. According
to Bhar.SS.5.1.9 and Satyi. SS.3.2 one may establish fires under
Mrgasírsa for attaining prosperity* Ápas.SS.5.3,6 says that for

one who longs for Brabman splendour or for the performance
of the s|icrifice, thé Mrgasfr§a asterism is suitable.

SB 2.1.2.9 however refers to an opinion which says that

oxie should not set the fires under Mrgasírsa, Mrgasfrsja is said

to be the body of Prajapati . When Prajapati was pierced by
tile gods with the three knotted arrows, he abandoned the body
as the body is a mere relic or dwelling (vasíu) which is unholy
and sapiess. It therefore^^says that one should not establish the

fires under MrgašTrsa. S.B 2.1.2.10 further refers to the Kanva
recensioo (1.1,2.6) according to which one may set up the fíres

ixnder MrgasTrsa for the body of that god is neither a relic nor

unlioly.

Funarvasu too is an auspicious asterism for estal^ishing

tlie sacred fires (T.B. 1.1.2.2-3, Bau. SS 2.12, Satya SS 3.2).

T.B. 1.1.2.2-3 narrates a story about the gods who desired to

establish fíre. Then no fíre existed and then that which was

desirable went away as it were. It is therefore that the gods

established fire under Punarvasu. Thus the wealth returned and

he who does accordingly, gets wealth and becomes prosperous.

Here the argument is based upon the etymological meaning of

tlie word punarvasUy which literally means re-prosperity. Thus
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this asterism is siiggested for one wbo was earlier rich and

0OW lias become poor, and desires to regain his prosperity (Bhar,

S'S- 5.1.10, Apas. SS. 5.3,7, SatylL SS. 3.2, Mán. SS. 1-5,1.7).

The íiew or fiill iíioob day imder Putnarvasu is coBsidered suitable

for settÍBg the fires according to Vaiklía. SS. 1.1.

About the PhalgupTasterisms too many speculations háve

heen made. S"B, 2.1.2.11, SatyS. SS. 3.2 and Man. SS. 1.5-1.5

declare the Phalguriís are suitable asterisnisforthe establishment

of the fires. It fiirther says that Indra is the deity of these

asterisms. The secret name of Indra is Arjnna and therefore

the PhalgimTs are called Arjniiis also. The Phalgiinlis an indirect

name. As Indra is the deity of a saciifíce, a sacrificer is asked

to establish fires iinder Pbalgnnl Thereby he establishes the

fires 'líith Indra**. Also the sacrificer is said to be identical

with Indra-and therefore to establish firesimder Phalguní means,

to establish laiider one^s owb constellatioii. The Phalgunts are

two. The Píirva Phalgura and the Uttaii Phalguní.

At fcifnes, the ašterism saiable -for the setting of the

sacred fires is ^said to be PSryi PhalgDro (SB. 2.1.2.11, Bau.

SS. 2.12,Asva. SS. 2. 1.10, Sin. SS. 2.1.9). B^atrata.a commentator
on Asva. SS.^ however says that by the word phalgu4t§^ o^^y

Uttara Phalgimí is meant and not Parra Phalgnnl According

to S%. 2.1.2.11 one may establish tíie fires ander PSrvi Phalgunt;

for^ then the sacrificer gets a better sacrifice which indicates

progress. One may establish imder Pfinra Phalguní ifone desires

to haire^hildr^n who will be liberal and will give gifts (T.B.

1.1.2.4, Ápas. SS. 5.3.8). T.B. 1.1.2.8 says that this constellation

t^lon^ to Áryaman and a person who g?¥es is called Aryaman.
Tkus the prcigeey too will be liberal. K-S. 8.1 and Kp. K.S. 6,6

smggest this ašterism for those who desire Inek becanse this

ašterism belongs tii Bhaga Ouck"*) and so one becomes Incky

or prosperoms, M.S. 1.6.9 says that for the one who wants to

l^ lucky in the mattcr of food, he shouM establish fires nnder
PSnri PhalgiMff as this ašterism belongs tu Bhaga. Here is seen
the pnu OB tíie word biuiga which i§ tiie name of the deij;y

and it also mesns Inek". The Bl^r. J^ 5.1.11 and Satya. ŠS.
3,2 sn^est this aisterisiii for mie whm waats that his cíiiMren

shoiild be Iberai Also in Bh^r. SS. Sa^lS^aná Satya. SS. *3.2

a ¥iew is qmoted tíiat one may estabMíái jm^ar Pnrva PhalgiinT
for mm wími^ wamte to be Incky. %j^s ^ SJí.9 says that the
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fires when set under the Purva Phalgum provide luck and one

becomes an eater of food.

T.B. 1.1.2.8 however says that one must not establish

fíres under Purva Phalgunf for it is the worst night of the year
and one who d^es so becomes a sinner o an owner of demerits

(papTyan). In Apas. SS. 5.3.11 too there is a warning. It says

tliat according to some when one establishes fires under Purva
Phalgu^ one becomes poor. Bhar. SS. 5.2.8 asks one to avoid

the full moon day coinciding with Purva Phalguiíi; there too

this asterisni^ is both holý and unholy.

Uttara PhalgunT too is considered a suitable asterispi

by some, (T.B, 1.1.2.8^ ^B 2.1.2.11, Bau. ^S. 2.12, Asva. S"s.

2.1.10, Šah, SS. 2.1.9). T.B. 1.1.2.8 says that the night of Uttara
Phalguní is the fírst/best night of the year and so, one who
sacrifices under this asterism which is identified with the mouth/
chief of the year becomes wealthy. According to Vaikhl. áS.

one may establish the fires on the new or full moon day under
Uttara PhalgunT. Bhár. SS. 5.1.12 and Satya. SŠ. 3.2, say that

one may establish fires under Uttara PhalgunT for luck. Bhar.

SS. 5.1.13 and Satya. SS. 3.2 refer to another opinion according

to which if one wants his progeny to be liberal he must establish

lander Uttara PhalgunT and in ase he wants to be lucky, he

sbould establish under Prvá PhalgunT Apls. SS. 5.3.11 too

refers to some who hold this view. Apas. SS. 5.3.9 says that

lie who wants to be lucky and eater of food should establish

fires under this asterism. In Apas. SS. 5.3.10 however, further

is quoted the opinion of some who consider that one gets children

lA^ho desires giving gifts when one establishes fires under Uttara

Pliaigum. T.B. 1.1.2.4 too says that if one wants to be lucky

Cbhagí/one should establish fires under Uttari PhalgunTas Bhaga

is the deity of this asterism. Thus here is a pun intended. One

Tiay establish under Uttara PhalgunT also if one desires children

w^ho will be liberal; for, this asterism belongs to Aryaman who

is identical with generosity (M.S. 1.6.9, K.S. 8.1, Kp. K.S- 6MI
K.S* 8.1 and Kp. KS. 6.6 further say that the subjects of the

sa^crificer live on hp donation and he desires to donate. M.S.

1.6.9 and Satya. SS. 3.2 advise a ksatriya to establish fires

under Uttara PhalgunT; for, thus he sustains the generosity for

the people. ŠB. 2.1.2.11 says that one who establishes fires under

this asterism gets better results from the sacrifice.
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SB. 2.1.2.12. Satya. SS. 3.2 and San. SS. 2.1.9 recommend

Hasta as a suitable asterism for the establishment of the sacred

fíres. It says that whosoever wishes for gifts from others should

establish the fíres under the constellation called Hasta. There

is a pun in the word hasta which also means 'han. Thus the

reasoning is that for whateverjs offered with the^hand (hasta),

that indeed is given. Bhar. SS. 5.1.14, Apas. SS. 5.3.12 and

Satyá: SS. 3.2 say that if one desires that subjects give him

abundantwealth then, he should set up fíres under Hasta. According

to Vaikha. S%. 1.1 one should set the fíres on the new o fiill

moon day under Hasta.

Citra' too is said to be a suitable asterism for setting

the sacred fíres (M.S. 1.6.9, K.S. 8.1, Kp. K.S. 6.6, T.B. 1.1.2.6,

^B. 2.1.2.13, Bau. gS. 2.12, Satya. SS. 3.2, Man. SS. 1.5.1.5,

San. SS. 2.1,9). There is a story ofí; repeated in the Brahmar^a
texts about the signifícance of Citra. The story is as follows:

The asuras and gods sprang from Prajapati and were contending
for superiority. Kalakanja, an asura, along with the asuras

constructed a fire altar. Indra disguised as a brahmin placed

one briclc during the construction of the altar. This brick was
called Citra. When the altar was nearly ready, Indra removed
this brick 'Citrá' and the altar collapsed. With this the asuras
too fell. The bricks were converted into thunderbolts by Indra
which destroyed the asuras. Therefore the gods who had assembled
said, "Wonderfully (citram) indeed it has fared with us who
háve slain so many enemies!" Hence is seen the wonderful nátue
(citratvam) of the asterism Citra. The asuras who fell became
spiders and two of the asuras who fiew higher became the divine
dogs. This story with slight variations is seen in M.S. 1.6.9,
K.S. 8.1, Kp.KS. 6.6, T.B. 1.1.2.4-6, S"b. 2.1.2.13-17. Itis therefore
said that one who has enemies should establish fíres under Citra
and thereby vanquish his enemies. (M.S. 1.6.9, K.S. 8.1, Kp.
K.S. 6.6, T.B. 1^.3.6, .B. 2.1.2.17, Bhar. s"s. 5.1.15, Xpas. SS.
5.3.13, Satya- SS. 3.2). Also a ksatriya is advised to set up the
fíres as he is anxious^to strike and to vanquish his enemies
CS.B. 2.1.2.17, Bhar. SS. 5.1.16, Apas. áS. 5.3.13, Satya". SS.
3.2). Thus it can be observed that the Citra asterism is connected
witai Victory.

Visakhá is a suitable asterism for establishment of the
tcred fires according to Satyi. SS. 3.2 and XsVa. SS. 2.1.10.
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Vaikha. SS. 1.1 says that^one may set up the fíres on the new

Qi-full moon day under Višakha. One desirous of progeny should

establisKfires under Visakha (Bhar. SS. 5.1.17, Ápas. SS. 5.3.14,

Satya. SS. 3.2, Man. Š'S. 1.5.17).

The Anurádha asterism is also considered auspicipus for

establishing the sacred fires (Satya. SS. 3.2). Vaikhá. SS. 1.1

suggests the new o full moon day under Anurádha as the most

suitable. This asterism is considered to be most suitable for

one desirous of prosperity (Bhar. SS. 5.1.17, Ápas. SS. 5.3.14,

Satya. SS. 3^, Man. SS. 1.5.17).

The Šravaoa asterism too is considered suitable for the

establishment of the sacred fires for a person desiring welfare

(^pas. SS. 5.3.14, Satya. ŠS. 3.2). According to VaikhS. SS. 1.1

one may establish the fires on the new pr full moon day under

the Sravaija asterism. Accordingto Satya. SS. 3.2 also this asterism

is suitable.

The Prosthapada too isan auspicious asterismfor establishing

the fires (Asva?S%. 2.1.10). One desjrous of firm support m^y

establish under Prosthapada (Man. ŠS. 1.5.1.7). Also Bhar. SS.

5.1.17 says that this" asterism is suitable for the establishment

of fires for one desiring high position. According to Satya. SS.

3.2 one desirous of Brahman splendour may establish under

Prosthapada. Apas. S'S. 5.3.14 specifies the Uttara"Prosthapada

as suitablefor establishingthefires forone desiringfirm foundation.

I>ATE

In the Vedic texts there is also the discussion on the

new-moon andtheíull-moondayfi-om the pointofviewofest^lishment

of the fíres (M.S. 1.6-9, KS. 8.1. Kp. K.S, 6.6, Apas. SS 5 3.i7

Min. SS. 1.5.1.8, Ši. SS. 2.1.7). K.S. 8.1 and Kp. KS. 6.6

say that both these days are auspicious for obtaimng ments.

According to M.S. 1.6.9 the full moon and new moon days are

identical with the breast of Prajapati. If one estabhshes fires

txnder either of these two days, one milks Prajapati as it were.

These two days represent the Sadas and Havirdkana of tbe

Kods Therefore one who establishes on these days, estabhshes

fíres* on either of the auspicious days for both these days are

connected with sacrifice.
, . ,, ^ n „„„„

Vaikh"a SS. 1.1 while saying that the new o full moon

day is auspicious asterism also specifies the auspicious astensm.
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Only the new o full moon day coinciding with the following

asterisms are considered suitable for setting the fíres: Krttiki,

RohinXMrgasirsa, UttaraPhalgum, Punarvasu, Anurácihi, Sravana,

Hasta aná VisŠkha.

Bau. SS. 2.12 tells us that the new moon day coming
after the full moon day in the month of Visakha and which

coíncides with RohinT, is the most auspicious. On that new moon
day, a sacrifícer belonging to any ofthe three castes can establish

the sacred fíres. ^

The Bhar. SS. 5.2.8 however warns those who desire to

set the fires on a full moon day to avoid the full moon day
coinciding with Purva Phalgunt

Also Bhar, SS. 5.2.6 says that if one wants to set up
the fíres as a preliminary of a sóma sacrifíce then one may
set up the fíres on any new or full moon day irrespective of

the constellation and the se^son.

.
According to Satya. ŠS. 3.2 the new moon day, the full

moon day or any day in the bright half of the month is suitable
for setting the sacred fíres,

SB. 2.1.3.1 says that since the halfmoon which increases
represents gods and that which decreases represents the fathei;s;

thereforé the bright half of the month is auspicious. Sa. SS.
2.1.8 limits the time to only the^bright half of the month under
any auspicious asterism. Bau. SS. 24.16 says that one may set
up the fíres in the bright half or dark half of the month except
on the new or full moon days.

PART OF THE DAY

^
SB. 2.1.3.1 says that the day represents the gods and

the night the fathers. Also the forenoon represents the gods
and the afternoon the fathers. Thus the day and especially the
forenoon is the most auspicious time for establishing the sacred
fires. It is significant to not that the night time is considered
to be inauspicious in generál. However at times the Garhapatya
fíre is allowed to be established in the last part of the night.
Thus in K.S. 8.3 it has been said that the night belongs to
Agni axíd the day belongs to Indra. So if one were to establish
fires after sunrise then one would be deprived of the colour
of Agni and if one were to establish before sunrise then one
would be deprived ofthe colour ofIndra. To avoid such a situation,
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one is advised to establisli the western fire before the sunrise

and the eastern one after the sunrise. Thereby one can get the

colour of both the gods.

The Vedk texts háve taken into account the question

about, at which part of the day the fires should be set. In this

connection, KLS. 8.3 refers to the view of some, according to

whom the fires should be established in the dawn before the

sunrise. The fíres should be established then because Prajapati

liad created the beings at that time. Thus one who establishes

at this time can get progeny. Also the night has the dark colour

of the asuras, whereas the day is bright So, one who establishes

fires in the day time establishes fíres in the brightness. K&
8,3 further says that one should establish fires in the first paat

of the day; for, it is the sacred part of the day. Thus the fíres

may be established on any auspicious day.

Also K.S. 8.3 realising that it is not easy for

beings toknow an asterism says that one should therefore <

fíres during the day time, as it is auspicious.

M.S. 1.6.10 advises one not to chum out the fir^l

sixnrise. If don so, then the fires will be connected wítii árii

beings or asuras as it were and will be without the gpfe fit

should therefore be churned out after the sunrise. It m ma^
tlien that it is with the gods and with Indra and is plmxém
the form of both the new and full moon days.

The full moon day in the month of Ph^lguna seewm 1p

lnaive a speciál significance from the point ofview ofestablisírawait

ofthe fíres. This day is prescribedbymany texts for it is considiaiMrf

as the chief of the seasons (K.S. 8.1, Kp. K.S. 6.6). M.S. I.€^

advises the brahmin to establish fires on the full moon drny

of Phalguna. This is because not only is this day the chief ^
seasons but also Agni is the chief of gods and the brahmin is^

tlie chief ofmen. Thus all the chiefs are brought together. M.S.

1.6-9 says that t..,.-.^^^ only one auspicious season and the others

are inauspicious and of impure origin. When one establishes

ort the ftill moon day of Phalguna, one makes all the seasons

auspicious and inspiring. Man. láS. 1.5.1.3 prescribes the full

Mioon day of Phalguna or one or two days before it, to be the

siiitable time for the'establishment of the fires. Spa. SS, 5.3.16

too says that the full moon day of Phalguija is suitable. It then

refers to a Brahmana text which says that if one establishes
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- £. 11 .^r, ^av then one puts the fíres in the month
ire on tne full moon f^^f^^ °^^/the fíres will be finished.
of the year as

^^.-^^JJ/^^e^Sd establish fíres one or two

ítfuí moon day of PhSlguna with the mouth of the year and

lats thaT if one were to establish fíres on the full moon day

of PhSlffuna, one would close or shut the mouth of the year.

Therefo?e'one should establish fíres either two days or one day

betre the full moon day of Phálguija. Thereby one takés hold

of the second or next sacrifíce as it were and then t^e mouth

of the year is not closed. Also smce one takés hold of the^next

sacrifíce one obtains the power ofsenses, cattle and the agricultural

land of the hated enemy.

PUNARADHANA
The Vedic texts advise the re-establishment of the sacred

fíres (punaradhana) in ase the earlier establishment has proved

unsuccessful and the sacrifícer has not prospered or has even

incurred losses. Thus in Katya. SS. 4.11.1 it is said that one

whose intentions behind the establishment of the fíres are not

successfui, should re-establish fíres. A person who wants to get

kingdomo fame also should re-establish fíres (Katya. SS. 4.11.2).

Fór the re-establishment of the fíres too a specifíc time

has been suggested by the various Vedic texts.

Katya. ŠB, 4.11.3 says that after the fíres háve been

relinquished for three nights onemay re-establish the fíres. Kátya.

Sfe. 4.11.4 further says that one may re-establish fíres on the

samé day immediately after the fírst establishment.
The rainy season is considered suitable^ for the re-es-

tablishment of the fíres (ás. 2.2.3.7, Katya. SS. 4.11.6). The
SB. 2.2.3.7-8 says that the rains are all the seasons and. the
year is also naraed after the rainy season (varsa). Also it further
says that Agnihad entered the seasons and so he must be produced
from the seasons.

The mid-day (madhyandina) is considered to be the most
auspicious time of the day for re-establishing the fíres. (SB.
2.2.3.9, Katya. ^. 4.11.6). The sun is said to represent all seasons
and when it is mid-day, it is the rainy season (^B: 2.2.3.9) and
as told earlier the rainy season is auspicious. Also at mid-day
the sun is nearest to the world and hence one produces fíre
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from the nearest centre (madhya)^ tlierefore mid-day is auspicious

(áfe, 2.2.3.9). SB. 2.2.3.10 gives another reason also to indicate

the mid-day as the suitable time. It says that a man is affected

with evil, as he is with a shadow. At mid-day that evil of his

like, his shadow, is the smallest and it shrinks as it were and
is beneath the foot. Then it can be crushed. It is therefore that

one may re-establish the fires at mid-day.
Klatya. áS. 4.11.6 says that either the rainy season o

the mid-day is a suitable time for the re-establishment of the

fíres. But according to Karkacarya the commentator of Katya.

SS., this sutra indicates the suitable time for re-establishment

as mid-day in the rainy season.

The Punarvasu asterism is considered suitable for the

re-establishment of the fíres (T.S. 1.5.1, M.S. 1.7.2, KS. 8.15,

áfe. 2.1.2.10, Katya. áS. 4.11.5). One is advised to re-establish

under Punarvasu^^to regain the wealth. This seems to be based
upon the literal meaning of the word punarvasu (re-prosperity).

M.S. 1.7.2 says that one should re-establish under Punarvasu
because Prajapati became prosperous again or account of that

regained wealth. According to T.S. 1.5.1 one becomes resplendent

by re-establishing the fíres under the deity of this asterism.

The asterism, Anuradha too is considered auspicious for

the re-establishment of the sacred fíres (M.S. 1.7.2, K,S. 8.15).

K,S. 8.15 says that someone re-established the fires under this

asterism and he prospered. Therefore one should re-establish

under Anuradha. M.S. 1.2 says that onemay optionally re-establish

the fíres under Anuradha for the saké of prosperity and also

for the saké of the procreative pair. Here also one has to také

into consideration the etymological meaning of the wordanuradha
which is connected with the word radhas, meaning wealth, and
the suffíx anu, meaning affcer, indicates the wealth obtained

afterwards at a second time. etc.

^n. B. 1.3 refers to the opinion of some ritualists who
say that one should re-establish the fíres in the rainy season,

for in rains are all desires as it were and thereby can dne obtain

all desires. They also say that one should re-establish fíres in

the middle of rains under the Punarvasu asterism. In the fírst

half of the month the new-moon does not come into conjunction

with Punarvasu. Thus it serveš for the winning of a repeated

desire. Also one may re-establish on the new moon day which
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follows after the full moon in the Asadhas, for then the new

moon day is in conjunction witli Punarvasu. The desire that

is obtained on this new moon day, is the sáme as that obtained

in the rains and is also the samé as that obtained under Punarvasu.

Therefore one is advised to re-establish the fires on that new
moon day which coincides with the Punarvasu asterism.

JOINT AUSPICIOUSNESS

The day on which there occurs a combination ofthe prescribed

season, the prescribed constellation and the parpan day is the

most auspicious for setting up the fíres (Satya. SS. 3.2, Vaikhá.

SŠ. l-l)v In the absence of the combination of all these three,

the parvan day may not be taken into account. Then only the

combination of the prescribed season and constellation is the

most important (Satya. SS. 3.23, Vaikha. ŠS. 1.1).

NO SPECIFIC TIME

While meotioning the suitable time for the establishment

of the sacred fíres, those who want to perform Sóma sacrifíce

urgently háve been kept in mind. For the one who is going
to offer a Sóma sacrifíce, there is no restriction to a season
or an asterism (Bhar. SS. 5^2.6, Ápas. SS. 5.3^21, Satya. SS.

3^2, Vaikha. SS. 1.1, Man. SS. 1.5.1.2, ^sva. SS. 2.1.15, Sán.
SS. 2.1.6).

SUN AS AN ASTERISM

TheVedic textshave realised the various practical difficulties

in following the rules regarding the auspicious time.^ They might
háve also noticed thatitis not always possible to select aparticular
constellation for the saké of establishment of fires. Therefore
to make the performers able to perform this rituál they háve
broadened the very scope of the concept of constellation. Thus
they háve in a metaphorical manner described the sun itself

as a constellation (seer SB. 2,1.2.19 and Satya. Í^S. 3-2). S^.
2. 1.2. 18-19 says that originally the asterisms were difFerentpowers
just as the sun is a power. But as the sun rose, he took away
their energies and powers. It is therefore that the sun is called
Aditya from the root a + da. The gods then said that the asterisms
which had been powers were no longer powers (na + ksatra).
It is for this reason that one is advised to také the sun as
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ane*s asterism for setting the fíres. Also if ooe is desirous of
performing under an asterism, then the sun too is a faultless

asterism forhim. The performer is advised through this auspicious
day (marked by the rising and setting of the sun) to try to

obtain the benefíts of whichever of those asterisms he might
desire,

URGE
Although the Vedic texts háve prescribed so many details

about the timings ofthe estabHshment offíres, they also sometimes
maintain that one can establish fíres at any time. Thus T.B,
1.1.2,8 says that one should establish the fíres whenevfr one
feels like sacrifícing; for, that is his prosperity. Vaita. SS. 5.3
too considers this desire to establish fíres as the most important
and says that one should not let go the intjnse desire to establish
fire and then perform a sacrifíce. Bau. SS. 2.12 also says that
for a sacrifícer, in whom faith is en^ndered and who becomes
extremely eager, no time is improper. Asva. ŠS. 2.1.14 prescribes
any season for setting the sacred fíres. Devatrata connects this

prescription to the times of difficulty. Thus according to him,
one may set up the sacred fíres in any season in times of diffículty.
It is thus noticed that in exceptional cases the rules about the
timings are not to be followed. Moreover it is the Taith" and
"intense desire" to perform rituál which matters most.

CONCLUSION
From the above given details one can observe that the

time element is supposed to be having a certain mystic sacredness.
Time has certain magical powers. Also particular time is said

to háve particular powers and there is also auspicious time and
inauspicious time.The decísions regardingperformance ofsacrifíces
atre thus taken on the basis of such beliefs related to time. Also
there is seen a mystical association of particular time with a
particular desire or caste. Time is thus not only a philosophical

concept but a centre of magico-religious beliefs. This time is

not a matter of practical convenience, but has an independent
status. It is seen here that time is not based on the action

but that action is based on time. Also time is double natured.

Accordingtosome a particulartímemay be auspiciousbutaccording
to the others inauspicious.The auspiciousness or inauspiciousness
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dependsontheídeas whichare assc^iaied with it, the superstitions,

ete. Their aiispiciousness or inanspiciousness also depends on

how one uses them and therebj gains the good or bad resutls.^

Thus notíiing is totally anspicious or inaiispicious.

Anotíier tíiing that can be noticed about this concept

of saered time, is that, the earlier texts are somewhat more

^á abont their prescriptions whereas the later texts seem to

havegainedsome degree offlexibilityand aremore accommodative.
llie vaiions texts represent the different practices and they may
háve adopted tíieir views due to the varying circumstances. They
háve tried to gíve some sanctítjr to deveiop tíie rituál and support

the sacTÍfíeial ^stem in a better way. Thns the earlier texts

preseiibe oaly a certain asterism of certain time of the day as

the snitable time. Gradnallj any new and fiill moon day is said

to be aospicioiis; then the entire bright fortnight is considered

to be auspdoQs; later any day is said to be proper and in the

ená any time. Whenever an urge to establish fíres arises, is

said to auspidons. Thas the flexibihty of the raíes appears to

be increasing in the coiirse of time.
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PRITmi KUMAR AGRAWALA

SIXTEEN NOBLE FAMILIES OF THE KUMBHANDAS

The roots of many diverse cults and beliefs, tfiat went
into the making of vast textue of Indián religious tradition

through the centuries, are often traceable from the historical

viewpoint back in antiquity to a Vedic source or to the primitive

religion of the non-Vedic (non-Aiyan) races. But it is not always

that a particular religious creed o trait allows us at present

to reconstmctaproperhistoiyofitsbeginnings, expansion,contínuiiy

and survival.One such exclusiveinstance isthatoftheKumbhiándas

who represent a curipus class of semi-divine personifícatíons

with deformed and eítaggerated hodily features. Like several

other kindred divinities offolk prigins the Kumbhandas are found

to occur only sporadicalty. in tíie available evidence of art and

literatue owingapparentíy to theminorranfctíiisclassofprimitive

deities were allptted in tl^e wai;e ofascendancy oforthodox Aryan

pantheon. Such is, hpwe^^lilít mmmon fete meted out to many
a host offolk gods apÁ god^sses who from their quopdam ppsition

of favour and popularity are síéen to háve subsequentjy relcgated

under religious a£Jusé»ei]^te to tihe backgroun and at times

to háve lost theír in^p^n^^^ jstatais and even identity. Prom
their eminent d^t^y-iií^k!á^ were sometimes conyerted to a

demoniac class and ih the lOffinstream of priestly myths and

legends are oflénvir^^^^iiMte^^^ as shadowy %arfó having

no speciíic dbani(^l)^^ipéira^enamesand witíi ssí^ésšive

roles of insignifidÉieé ii W)éViNti(^ to certain gre^i giéis.
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However, in each ofsuch instances ofthe "ill-fated" deities/

demons it is any one aspect of their cultic history which can
be quite remarkable and revealing in its own way when studied
carefiilly and may also tend to shed some sidelight on their
signifícant share ofcontribution to the eommon mode and evolved
character of higher reiigious practices. This fact has sufficiently
been demonstrated by the studies madeby Vogel, Coomaraswamy

,

Dumezil, Panchamukhi, V.S. Agrawala, Moti Chandra and others
on the deep-TOoted folk cults of the Nagas, Gandharvas, Yaksas
and other divinities. We háve attempted on similar lineš to study
the cult and iconography of the Kumbhan^as, that represent
a class of comparatívely littie known fertility gods o genii. ^

As has been shown,* the Kumbhapda type personifícation
was based on the concept of fanciful beings having their testicles
shaped Kke a water-pot. As the name jfeamtóc^a (Vedic,
AiunMimitófeaíitselfdenotes,theirpitcher-like testiclesi comparison
í** í®*^ °*^ *****^^ P*^^ ^** deforied attributes also came
to diaracterise their portrayals in eariý art and on this specifíc
iconographic trait is, however, stipported their identifíeation and
independent rank ftíom other classes of kindred demigods and
gmia (Tiost

) deities. Moreover, therétóok pláce as a natural
expansionm thé connótatíonal reference ofthe word, an evolution

n ^Zt^S."^n^^^ *^'^ "'^"^ ^^^ understood to indieatem ge^ral ithyphallus dwarfs or ithyphallic nud demons. As
^^f^\ '=T°-^?^^''

Buddhaghosa (c. 5th centuiy) in his

S^^t^^ ^^'^' **! Kumbhanías were so called

tíieir^^^^rjr^^ e^^pliasised. this last feature of

amoJSt^^l"C^?;fír- ^f«-<^. to indieate their

bylheco™e,ita^^^^'l^f^lj"ffi^Wy underlined

*^«f2:^L^Í^^J^-^ -veral representati;nal
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However, tlieir figural theme appears to háve been fiirther cherished
and mythically studied by thePurana writers from another aspect
of religious formulations and legendary dimension.

One of the outstanding passages preserved in the Váyu-
purana has,^however, to shed a varitable light on the origiii

of various Kusxnanda o Kumbhan^^a families^. A whole chapter
of over three hundred and fífty verses in its Anusaga-pada
is devoted to the enumeration of diverse classes and hosts of

the demigods and demons with the details of their mythical
origin and divine lineage. Of the great Raksasa clan in Danii*s

lineage of the Asuras, from the sage Pulaha were born on his

wife KapisC the Kusmanda and KSsníandT classes of beings

besides the sixteen ganas of the tawny-coloured Pisacas^ The
naxnes given of the sixteen kulas (families) in the noble tribe

of the Kumbhandas themselves are also enumerated. They are

read in the presently available edition of this Purana from the

Venkateshvar Press series as follows:

1. Ajamukhas 'she-goat-face
2. Bakamukhas 'crane-face
3. Purina^? Purins Tulfilling'

4. Skandins leaping
5. VipSdángarikas lll-foote or Tire-pan-foote

6- Kumbhapatras® 'Having a pitcher vesseF

7. PrakxHidakas *Kimda-treasure'
8. Upacirolukhalikas 'mortar-resembling or Tavoured with

mortar'

9. Anarkas unworshipfur, 'member-less®

10. Kukhandikas? Perhaps to be read as kusandakah 'unworhy

eunuch s'

11. Panipatras "having hands for the vesseF*, or 'holding a

pot in the han
12. Vaitundas large-mouthe
13. UrnaáSs Teeding on wooF

14. Nipunas 'efficien

15-16. Sucímukhacchesanadáh? needle-face, and *those who

shout over the residue'.

We háve ventured here to translate in English the sixteen

Saxiskrit names as they are available to us and this has í^en

obviously don in a generál way. However, mythical names of
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aiiy tradition are normally hard to be represented in a literal

rendering tlirougli foreign vocabulary. Moreover, from the extant

text it is apparent that most of the names are such as to bafíle

any exact translation. Nevertheless, some of them tend to allude

to several curiousfeatures ofthe Kumbhapda fígural types identified

and discussed by us from early art For example^ their animal-
like grotesque or caricatured faces^ disproportionately shaped
short legSj mortar-like form, etc. will be found variously indicated

in several of the above-listed eames. At any rate this list of

the Kumbhinda family-names is rather obscure and we háve
at present only the Brahrnanda-purána which seems to háve
preserved a parallel text for closer comparison and criticism^.

Although several of the major puranas háve treated this samé
theme ofdivine ereation and successive generations,and agenealogical
account of divinities, demons and creatiires. form an essential

part of their standardised contents, such details as the one under
review háve been often skipped over by their authors or are
now lost in the present recensions of the puranas if there were
any in the originál compilations.

However, theBrahmanda-purana ver^ion appears to follow
the samé list of names but with several textual variants that
may háve been based on a common originál source for both
the puranas. For example, the second name is read here as
Vakra-mukha *crooked mouthe. Similarly, Purinaji occurs as
Puranah. In pláce of Prakíindakah, it has Pratundakai *having
aprotiaberantbell/;forAnarkahitgivesArtemarJfea^(?AiCarm^
'noB-active'); for Vaitundah we read here Naitunda}} 'having a
belly'; while it has anjidditional name of Pamsavah'*consisting
of dus, blit the name Droasah is missing in the list/Specifícally
remarkable is the reading ^

upavirotukhalikah' in pláce of
'upaarolukhalikah' of l.he Vayu-pufam.

Both in the Vayu and the Brahmanda puranas^^ we find
an enumeration of^the characteristic featiires (laksanas) of the
families of the Pisacas who bear more or less the samé kinds
ofgana (group, host) names. However, the wordings of the verses
under study indicate a common source foT both the pumnas
in this context. But it is again quite difíicult to find out more
or less reliable textual materiál from the edítions available at
present ofthepumnas. Anyway, the Bra/iw5Ma version appears
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to be better io its presentíy ušed passage and has also been

lately translated into English by Ganesh Vasudeo Tagare^^ On
the basis of this account describing the Pisá"ca 'tribes' (jati) with

the names shared in generál by the Kumbhanda 'noble families'

(abhijatah)wemustreconstractthe above given listofthe Kumbhandas
thennselyes who are stated to beiong to the samé clan, born
of Kapisa. Thus, we háve the following list of the Kumbhandas
as well of the Pisacas with immensely interesting details of

their personál features and distinctive individua! traits:

"The above are the sixteen families of the Kiismandas
that háve been recounted. Those male Pisacas and the female

PisácTs were born as their kinsmen (sakulyah, belonging to the

samé family). They are loathsome and of deformed shape and
háve an infinite series of their sons and grandsons. Therefore,

know the characteristics of the pisacas".
j

"The Ajamukha Pisacas háve hairs all over their body,

háve round eyes, conspicuous fangs and nails. They háve crooked

limbs and diffuse harshness".

"The Kusandika Pisacas are ear-less, hair-less and nud,
wearing skins and hides for garments (carmavasas; or, having

as it were their skin as covering), They are fond of food and

always meat-eaters".

"Those are the Pisacasknown as Vakras, who move erookedly

and can assume any form they wish, and háve crooked limbs,

tiandsandfeet. Theirhabits andviews arefradulent"TheNitundaka
Pisacas háve a pendent belly, a snout-like nose, dwarfísh body

with a squat head and arms. They eat seasamum seeds and
relish blood".

"The Arkamarka (or Akarmaka) Pisacas háve the form

of monkeys, are garrulous and move about leaping. They like

staying on trees and eating cooked rice*'.

"The Pamsu Pisacas are those who discharge dust from

their limbs- They keep their hands uplifted and having their

hairs pricked up and eyes raised can také to anything as their

abode".

"The UpavTra Pisacas always háve cremation grounds

as their abode* They are emaciated and resemble bees. They

carry tridens and wear rags".
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ý^
"They are the Ulukliala Pisacas who are rogues by nátue

and háve mortars for their ornaments. They háve motionless
eyes, and large tongues that are constantly licking. They scatter

streams of jewels".

"The Panipatra Pisacas eat the offered oblations. They
háve enormous heads like those of elephants and camels, and
háve their bodies bent yet are haughty".

"The Kumbhapatra Pisacas eat invisible food-stuffs (or,

eat such food-stuffs that are unknown). They are subtle, hairy
and tawny in colour. They move about sometimes visible and
sometimes invisible".

"They are the Nipuna Pisacas who wander about without
associates. They háve pendent eye-brows and a thick nose, and
display their mouths as wide agape being split open up to the
ears".

"The Purina Pisacas are stout and squat of body, with
their eyes direeted to the ground and hands and feet coming
over their snouts (frequently). They like to stay in deserted houses".

"They are the BSlada (who devour children') Pisacas who
frequent the lying-in-chamber. Their hands and feet are on their
back and they can run backwards at the velocity of the wind",

"The Vipadaka ('without fee) Pisacas are those who drink
blood during battles. They are naked and abodeless. They possess
a large dangling organ, dangling testicles and a lumpy body".

"There are those Pisacas who are called Skandins and
also the others called Ucchesanadins ('shouting over the food
remnants', or 'eaters of the Vesidue')"-

"These are the sixteen classes (jati, "tribes") ofthe Pisacas
thus described"^^.
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CITSUKHACARYA ON BRAHMAN AND AVIDYA

(WITH SPECIÁL REFERENCE TO fflS

ABHIPRAYA-PRAKASm)

ít needs no elaboration that 'Brahman' is an iniportant

element in Advaita philosophy and thus there is no Advaitin

who has not shed suíficient light on the tenet of Brahman. It

is thus that Citsukhacaiya, the authoroftheAbkipraya-praímika,

has dealt with the concept in detail It may be mentioned that

the Abhipraya-prakasika is a eommentaiy by Citsukha on the

Brahmasiddhi of Acarya Mandanamisra. At the outset, it may

i>e hinted that although, on the tenet ofBrahman, quite suffícient

literatue hy Advaitins is available, the author oíieAbhipraya-

prakaíika has taken in view quite a many signifícant points

which are a great contribution to the Ádvaitic learning.

While taking aote of th^ significance of Brahman, the

supreme reality in Advaita Vedanta, it is warranted to mention

tliat albeit Brahman is the hi^est reality in Advai^ ghilosophy

and thus its top priority is certain, Avidya o Maya also has

got a very prominent pláce in the Ádvaitic network, because

ofits pivot role in enunciatingtheposition oftíie tene^ofBr^man.

That is why the Upmi^ads, andáe Vedantins like Sankaiicaiya

and his^posteriors háve gíven due consideration to the doctrine

of Maya. Thus in very clear terms, it is needless to say that

it may not be possible to propound the tenet of Brahman or

Advaita without admitting the doctrine of Bfiya. 'Riis is the
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mam faetoj in meBtioBing of the doctrine of Miya as he main
tfeesis of Sankaracárya, the fore-most Advaitío. Furtlitrmore,

in otfeerj^ords, it will not be too miicb to say that the dcíítrine

of Avidya or Maya is more significant even than the ten^t of

Bralxman,because itistheformerwhieh greatlyhelps the eniinciation
of the tenet of Brahman. It is with this view that the study
of Aindya is to be linked with the study of BrahiBan herein.

It is qnSte reasoíiahle to say that the Upanisadic houghts
preseiit a clear and broad back-groiiBd for the latter Vedantic
philosophy. For example, it leay not be too much to say that
the tenet of BrahrnaB initiated ajid explaiBed by Vyasa in his

Brahrmm-sutrn amá Sa&karaearya íb his Ékasyas is eBtirely based
on tib Upamimdk eoBcept of Brahman. AmoBg the esseiitíal

aiid sigBifíeaBt eharaeteristics of BrahmaB, Bliss (ananda) is

most sigBifícaBt Needless to say that this aanda which is the
vey riatBre of J^ahmaB has bees very well BieetioBed íb the
Upamsaás^i^ Ob theí saroe lime, íb the Bmkma-sWtras: atkaío
brakmmjijnmS, miijammady&sy& ymtmk, the coBcept ofBrahmaB
is^ preseBted íb Butshell Ib ihe samé way, Mandanamisra íb
his BrakmiasiddM BieBtioBs BxafaiiiaB as anauda, eka, amrta,
€íjfM, nijmama:, mkmra, msarvm^ sfimu:^ abkyasa smá prajapatí,

Herej, Citsukhieiiya iBitiates a disciissíoB ob the poiBt
and sajs that if there is a jij^mm m pmwrtti for BrahmaB,
theB how Bn eBqiiirer or jijmím mm achieve his fiBal peace
for a persoB who has a desire au ae^er adbie¥e the siipreBie
peace^. Fiirthermore, r^ardii^ tíie i3i]ieetí¥iíy ofBrahBiaB, there
ean be am objedioii that if Brahmaii is au dbject, íb that ase,
the moH-diiality of Ad^aSta is not possible. It is, becaiise, the
moBneat, subjectívity aBd objectívi^ are acwpted, the idea of
dmaKty is created- So far as, íb this coBBeefcioB, the resiedial
aaswer of CStsidkhaiafya is eoBceroed, he -first of all, refiites
tlie jpMlosophy of Vi^Sna ihe Bnádhist mmá says ihat the
mJjMmm itself is the Bature ofessaw» and not a separate OBtity,
and Hins Botmpmm^m^ Thms, mM^m^^pmMákaexpíams
fliat Brahman which is piire blss is mt also, aBd hecan^ of
this* it is a self-illnMiiiied realty wfcidh AhuBiBes the whole
iiBoreal'*^

TfeiitlQBg mjmn flie bissfid iiatmre mmMmémwmbKB^aM
af BraámiaBi^ it is db^ons to thiiÉL ttiat tíie mandm accordilEig
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to the Advaitin is absence of pain (duhkhabhava) or something-
else. TheAbhipraya-prakasika^s BnsweTÍx>íhisisthattheduhkfiabfmva
is worldly pleasure (laukika-sukha) and so it is decidediy different

from the Snpreme Bliss. Citsukhacarya admits the laukika-sukha
a,s the part (ama) of paramananda 'the supreme bliss\ and
tliis he propounds on the basis of the sruti - etasyaiuanandasya
anyaiTi bhutamatram upajTvantL To object this, it is said that

Ixow there can be a part ofthe indeterrainate and absolute Brahman.
But refuting this objectioB, the Abhipraya-prakasika mentions
that as the partless ether, dne to the adjnncts of ghata and
matha takés their shape, it is the paramananda originally which
takés the form of the worldly pleasure, becanse of the adjunct

of maas, etc.^

It may be said that if paramananda is accepted as the

eternal natnre of Brahman, then, there will be a possibility

of the State of jwanmukti always and thns there will remain

no pláce for the stat of world (sams%ra-dasa), there is no donbt

about the permanent blissful natnre ofÁtman, bnt itis on account

of Avidya that the individnal soul is not capafale^of realizing

its own blissful natnre. In this manner, tilj the Avidyaisremoved,

there will be a full scopefor samsara-dasa. But, after the removal

of Avidya, the blissful nature of Brahman will be realized and

in that State there will only be the stat of Brahman^.

Citsukhacarya fínds a diíFerence between hejwanmukta
and the ajnanin on a different Hne on the basis of srutL He
says that an ignorant sees a difference of name and form while

tlie jnanin (jwanmukia) understands the world hke duál and

n.ot duál and thns in his eyes the world is non-duaF.

Citsukhacarya mentions some Buddhistic views regarding

tlie State of Brahman and muktl According to one^ Buddistic

view, the stat in wMeh the inflictions created by vasanas are

destructed, is called the stat of the attainment of Brahman.

AsheAbhipraya-prakasika stsAes, attainmentofBrahman means

inukti^. According to the other view, after the destruction of

ttie vašanas and objectivity when the pure knowledge is attained,

it is called the stat of attainment of Brahman. Really speaking,

tlie above two Buddhistic views are not mnch different from

tlie Vedantic view ofknowledge. Citsnkhacarya, forther
presentiog

tlte view-point of the purva-paksin, says that it is not proper
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to nnderstand Brahman as an entity without beginning and end.

If it is so accepted, then there will be nothing to gain o nothing

to lose. Secondly, if it ís understood that Brahman has knowledge

as its nature, it is also not true because, the permanent knowledge

will be neither cessable nor attainable. Furthermore, if it is

said that Avidya or ajnána is the nature of Brahman, it will

also not be proper on the ground that because of the eternity

of Brahman, Avidya can nevr be removed. To my mind, the

above mentioned objections nevr stand valid on logical grounds.

First of all, it is not proper to say that if Brahman is accepted

as without beginning and end, there will be nothing to lose

and gain. To this, it can be said that because ofAvidya or ignorance

the beginningless and endless Brahman is not realized. But the

moment the reál knowledge of Brahman is initiated, the highest

objective of mukíi or brakmajnana is achieved as a matter of

fact So also, it may be mentioned that Brahman has knowledge
or vidyá as its nature; but it is on account of Avidya that the

true nature ofBrahman remains veiled and thus it is after attaining

right knowledge (uidya) that the Avidya is destructed^

In fact Avidya plays an important role in the realm of

Advaita philosophy. Citsukhacarya explains the speciál characteristic

of Avidya to mention it as tattvagrahanatmika and the vidya
as tattva-grahanatmika which makes further clear that it is

because of the former that Brahman or reality is not known
and it is because of the latter that Brahman or the fact-reality

becomes subject of realization. Thus, it may be said that the
treatment of Brahman is not new to Citsukha. He has dealt
with this problém with most originál and logical explanations
and observations on the basis, of the tenets propounded in the
Brahmasiddhi of Mandanamisra and quite some other works
of Vedantins like the Bhavasuddhi of Snandapurna. The above
mentioned points are further found elaborated in the commentary
of Sakhapani on the Brahmasiddhi

In this context of the treatment of Brahman, it is quite
proper to say that philosophically the tenet of Brahman cannot
be proved without taking into consideration, the concept ofAvidya
or Maya. It is thus that from Sarikaracarya, the great exponent
of Advaita-Brahman till today there is not any Advaitin who
has expounded the Advaita Brahman without taking the help
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of tlie doctrine ofMaya. To explain it, it can be said that Braliman
as creator, controller and sustainer ean only be justified if the
superimposed relation between Brahman^and Maya is admitted.
Brieflyspeaking4tmaybementionedthatifÍsvaraisaMmii^
niiuitta-karaqa, it is because of his sakti, Maya. So also the
creatorship of Brabman is only justified because of Maya. It

Tnay also be e^phasized bere that Brahman with Maya is defíned
as Tsvara in Sankara-Vedanta, and he is the creator of the whole
'^^v^rse. Thus, it makes clear^ that it is because of Avidya o
Maya that Brahman gets activated for varioiis activities like

creation, Although, being entirely a knowledge or Juana it is

totally actionless. Now, itbecomes further clear that the actionless
Báliman becomes fuli of activity on account of its power Maya.
While admitting Avidya as mkti it is obvious to be ciirious for

^^^.'^ji^g the locus of Avidya. Is Brahman the locus of Avidya
or IsVara orjíva? It is sáid that Brahman which is self-effulgent

and eternal knowledge cannotbe locus ofAvidya. Because, Avidya,
the ignorance, and knowledge cannot exist tog^ther. Therefore,
Maodanamisra in his Brahmásiddhi admits jíva as the locus

of Avidya^*^. Heré; a question can be raised as to how the jTya
whicli is basically Brahman can be locus of Avidya. To tíiis,

itcan be answered that^ nodoubt, in thé AdvaitaVedántaphilosophy,
Jfva in its true-nature is Brahman, but it is on account of the

adjunct that the individual soul orjTua is recognised as separate.

But Gitsukhacarýa puttihg án objection to the above mentioned
explanation regarding the means of removal of Avidya says that

if the sravana, manana and nididhyasana are Avidya as said

above, how they can remove the Avidya, because the removal

of Avidya through Avidya is nevr logicaL Even if so granted,

anyliow, then for the removal ofáravana, etc, which are Avidya,

aiiotlier Avidya will be needed and this process will go on, which

will be the stat of no statement or endless series of statements

(auavastha).^^.But putting counter argument to the above obj^tíon

,

Citsxikha says that sraí/aiia, etc, are related to íhe paramartha^

Brahman, to an extent and therefore after remóving the Avidya

of fiame and form they also do not stand, as they themselves

also are the form of Avidya, one way or the other^^. Regarding

the removal of /ravana, etc, after remóving the Avidya through

them, an example is gpven by the Vedintins that as after cleaning

the muddy water, the kataka powder also disappears, the samé
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way, sravana, etc., also do not stand after the removal of Avidya.

It is also in the samé manner, that Avidya being the adjunct,

is the creator of jwa-hooá, but after the right knowledge of

BrahmaB, the Avidya also is removed. Describing the importance
of Avidya for attaining the stat of etemity, another example
gíven by the Vedántins is that after taking the medicinal water
the had water in the stomach is cured. The samé way, through
šravana, etc., the stat of Avidya of duality is removed and
the finál reali^, Brahman is known. It is thus that theIsopanisad
mentionstheimportancec^vidyaandAvidyabothforthe attainment
of etemal stat".

Anandapmrga the author ofBhavasuddhi commenting on
the example of medicína] water says that the example is not
proper, because it is the medidne which cures the bad water
íaside the stomach and not tíie water**as said above, while citing
the^example. In his eontext, the example given by Mapdana-
misra in his BrakmasiddM seems justified when he says that
as the pmson can be cnred with poison", so the Avidya can
beanedwif]iAvid(y3asmentionedintheZ^paizisii. Citsukhacarya
maldi^ an oiigina] comment on the problém and proving the
saperioty of Avidtya to Brahma-vidya says that it is AvidyS"
in ihe form of ánavana, etc.. thron#i which a person gets over^ mortafity, because its {Avid^'s) object is Brahman, while
Orakma-vtégá is the mode of mind (antahkamna-vHti) having
Arahmanasitsoišect^ CStsoldiica^ ragnificancet£Amá^ s^rs thatit is throo^ the nnreal lineal^avoya (rekKa-
gaofwftú and the fines of the script of that the reál gavaya and^»ffl^ are known re^iectively". Accordingly it is throu^Avi^thart the Bmhma-^iáya is realized. Šakárffcárya alsoJtsfa^ the importance of fiilse Avidyí says that even tíionghfteMse sn^^ a man is fonnd dying". This way. the

lL^"^í?^/"^ ^ ^^ ^^ Brahma-^MyS: or Brahma-
"S^^S^^T^^If^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^finalmissiímof an iffi^nzer mto Brahman, the brahma-JiJiíSsu

-. '-aamapauacarya, Vacaspatimisra and many others
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had already made a serious and sastric approach regarding he
study of Brahman and Avidya, but the most of the aspects and
points raisedby Gitsukha in hisAbhipraya-prakasika were unheard
and unexplored prior to Mm, as has been mentioned above. Apart
from it, the dialectic style of Gitsukha, evident in his Tativa-

prakasika and to a certain extent in the Abhipfaya-pra^siUa
i^ highly impressive and sastric although he borrowed it from
Sríharsa, the anthor of heKhandana-khanda-khadya^^.
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NIRMáLA kulkarni

TWO PECULIAR SANDHI TERMS UŠED BY
THE VYÁSA-áKSÁ

1.0. Introduction

The Yyasa-siksa (VS) being an important siha of tbc

Taittinyasamhita (TS) dealsthoroughly with the texíual peculiarities

of it. Santana i.e. the samhitd-patha (SP) o the continuoua

recitation is one of the important/spects of the Vedic studies

and comes under the corpus of the Siksa literatue.^ VS describes

the changes which are to be made while reconstracting SP oif

the basis of the pada-patha (PP). Discussions on the sandhi

rules become inevitable while describing the methods for such

reconstruction. Because word-juncture o sandhi is one of the-

main sentence features of the Sanskrit language. In this contexfc

VS has coined two peculiar terms which are not much famous

in other grammatical texts. These apparentíy common terms

are ušed in a peculiar technicai sense and therefore are worth

noticeable. The present páper aims at focusing the description

and application of these terms in VS.

1.1, Sammisra

This peculiar term is not recorded as a technicai term

eitber in the Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammai^ orjt is noticed

by any book on grammatical studies YS' in its Samjmprakami^a

defmes this term as sammisras syád ekatvam. The commentaify

Vedataijasa explains it as: dvayor acor yad ekidam eMbh5v4

ekasruííhsasammisrasamj^sya whentwo vowelsareeuphíHiicaliy
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combined and as a result of such euphonic combination only
one vowel is heard (ekasmti), such au euphonic combination
is called sammiéra 'mixed with or assimilate:^^

The commentator further defines the area of application
of this particular technical term as: samjfíaisa kevalasvarayoh
Bvaradharmayoí ca, This sentence needs some explainationr

The word svara denotes two things:

i) a ¥owel, i.e. a, a, , T, etc, which are labeled by Paniriiyas
as ac and

ii) au accent ín Vedic language, a vowel may carry some
aceent, either udatta or svaríta or anudatta, Accent is a
proí^rty of a voweL

Thus, the word svara denotes:

i) smra, the vowel itself, and

ii) smradharma %e property of a vowe.

The defínition of sammisra can be applied to:

i) M^mndki especially savarnadirgha^sandhi wherein two
homc^eneous vowels are combined. In such sandhi for the
technical description the accents of the vowels may not
play any role.

^

ii) Spam-m^^^^^ wherein the accent plays important role along
witíi the vowels.

two meanings of the term svara by using two terms"

K says:
^^^^ '""^'>f"'^-«"HÍ«calleda6AnA£to.

SS^"^^^"" "«» 4 ^oríto bhavet 1
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Commentary:

niena anudditena urdhvena parenakarena sammisra ucca
udatta e ekara okaro va svaritam apnuyat asau svaritah

abhinihita iti budhaih samjnayate. yatha *te 'bruvan* 'so'

^bravit\ucca iti kim? ojo 'si.

Tr. "The diphthong e and o when assimilated with the

followiogunaccenteda becoHie circumflex and it is called abhinihita

The samé term is found ušed ín the samé context by Kaundinya-
siksa - a phonetic treatise of the Krsnayajurveda, To quote -

akarenanudatíena sammisra ucyate e akit e iti I

svaryate cabhinihitah sa svaro jnayate budhaih li
^

From the above discussion it is clear that the term thoogh
can be ušed in various contexts, is appHed only in one context^

i.e. in ase of abhinihita-sandhL We do not know the reasons

behind non-applícation of this term in other contexts, Any way,
this term is new in the fíeld of grammar and VS is the pioneer

in defining it-

1.2 Sambandlia

A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, of course discusses

the term sambandha, but in a very generál sense.-^ It has not
noticed the speciál context wherein it is ušed by VS. Enphonic
combination of a consonant and a vowel is called sambandha
Here, two phonemes though eombined are heard distintly. VS
defines this term as sambundhah sravanedmyo^. "That enphonic
combination is called sambandha where two phonemes are heard
distinctly".

Com. dvayoh sravane sáty ekJbhavah sambandhasamjnas syaL
samjneyam vyanjanasvarayoh,

ín the euphonic combination tad-mhuh the consonant d
and the vowel a are eombined with each other. Here, d and
a though assimilated with each other are heard distinctly. Such
assimilation between a consonantand a vowel is called sambandha.

The following paragraph examines the application of this

particnlar term in VS.

In the Kjalanirnaya-prakarana of VS, this term is fonnd

applied. The verse riins_ as foilows:

drutat halsvarasambandhe tayos tatsuarakaiauat, VS. 458.
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Commentaiy

vyanjanasvarayorasamparke ekodharane sátidrutat - tvaritat

tayoh halsvarayor ubhayor api tatsvarakalavat tasya svarasya
kala eva syad ity arthah. yatha'rasam práti rasalig iveti

bodhyam. ekamatrasahito dvimatras trimatra wa. yatha -

'vasavah' 'vayave vasy 'mahausa m^ iti. drutad iti kim?
kalo' rdhamatra iti vyartham syad iti brumah. tarhy anukalo
yukta iti cet tv .^kaadhikak virodhinam adhikam eva bSdhate,
bhusanatvat, kadacid api nalpam iti nyliyat^
tathaivatranukalena vyanjanasphutatvabhavat iti.

Afler a shortpronimciation ofa consonant, ifit is assimilated
with a vowel, the time required for the pronunciatíon of both
the phonemes is the samé wfeich is required for the pronunciatíon
of that particular vowel. As a sign of a sentiment (rasa) stands
as a symbol for the whole sentiment (similarly, the time of the
combined vowel stands for the complete unit) The time required
for the pronunciation might be one mora, two moras or three
moras, e.g.

A. vasavah (nom., acc, and voc- plurál of vasu):
- vasu -f as
= vaso + as
= vasav -f as

Here, the combination of v and a is called sambandha
The vowel a requires one more/or the pronunciation. Therefore
the whole unit of i;+a=í;a will get one mora.
B. vayau^eva-i-asya

= vay+au^eva^asya
= vay^av-^eva-^asya

= v^yav'¥evasya

fK. .
^^""^ ^^f I

requires two moras for the pronunciation

•MM. *

= ma4-5Aa+us+5*7n
<-/

the combmed unit also sa' will require three moras.

^^«^
^**™^"y' ^ consonant requires half-mora for a clear-.ronunoation. Does the word druta ušed in the comnTent^
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denote similar measurement o does it indicate more shorter
time than half mora? The commentator holds a view that the
word denotes similar spán of time which is required for the
utterance of a consonant in normál course^ i.e. half-mora, The
discussion in this context quoted above can be translated as
follows: What is the significance of the term dnita?

We say the aphorism halah ardhamatrah 'a consonant
requires half mora will be void, if the word druta is ušed. If

we say, the time required for the utterance of a consonant is

1/4 mora i.e. anukala? ^.

(No.) In the world we observe that a strong person always
troubles his stronger opponent and nevr a weaker, Because
such type ofbehaviour is praiseworthy. Similarly,here we require
a consonant which takés (comparatively) more time and not a

shorter one. If we say that 1/4 mora is the time required for

the pronunciation ofa consonant, itwilllead to absence ofdistiotness

in a consonant, i,e. pronunciation of a consonant will be vague.

Thus, is seems that the commentator has understood the

word druta as having half mora and not less than that- Though
this interpretation goes against the normál interpretation of

the term, but it fíts in this context. In the norma! usage it

denotes a fast recitation which is recognised as a defective recitation.

The context wherein VS has ušed this term is certainly not

of uccaranadosa Yaulty pronunciation' and therefore here druta

shouid be understood in the sense of having a time shorter than

that ofsvara i.e. havinghalf-mora. This interpretation as supported

by the commentator certainly fíts in the context.

Thus, to conclude

1. VS has ušed two different terms in the context of euphonic

combination.
A. The term sammisra is ušed in the context oíabhinihita-

sandhL
B. The termmmbandha is applied in the euphonic combination

of a consonant and a vowel.

2. The commentary Vedataijasa is the most useful instrument

in understanding VS. It gives us the exact domain and

interpretation of the terms wherever there is a chance

of misinterpreting it.
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3. Thus, it seems that VS, if studied properly along with

its commentary, will certainly enrich the study of grammar

by giving additional information.

1.

8
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P. KRISHNA MOHÁNREDDY

K. SYAMÁLÁMMA

SÍJDRAS IN EÁELY ANDHRADESA

In the Mauryan period, the sudras were representfiá

by bhrtakas liired labours' and dasas 'bondsmen', kindnwsi
and mercy to whom are specially incalcated hy tbe king ^mI
form part of his moral duties under Bhamma} We get direct.

epipaphical references to sudras and their guiids in Ándhržfi-

desa only during and after the period of Sátavahanas.

One of the Nasik cave inscriptions records the gift

a cave by the físherman (dasaka) Mugndása, together mtk
his parivaraK Senart tokes parivára as fellow-workers o caste

partnersl It is very significant that even a físherman coule

donate a cave like the affluent persons from the royal families^

merchants, etc. The next jnscription* states that a cave is

donated by Mugudasa of the lay community of Cetikas. To

this a fíeld was given by Dharaanandin, son ofthe lay worshipper

Bodhjguta, from which the ascetics were jírovided clothes.

Dhamanandin and Bodhiguta appear to be of the upper strata

of the society as their names suggest.

That every community of the súdra class participated

in the Buddhistreligious estabíishments is provedby inscriptions.

The Amaravati inscriptions menticn the gadhika^ tho great

cowherd (makd-goualam)^ the ploughman ,(halika)\ and the
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padipudiniya community*. The Kenheri iBScriptions meiition

blacksmitli (kamara)^, stone-masons (selav€tdhakm)^\ manikara^^,

goldsmitíi^, p0lishBT(mIihi-ka)^, nayukamisas, kadhicakas and
makakatakas?^ Similarly thegift ofone Cammakara is reeorded

in an Amaravati mscription.^^

Guilds:

The commentary Mitaksara on the Yajnavalkyasmrti
explains srenT as guild of sellers of betel leaves and like^^.

YaJBavallrjra II. 172 and Narada require the king tojprevent
thebreachofconventíonsof^9Í?ia^aOTa,p«ga> etc.^^ Iajnavalkya
II. 30 says ihat pugas and srems had authority to investijgate

dispntes.^

TheNaákBuddhistcaveinsoripiion ofUsavadata^^ speaks
ofthe endowment ofthree thonsandhahapanas for the members
of tíie commmiity of the fonr qnarters by him, The money

r was invested in two weavers' guilds at Govadhana indicatiiig:

royal coneem towards sneh giiilds. The hnge amonnts deposited
in snch gnilds piint to the higlier economic status enjoyed
by the guilds. It is also inter^sting to not that, we come
acn^s liie gmlds of different commniiities snch as the potters,
the workers fabricating hydranlie engines (odayantrika), he
^^'j?!?%^ íilapisGfeEij ^, bamboo workers (vasakara), braziers
(kSmkura) *^, corn dealers (dhamnikaj^. Investments ofmoney
in m<^t of these gnjlds perhaf^ ^u^ggest their earlier origiin,
The formatiffli ofm many easte^ jptjo guilds is also a pointer
tow^rdsflsdire<^on. Tlmtih^e^^dscontínuedtobepatronised
^iri^tí^Iksiivaknpartodisatt^^
inscr^tiíms of Ehnimla Chamtamnla, 333 A.D., in which it
is st^^ that for tíie pn^se of creatíng a permanent en-
dmriaie^tfiprthegodN^odai^^i^^ the sum ofonehundred
éiimrm wa^ dkjio^tei in four different guilds. Two of them
w^re jHsai^r^N^ml ^mm^^-^t^ i^,, the guild of the sellers
or growers i^ leaves (betel leaiie^l and puvíka-sreni meaning
the gmM of cimfe^iímaries,^ TMs is interesting in more than
one re^^ firs% we m^ Hiat the amounts of money
^^^^mm^^Sml^-mmw^mmiíimii compared to the
^tairlianii pari^ The d^€&iei»^^t^ is supposed to háve
aí^íitor^eáfeti^tíirust^fe^^^^ Perhaps
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for ks reason that at least some of the sudras mule háve
eoncentrated on agriculture, indicated by the guild of fche sellerso growers of betel leaves which were probably exported. This
may suggest that some ofthe ^dras owned land. It is interesting
to^ ^ote that even today, in Andhra certain seetions of the
á^udraagricuIturistslikeEeddisarecalledJfei^oa-refrfís^w^
iBeans the agriculturists who raise betel leaves.

It is cmrious that most of the inscriptioiis containing
references to sudras are from the coastal and north centrál
Andhraregion. There isbut a solitary inseription from Gangaperuru
(Cixddapah district) engraved on a memoriál pillar, which refers
to the death of one gona-who is stated to háve died ^during
a cattle raid by one Šivadáša* The suffix dasa indicates sudra.^*

During the post-Ikshvakn period their oceurrence in

the inscriptions gradually decreases. It is ybtj interesting
to not that from Jth century A.D. onwards we get a number
of references to sudras as occupying important positions in

the administration and later, even as rulers,^ It is difficulfc

to visualize what was their position in the society during
4-7th centuries A.D.

The Salankayanas who succeeded the Ikshvakus, seem
to háve given some importance to the^sfídras like the rathakaras.

However, it must be noted that the rathakaras ofthe Elaniikollu

plates of the Salankayanas were caturvedins and
sapahugrahasamvadíns.^ B.Y.Krishna Rao opines that they

are the sudrarathakarasidentífíedwiththe modernpalwra^iiaOTPa^

of Andhra pradesh. However, D.C, Sircar takés them to be

brahmanas. Krishna Rao*s view seems to be more reasonable

for the following reasons. Firstly, the donation was made in

accordance with the rites and rules pertaining to the rathakara

caste. It may be compared with the vaisyagrahara of the time

of Madhukamarnadeva, an eastern Gahga king^ in gse sense

that both were the gifts of the kings to the non-brahmanas

having made them into agrakaras. Secondly, in the other

inscriptions ofthe Salankyanas, thedoneebrahmanas are si^dfied

unlike the Kanukollu plates. They are also known from their

traditional and conspicuous personál names as well as goíms.

Further, the personál names of all the brihmanas oceurring
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4n fKp inscriotions had suffíxes sarman o šarmarya. whicli

s nit t^ca Vwíh the Kanukollu plates. Thirdly, itjs rather

be named after the rathakaras the so called sudras l^astiy,

e:ertXrneastÁBdhrade'sa,thereisaclassofv.sVa^^^^^^^

who call thexnselves rathakaras and study the
^^/^^

^mce

their kBOwledge of the Veda cannot be explamed to ^.^7^
b^^^

aquired in a day, the practice of learnmg and ^ecitxng tlie

Veda must háve been since a very long ti™e And therefore

ít is possible that they were respected for their Vedic knowledge

and were donated agraharas."^

Though. we do not get any direct references to the

4udrasintheBrhatphaláyana,Pallava,Anandagotra,Visnukundi

records, it máy be surmised that they were servmg the royai

court as servants and in villages as _agriculturists, probabiy

sharing the produce with the agra^ara-brahmanas.

One ofthe charters ofthe Salankayna Vijayadevavarman^^

speaks of the grant of twenty nivartanas of land to one Gana
Sarman, together with a site for his house and a site for the

men who receive half the crop and for his doo keepers. The
Hirahadagalli plates of the Pallava king Sivaskandavarman^**

record the gift ofone nivartana ofland in Apitti to oneAgnisármSrya
and two kolikos for four labourers receiving half^the produce.

It is evident from the above references, that the siidras beg-an

cultivating the fields of the brahmaijas and received half the
produce probabiy as wages. It is difRcult to say exactly as
to since when they began receiving such shares in cultivation.

However, we fínd that in nost of the inscriptions, these people
(receivers of half the cropj are addressed along with the other
oflficials, while granting lands and villages to the brahmanas.
It is very interesting to not that in the Srungavarapukota
plates of Kalinga Anantavarman^^, the king commands all the
ryots present at the village of Kindeppa, donating the samé
to one Mitrisarman as an agrahara. It is very curious to
not that only the ryots are mentioned leaving the other royal
officers, suggesting that by this time the ryots were considered
as the important section to be addressed on account of their
associatáon with land and agriculture. It is also possible that
with the continuous practice ofagrahara donations by the kings
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to the bráhmanas, the sudra section of the society who involvedthemselves actively in the agriculture and attained considerable
signaficance m the society as seen from the inscriptions. Durin^th e Ikshvaku and post- Ikshvaku periods waste-land was hrou ?h

t

under cultivation. This is seen from the land donations madeOy the kings to the bráhmanas. For the newly creaíed villages
ora^ra/iarasandforthelanddonated.specializedagTiculturisís
were needed whom the siidra community supplied. This madfthem economically self-supporting and gradually thev came
to be classified under the category akin to gahapaiis'. They
xrmst havealsoplayed a signifícantrole in the villageadministratio.
After the 7th century A.D., the sudras occur in the inscriptions
of Andhra very frequently as ryots, traders, soldiers and aiso
as royal officials.
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6^^&i - eS}ííK5e)?jtí/'r.

áí5j;;6ío/Sa (^l.i 1740-50) csSioíStíoKcrtojaE^íoxr* (4-137)

:ssa<5 tfíídSoáa sNíSxto ar&^íca ^hij-cki.
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REVIEWS
A STUDY OF K1AHIMABHATTA*S VYAKTIVIVEKA by

C. Rajendran. Author, Department o£ Sanskrit, University
of Calicut-673 635. Kerala 1991. Pp. 10 + 216.

The book under review is^a doctoral thesis of
C. Rajendran prepared under the super/ision ofM.S. Menon,
with aview to provide a fuil length analytical and interpretative

study of the yya/cíiuíueka of Mahimiabhatta. Mahimabhatta
is one óf the makers of Sanskiií literaiy criticísm, whose
thought provoking ideas, however unacceptable they may
be, cannot be left out for the appraisal of Sanskrit poetics.

The Vyaktiviveka was written to demonstrate that the sug-
gestedmeaningpostulated asthesoul ofpoetrybyAnandavardhana^
can be explained otherwise by Anumana, takíng the logic

of argument from Bftddhism.,

Beginning from Bharata tipto Aiíandavardhana the

poeticians háve leaned on Vyakarana 'grammár' for their

ideas. For them grammar is a store house of several ideas

for interpretation of poetic excellencíes and the formulation

of the science of literary criticism. In.facthe grammarians
are the earliest critics who identified some of the categories

of poetics like guna and upamana, as known from Panini's

sutras,jaiaísuarí/ia, ajahatsvarthá andJaJiadaJahcitsvartha

vrttis, as known from the MahabfmsyaoíFatanjálx. Ananda-
vardhana admitted categorically the dependence of poetics

on the grammar. Further the linguistic study does not

become complete by mere analyses of parts of speech and

so on» unless the literaiy merits are also éxpiaíned: for,

expressiiig through langnage, which implies polishness,

politenesíS>and refinement in sound and sense, has become

an art as^much as throwing arrows from the bow. Thus

it ha3 become customary and also áppropriate forthepoeticians

to draw the materials arid also methods from grammar

and also állied sciences of Ástika systems of philosop^
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Mahimabhatta (clOOO A.D.) showed a n^w way of

interpreting poetic beautyby inventing tlie 'theory ofinference*

(anumana) developed on the basis of the Buddhist logic.

Rajendran deserves to be congratulated to nnravel many
facts in a historical perspective. The lingulstic and aesthetic

tlioiights ofMahimabhatta the doctrinal differences between
Dhvani and Anumana theories and a generál survey of

poetics, are presented ín a iucid language, making the
thesis a useful reader for the young researchers in Sanskrit
literary crlticlsm.

THE KA.YVÁNUSASÁNAOFACHAHYAHEMACHANDRA
- A CrnnCAL STUDY by Amrut M. Upadhyay. Author, B/22,
Kupa Apartments. Near Lavanya Society, Vasana. Ahmedabad - 380 007.

1987. Pp. XXIII + 532. Price Rs. 250-00.

A.M. Upadhyay's meaningful book. the Kavyanusdsana
of Acharya Hemachandra - A Ctical Study is a doctoral
thesis of the Gujarat University, Ahmedabad. Acharya
Hmachandra(1088- 1 172 A.D.) is aJainmonkwith remarfcable
erudition in a number of branches of ieaming including
Prakrit and Apabhramsa. His Šabdanusasana (grammar).
Kavyanusasana (poetics) and Chandonuddsana (prosody)
stand testimony to his scholarship in language and hterature.
The meticulous assemblage of various interesting aspects
of Indián Literary Criticism with critical comprehension
make the_Kávyanusasana a veiy useful text in poetics.
But the Kavyaprakasa oí Mammata (12 cent.) ecllpsed the
Kavyanusasana. During the present centuiy the book is
edited and published by different scholars Hke sívadatta
and K.P. Parab í 1934). R.C. Parlkh and R.B. Athavale (1938)
R.C. Parikh-and V.M. Kulkami (1964) and others. Now
the present work isa higher criticism on the Kavyanusasana
examining the viewá of the author against the views oí
his predecessorsand successors. like Hemachandra, Upadhyay
also spared no paias to collect and elaboráte all the views
of traditionai poeticians aná modem crítics to defend thease of Hemachandra. In chapters 2 to 8 are dealt with
the views of Hemachandra on poetic meaning. aesthetic
»jq)erience. poetic blemishes. poetic embellishments, dramatlc
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personae and types of compositions. In the remaining
chapters the authorhas reviewed the position ofHemachandra
in Indián poetics. As remarked by ... V.M. Kulkami, this

study is a notable addition to the number of works in

English and Sanskrit poetics.

*****
SOLAR YOGA by Janakiraman and Caroltaa Rosso Cicogna.

Indián reprintbyAlliedPublishers, Bombay 1990 (Firstpublished

in Italy 1989). Pp 346. Frice Rs. 125-00.

The Solar Yoga is a book on doctrine and practice

of Sryayoga-a disciplin of yogic practice formulated by

the blending of the Rája-yoga and Hatha-yoga, written by

the Italy based Indián aeronautical engineer Yogacarya

Janakiraman. and the Itálie travellor in India and a si-

multaneous interpreterby professlon Carolina Rosso Cicogna.

The book is written with the experience as teachers of

this yogic practice in Trieste, Italy. While Janakiraman

is a devotee ofSatya Saibaba of PiJltaparti (Andhra Pradesh),

Mrš. Cicogna is a dlsciple of SiT Ananda Moyee Ma of

Kankhal, Himalayas.

India is a strange country in which the intellectuals

were deeply engrossed, at least from the time the literary

evidences in the form of Vedle literatue are avallable.

in highly evolved speculations regarding the destiny of the

man beyond what is known through the senses and intellect

even before they could learn to keep the starving stomacii

full with enough to eat and the body with enough to cover.

Perhaps because of this reason they evolved an integrated

approach to the body, mind and soul. or materiál, mental

and spirituál aspects of human life. whatever may be the

nomenclature, eveiy school of thought is attempting to

find a way to allevlate suffering of the man and thus to

reach a stat of endless happiness. Action ínay lead to

an actionless stage. but action is the only means to reach

the finál goal. Therefore the GUá says : yogah kanmsu

kausiilam the skiU in action is yog. The root mJj^^^

which yoga is derived means to unit (any t^«í^
J«^ ^^^

term can be applled to any exercise in which the action

is involved In its specialised sense the word yoga standlng
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for a systém of philosophy which attempts to alleviate the

suffering of the man throiigh the control of the mind and
senses. The control of mind and senses could again be

got by different methods and differentlated by adjectives

like karma, hatha and bhaktt As the authors háve said

on pages 27-30, the yoga is of eight types called karma-

yoga, Jndna-yoga, bhakti-yoga, mantra-yoga, tantra-yoga,

hatha-yoga, rája-yoga and surya-yoga.

The Surya-yoga or Solar Yoga is a systém of practice

in which "synthesís of these different approaches which
highlights in an unmistakable fashion the profound heliocentric

character of human nature". In other words the Solar

Yoga is a blending of the Rqja-yoga precepts with the Hatha-
yoga techniques to bring the concentration of the mind
and psychophysical disciplin

In part one, comprising of fonr chapters, is dealt
with the natnre of Solar Yoga, the concepts of asana and
pránayama, and the mantras to be ušed in Solar Yoga.
In part two, 25 asana and 8 prariayaxna types are described
in detail with graphics for the benefit of the new practitioners
too. The significance of bandhas, mudras and kríyas are
also explained showing fuU well the need for combining
the training of body and of the mind. Mrs. Cicogna^s
experiences in her travels In India provide for the Indián
readers, for whom this Indián reprint is intended, a gllmpse
of Indián heritage in the eyes of foreigners. Allied Publlshers
háve bronght out this edition with elegance and quality.

*****
ADISAKARACARYA (12TH CENTENARY COMMEMORATION-
VOLUME). Ed. Gautam Patel. Directorate of Information,
Government of Gujarat, Gandhinagar. 1992. pp. xli + 233.

Sri Sankaracaiya ís belleved "by and large to háve
been born In May 788 and died in ,820 A.D. Hence in
commemoration ofhis 1200 th birth anniversary. this volume
underthe titleAdísafcorócaryaisbrought outby the Government
of Gujara^, through its Directorate of Information, ^rl
Sakaracarya travelled through the breadth and wldth of
India revitalizing the religious beliefthrough reinterpretation
ofthe ancient sacred literatue. Thus he belongs to everybody
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and to everyinch oflandhetraversed. The Gujarat Government
rightly claims ^akarácarya to their stat, for the banks
of Narmada bear his foot prints and the people of this

region are being spiritually inspired by him and his succeeding

Sankaracaryas of the Dwaraka Mutt. Further the Government
of Gujarat deserves tobecomplementedprofusely forbringing

out this volume, because religious tolerance can be fostered

only by the propagation of correct ideas about religion.

It would be a good augury for other states to follow.

Thevolume contains 50 articles contributed by scholars

of the East and the West providing a birs eye view of

Sankarábarya's life, works and preachings on Advaita and

humanism for the welfare of the man kind. The book

contains conflicting views of scho^lars; for example S.D.

Kulkami is in favour of assigning Sri Sakarácarya^to 509

B.C. (p.33), while P. George Victor opines that Sarikara

lived between 788-820 A.D. (p. 230). Similarly Him_amsu

Chakravartl holds that there are two paths in Sakaracarya's

view, námely, the path of action and the path of knowledge

(p.ll); D.N. Shanbhag opines that the path of knowledge

is the only path leading to liberation. and karma and bhakti

are all aids to get knowledge (p.l74). Thus this volume

undoutedly focusses on some areas of dispute for further

researchby the researchers is Sanskrit, Philosophy, Religion,

Culture and History. Gautam Patel richly deserves to be

congratulated for bringing out this volume with taste.

^ * * * *

1 áÁNTAARAMAH (Sanskrit) byShantaramG. Moghe. Devavani

Mandiram, Bombay 400 004. 1988. pages 8+114. Pnce:

Rs. 20-00 ,_

9 STUDIES IN THE DHARMASASTRA by Shantaram G.

Moghe. Ajanta Publications. Delhi - 110 007. 1991. Pages

X + 285. Price: Rs.325-00

The two books under review are the collections

of articles written by Shantaram G. Moghe and already

nublished in different joumals. The keen interest e^anced

SvheautSoraUthrough^^^
JmaStf^ "d time Ld again. His -am -nmb^t^^^^^^^^^

in trying to correlate between the abstract prescnptions
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in the codes of conduct like the Grhyasutras, Dharmasastra

texts and Smrtis and the illustrations in the Vedlc^and

classical literaWes íncluding the epics and the purarias.

Thus the work of Dr. Moghe is a supplement to the History

oj Dharmasdstra of P.V. Kane. The articles on literary

criticism and contemporary Sanskrit studies are also included

showing the acquaintance of the author in different fields

of Sanskrit.

The Šánta Áramah is a collection of 45 short articles

wrltten in easySanskrit covering biographies (1-5), Dharmasastra

(6-10), Punraniimaf (11-15), Drama (16-17), Lexicon (18-

21), Meghadiita (22-26), Puranas (27-30), Upanisadic literatue

(31-34), poetry (35-36) and miscellaneous '(37-45).

The Studies in the Dharmasastra ís a collection of

35 articles in English which stand for the fruits of the
laboiirs of the author and the keen interest in the literatue
ofrituals and codes ofconduct. The informatíon has provided*
as for example the problém of adoption in the ase of
Sunahsepa (14, pp. 117-124), shall be of immense use
for the evolution ofvarious sociál practices from the historical
point of view. A good number of articles (e.g. 4,7,12,13
and 20, etc.) provide historical information about authors
and books on the Dharmasastra. The eight articles (27-
34), coneerninghigher criticism ofthe Kautilíya-Arthasastra,
attempt to evaluate the influence of Kautilya on the critics
and commentators*

While the Santa Aramah provides inspiration to write
in Sanskrit, the Studies on Dharmasastra lends a helping
hand in identlfyíng the boítlenecks in determlningthe historical
development ofdifferent sociál institutions in Indián Cultural
heritage.

* * * * *

EKAVÍRA (Sanskrit). Tr. by Vasa Subrahmanya Sást; Author,
1-3-3, Gandhinagar, Anakapalli-531 001, 1993.Pp.°92. Price Rs. 24-00.

The Ekavu-a Is a romantic novel written in Telugu
by Kavisamrat Visvanitha Satyanarayana. the lat poet-
laureate of Andhra Pradesh in seventiés. This novel Is
very popular in Telugu for the dlctlon, development of the
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story wlth raptureous descriptions and psychologicalconflicts,
reflecting the sociál life of the Indián men and women
in generál and of Andhra in particular, The supremacy
of the sociál order over personál passions, likes and dislikes

is shown vividly through the strange love affair of a pair

ofheroes and heroines . Kuttan marries through arrangement
by parents Ekavlra while he was in love with MinSksT and
his friend VTrabhupati marries Mlnaksi while in love with

EkavTra. The conflict between compromise and revolt in

the heroine EkavTra results nltimately in her deaíh and
renunciation of her lover VTrabhupati.

Sri"Vasa Subrahmaíiy^t Šástri, an erudite traditional

scholar, has rendered the Telngu novel into lucid Sanskril

without loosing tempo oftheTelugu version. This is certainly

commendable for the translation of the modern novels in

regional languages into Sanskrit is a need of the hour

to exhibit unity in diversity and national integrity.

:4( * « ^ *

MUKAMATÍ-MAHAKAVYA-KAVYASÁSTRIyA-NIKASA (Hindi)

by Shila Chandra Jain. Digambara Jain Samaj, Chandavada.

Madhya Pradesh, 1991. Pp 144. Frice. 10-00.

The poem Múkamáti is a mahákávya in Hindi in

4 khandas composed by the contemporary Jain Monk Sri

Achar^a Vidyasagara. It is aimed at to teach the socio-

religious principles like non-violence, peace. uphftment of

the downtrodden, liberation of women
^^^^J^^l^^^^^^J^^

andlgnorance.cessasionofcasteismanduniversalbrotherhood^

The literatue in the form of ornáte poetry ^nd folk songs

háve a direct appeal to the people than the ^f^^^conduct^

Thp abstractions in the codes of conduct are raade liveiy

Ind transmitted through characters in different situations.
and transm^^ed^t^^^^ _g

^ ^^ ^^^

cir. the heroine is á silent downtrodden lady called Mati

a s^^bolic ?epresentation of the marshy soil on the riverbed
a symboiic reprc&cxx

T^otter for auspecious pots.

who represents the teacher in gene
^f S^i.

Jiná himself in particular. y^^^^J^y^^^g^j^jj, to varlous
Mátr transcends all women of worldly wlsdom.
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dialogues the philosophlcal tenets of the Anekantika scliool

oí Jainism are introduced, The book under review is a

critical study in Hindi of tlie Muteoífby Shila Chandra

Jaln. Besides the piiilosophical tenets, the story of the

poem, charaeterisation, sentiment and poetic genious of

the author háve been explained at length for the use of

the students and critics, The book is written in such

simple Hindi that even a non-Hindijpeaker can easily

get a giimpse ofthe refomist inonk SrÍAcharya Vidyasagara,

for which Shila Chandra Jain deserves complements.

M. Srioannarayana Mníti
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